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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Objectives for Dissertation 
The objectives of this dissertation are to explore the relationship between the 
discipline of entomology and internet-related computing technology, specifically: (1) 
to investigate the current use of the internet as a medium for organizing information 
for lifelong learning within the discipline of entomology, (2) to explore the 
effectiveness of three-dimensional virtual insects as a tool for entomology distance 
education, and (3) to demonstrate the utility of the world-wide web and related 
internet technologies for teaching entomology through the construction of a distance 
education course in entomology. 
Dissertation Organization 
This dissertation is composed of four sections. The General Introduction 
(Chapter 1) presents the history of the use of the internet within the discipline of 
entomology and outlines the challenges that face entomologists. Portions of this 
chapter have been published in American Entomologist and Annual Review of 
Entomology (VanDyk 1995, VanDyk 2000). The second section (Chapter 2) introduces 
a global model for mining current entomological information through the use of 
metadata and summarizes the current state of electronic entomological information 
in the United States. The third section (Chapter 3) focuses on the use of the internet 
in entomological distance education through the evaluation of a unique method of 
replicating the experience of an insect morphology laboratory class using three-
dimensional insects in virtual reality. The virtual reality models (part of the creative 
component of this dissertation) can be found on a CD-ROM (see Appendix C). The 
final section (Chapter 4) discusses the online course that was constructed using the 
metadata approach outlined in Chapter 2. The online course is also part of the 
creative component of this dissertation. Discussion of the course is followed by a 
General Conclusion and a General Reference section at the end of the dissertation. 
The General Reference section includes citations used throughout the dissertation. 
Appendix A includes the code for Opilio, the data mining program constructed to 
evaluate current entomological information and organize information using 
metadata. Appendix B includes the code used to analyze log files to determine usage 
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of metadata-generated links in Chapter 2. Appendix C is available on the 
accompanying CD-ROM and includes the source files used to create the object 
movies and the object movies themselves. Appendix D contains the diagrams used 
in Chapter 3 to compare the effectiveness of the object movies. Appendix E contains 
the HTML source files for the online course and can be found on the accompanying 
CD-ROM. 
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USE OF THE INTERNET IN THE DISCIPLINE OF ENTOMOLOGY: 
A HISTORY 
The wide acceptance of distributed information systems has had a very 
significant impact on the way extension entomology functions. In 2003, we are in the 
midst of a revolution which began in the early 1980's with the personal computer, 
gained momentum with the development of Gopher and the world-wide web, and 
promises to change even basic human activities because of the wide availability of 
internet connections to consumers today. This review offers a look at the history of 
distributed information systems, an examination of current problems; and a 
presentation of the new opportunities afforded by current technology with 
particular application to extension entomology. 
Early Networking 
Traditional entomology extension programs have focused on providing 
research-based information for agriculture and urban clients. Information was 
delivered in print, in person, and later by telephone, radio and television. In the 
mid-1980's, personal computers became available but were used primarily for 
document production for the printed page rather than communication. The fax 
machine rather than the computer became popular for communicating because there 
were wide incompatibilities between computer hardware, software, and media. The 
early 1990's brought the beginning of standardization. The protocol chosen was 
transmission control protocol/internet protocol (TCP/IP) and universities began 
making serious efforts to connect departmental networks, which had previously 
been used for internal file sharing and printer sharing, to the internet. 
Since the early days of the internet in the late 1960's and early 1970s, a simple 
protocol called file transfer protocol (FTP) had been used to transfer information 
from one computer to another over a TCP/IP network (Postel and Reynolds 1985). It 
worked well but lacked a graphical user interface. Instead, it required use of a 
command-line interface and knowledge of both the internet hostname of the other 
computer and the file's location within the computer's directory structure. FTP as a 
protocol is still widely used today, though mostly through programs which handle 
the commands transparently behind a graphical user interface. 
Gopher 
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The development of the Gopher system in 1991 by the University of 
Minnesota changed the face of the internet by offering a menu-driven rather than 
command line interface. Menu items included not only subdirectories and the files 
they contained but also a special menu item that could lead the user to another 
Gopher server. This was a breakthrough because it eliminated the need to know the 
internet hostname of the server in advance. One could simply start at the "mother 
gopher" at the University of Minnesota (gopher://gopher.tc.umn.edu) and browse 
menus to find the desired information. The process of browsing menus could take 
the user from the University of Minnesota's gopher server to one in Australia to one 
in Colorado; the important point is that the user need not know on which internet host 
computer the information resided. 
A secondary breakthrough was that although early gopher sites were served 
by unix systems, a gopher client on any platform could access the data by using the 
gopher protocols over TCP/IP. This broke down the barriers between platforms by 
allowing computers running Microsoft Windows, Apple's MacOS, and the many 
kinds of unix to interact seamlessly. A search facility called Veronica allowed a 
keyword search to be conducted on the contents of multiple gopher servers (the 
Archie facility allowed searches of files on publicly-accessible FTP sites) (Emtage 
and Deutsch 1992). 
Gopher Eclipsed by World-Wide Web 
As gopher was being accepted, Tim Berners-Lee of the European Particle 
Physics Laboratory was developing the world-wide web, a hypertext-based system 
that allowed information to be linked together in new ways (Berners-Lee 1989). He 
built it using the hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP) to transmit information 
encoded in hypertext markup language (HTML), a subset of standard generalized 
markup language (SGML), though the world-wide web is not limited to these. 
Again, the TCP/IP protocol was used to carry HTTP, furthering the popularity of 
TCP/IP. By 1993, web browsers such as Netscape and Mosaic could display images 
in documents and web servers began to proliferate. The ability to handle gopher 
protocols was embedded into web browsers and signaled the decline of the gopher 
system. 
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There were a handful of early entomological gopher servers that dealt with 
extension entomology, dominated by the University of Florida where an early push 
for electronic information dissemination was apparent. The University of Florida 
published APIS (an extension beekeeping newsletter), Citrus News Notes, Cotton 
Pest News, pesticide information, pest alerts, and the Florida Insect Control Guide 
online. Some entomological information was also available on PENPages 
(Pennsylvania State University) and GENET (Cornell University). 
Entomology Websites Established 
The first entomology website went into operation February 27,1994 and was 
announced to the entomological community on the Entomo-L electronic mailing list 
on April 18,1994 by Lou Bjostad of Colorado State University (LB Bjostad, personal 
communication, Bjostad 1994). On April 30,1994 Iowa State University announced 
its website in a message to Entomo-L by John VanDyk (VanDyk 1994, VanDyk 1999). 
These two websites did for the entomological online world what the University of 
Minnesota "mother gopher" had done for the gopher system: they presented the 
available online entomological resources in a logical and organized fashion. After 
an intense period of competition which did much to spur the growth of early 
entomology-oriented websites, Bjostad and VanDyk collaborated, resulting in the 
Entomology Index of Internet Resources and WWW Virtual Library of Entomology 
sites, the latter now defunct (Bjostad 1999, VanDyk 2003). 
Since 1994 most institutional entomology programs have established an 
internet presence of some sort. The use they have made of the internet varies. 
Common resources include fact sheets, image galleries, personnel directories, 
instructions for sample submission, "pest-of-the-week" or month, pest news, current 
research, and online keys. Some institutions offer online entomology courses. 
Most institutions began by viewing the internet as a one-way broadcast 
medium. They published their insect fact sheets on the world-wide web so that 
clients with computers would not need to wait several days to receive a printed 
document by regular mail or physically travel to an extension office or university. 
Fact sheets were often accompanied by digitized diagrams or photographs. Those 
brave (or naive) enough to include their e-mail addresses on the fact sheets quickly 
realized that the internet is more than a one-way medium. Entomologists began to 
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receive a trickle of e-mail not only from their constituents but from locations outside 
their state, province, or country. The trickle became a flood as more and more 
people gained access to the internet, though most still preferred to get their 
information directly (Tavernier et al. 1996). 
The acceptance of interactivity led to more advanced projects such as remote 
diagnostics, where individuals could have insect problems evaluated by a specialist 
using real-time internet videoconferencing or by attaching digital photographs to e-
mail messages rather than bringing in a physical specimen (Beckwith 1999, VanDyk 
1998). Additionally, distance education via the world-wide web became a real 
possibility, with the first courses offered in the late 1990's and the first full online 
master's degree program offered by the University of Nebraska in 1998 (Leon 
Higley, personal communication). The future promises greater bandwidth and 
ubiquitous connectivity that will make these technologies commonplace. 
Problems 
The acceptance of the world-wide web as a normal media type meant an 
explosion of information. The amount of information becoming available is 
currently exceeding the ability to manually classify it. 
One of the most vexing problems with trying to organize information on the 
world-wide web is the number of broken hyperlinks where the target resource has 
been moved, removed, or renamed. Most modern web authoring and content 
management tools include options for link management that prevent broken links 
within a website while links to external sites must be checked periodically. 
However, entomological sites are unlikely to use modern tools. They are more likely 
to have hand-coded HTML documents (often coded by students) due to the expense 
of professional tools and expertise. Therefore, dead hyperlinks abound on 
entomological websites. The problem is compounded by the movement of people 
and projects among institutions, with many orphaned websites left behind. 
A second problem is the abundance of out-of-date information. Rather than 
being updated or replaced by a notice pointing to newer information, old 
information is typically left on the server. This makes it more difficult to find good 
information on the world-wide web. 
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A third major problem is the organization of existing information within a 
discipline but across websites. This is the problem addressed in the next chapter. 
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A METADATA MODEL FOR GLOBAL INTEGRATED PEST 
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION 
Introduction 
Organization of information on the world-wide web is a challenge. Even 
when an attempt is made to organize documents within a particular site, there has 
usually been no consistent attempt to organize across sites. The reasons for this are 
diverse and include the lack of understanding of available standards, the lack of 
central discipline-specific sites with enough granularity to function as categorical 
libraries, the use of personnel other than document authors for publishing 
documents on the world-wide web, and a general lack of funding for such intersite 
approaches. 
A possible answer to this challenge involves the use of metadata. Metadata, 
also called metainformation, is data about data. It takes a step back from the data 
and describes the data itself. 
On the world-wide web, page-specific metadata can give information about 
the document, such as author, keywords, publishing institution, geographic region, 
etc. By standardizing metadata, programs can be written which index and categorize 
documents automatically, eliminating tedious and error-prone human efforts. An 
intersite approach would inevitably use metadata because of its great value in 
organizing resources. 
An attempt to define a comprehensive, cross-disciplinary metadata standard 
was made in 1995 when the Dublin Core standard emerged from an Online 
Computer Library Center /National Center for Supercomputing Applications 
workshop (Dublin Core Metadata Initiative 2003). Though revised and expanded in 
subsequent years, the Dublin Core is not widely used on entomological websites and 
is now being superseded by the Resource Description Format (RDF). RDF is based 
on the next-generation language for encoding documents for the world-wide web, 
extensible markup language (XML) (Lassila and Swick 1999). Web pages, also 
known as HTML documents, have two main parts: HEAD and BODY. Resource 
descriptions can be embedded within the HEAD element of an HTML document to 
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preserve compatibility with existing systems as the transition is made from HTML 
to XML. 
Tim Berners-Lee, inventor of the world-wide web, has high hopes for a new 
kind of information network based on RDF. Berners-Lee calls this the "semantic 
web" (Berners-Lee et al. 1991). His proposal has great promise. Unfortunately, 
programmers have found RDF difficult to understand, possibly due to its recursive 
nature. Because of this, tools for using the semantic web have not been widely 
accepted. 
Metainformation is best provided by a document's author, who probably has 
the best knowledge of how the document fits into the document's topic area and the 
whole of the internet. A minimum set of standards for integrated pest management-
related documents was proposed in 1996 by the National Integrated Pest 
Management Network, a federal/state partnership made up of universities, 
government agencies, and industry (Stinner et al. 1996, VanDyk 1998b). The 
minimum standards were inclusion of authorship, institutional source, and last 
revision date on the publication. Additional standards which were encouraged but 
optional included geographic applicability, a local review process similar to that for 
non-electronic publications, and meta tags for subject, keywords, description, pest 
class (nematode, mite, insect, etc.), and pest name. The minimum standards were 
easy to meet (much easier than the full Dublin Core) and suitable for documents 
outside the area of integrated pest management as well. In most cases, this 
information is available somewhere on the page but is not embedded in the HEAD 
element as a series of meta tags. If the information is not in the meta tags, it is very 
difficult for an automated process (often called a robot) to extract the relevant 
information from the page; when the proper meta tags are present, a robot can easily 
get at the information. For example, the author of a web page may be denoted by a 
byline at the beginning or end of an article, or in a sidebar, or in a brief biographical 
blurb. One must write error-prone code to make a "best guess" as to where the 
information is available within the document when attempting to extract the author 
information. Placing the information inside a standard element, such as a meta tag 
(e.g., <META name="DC.author" con ten t= "John Smith">) allows easy 
programmatic extraction of information. Once that is possible, it becomes easy to 
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generate a directory of documents organized by their metainformation. For example, 
if pest and region information were defined, it would be simple to create a directory 
of documents related to a particular pest in a given region, e.g., the European corn 
borer in Iowa. 
One way to think of the utility of meta tags is to use the database metaphor. 
Given a set of information such as the directory of the Entomological Society of 
America, one could make a database with one field and place all the information 
about one person in that field. The database could be queried for specific 
information, but advanced uses such as sorting and working with subsets are nearly 
impossible. It is much more useful to separate the information into different fields 
such as first name, last name, zip code, etc. Once that is done, queries and sorts can 
be done on the individual fields to generate useful information, like a directory of 
medical entomologists by state. 
Consider each page on the world-wide web as an entry in a huge distributed 
database. Without metadata, all the information on the page is in one field. When 
metadata is provided, it is analogous to creating fields in a database record; the 
information becomes much more useful because it can be manipulated and arranged 
in different ways. Of course, the real situation is more complicated, with portals, 
gateways, proxies, and dynamic or interactive sites. But the bulk of extension 
information is currently published as static HTML or Portable Document Format 
(PDF) files. By adding metadata, value is added to existing documents. 
The process of adding metadata to existing documents is tedious and 
expensive. Automated systems for adding metadata do exist but are generally 
unhelpful because they can only draw conclusions from the data already on the 
page; a human being is far more adept at adding metadata because he or she 
understands the purpose of the information, not just the information itself. This is an 
example of a process where computers will not replace humans anytime soon. 
Opilio 
As a demonstration of what can be accomplished through the rigorous use of 
metainformation, a search engine for integrated pest management with 
automatically-generated browsable subject categories was built. The criteria for the 
search engine were as follows: (1) ability to harvest metadata from current websites 
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if metadata was present; (2) management capabilities for handling metadata 
categories (add, delete, merge, alias, redirect); (3) scalability to keep searches under 
two seconds in length. The software consisted of five parts: a portfolio manager, a 
web crawler, a page receiver, a metadata management interface, and a search 
interface. 
Portfolios are collections of external websites. The portfolio manager allowed 
the creation and modification of portfolios. In this application portfolios were 
organized by state. For example, the Iowa portfolio contained a list of websites that 
have to do with integrated pest management in Iowa. For each website, the portfolio 
manager allowed the initiation of a site crawl (retrieval of website data into the 
search engine), definition of areas of the website at which to begin crawling, 
definition of areas of the website to skip, or definition of metadata on a per-page or 
per-site basis. The idea behind portfolios was that eventually managers of websites 
in different states would be able to gain authentication credentials, create a portfolio, 
and manage their own website metadata even if the local system supporting their 
website did not support metadata directly. This is often the case with workers in 
entomology because the website is often administered by an information technology 
department and access to web pages for modification of metadata may require 
special work by the information technology department. In practicality, resources 
for this special work are unavailable, and it does not happen. Therefore, by entering 
the metadata in Opilio and essentially creating a metadata overlay, the web pages 
under the workers' control could be successfully categorized in the search engine. 
Initiation of the crawl of a website spawned a web crawler process. Running 
in its own thread of execution to avoid hogging server resources and to allow 
multiple crawlers to run simultaneously, the crawler followed this algorithm: 
1. Begin crawling the website at the website default directory, then at any 
specific entry points the portfolio manager has defined. 
2. For each page, extract the links within the page. 
3. Throw away links that point outside the current website. 
4. Add links that point to pages on the current website to the crawler queue if 
they do not already exist in the queue and if they do not already exist in the 
Done queue. 
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5. Extract metadata from the HEAD element of the current web page. 
6. Eliminate hypertext markup language tags in the BODY element of the 
current web page. 
7. Package the metadata and the BODY element of the current web page. 
8. Using a web services client, send the package to the page receiver for 
inclusion in the search engine. 
9. Add the uniform resource locator (URL) of the current web page to the Done 
queue. 
The crawler worked its way through the queue until it had crawled all possible 
URLs within the site, then exited. 
The page receiver was a web service allowing submission of a page with its 
associated metadata. Upon reception, the page receiver checked to see if the 
Category metadata property was present. If present, the receiver then checked to see 
if the category was an existing category or a new category. If the category already 
existed, the page was placed within the category hierarchy so that users browsing 
the hierarchy would see the page. If the category did not yet exist, it was added to 
an approval queue that the site administrator accessed through the metadata 
management interface. The text of the page was then stripped of common words 
("the", "a", etc.) to decrease the amount of data that needed to be stored and 
processed into the keyword index so that the page could become a hit when a user 
entered a keyword that matched the page. The metadata was stored in an associated 
metadata table, keyed on the URL of the page. 
The metadata management interface allowed the site administrator to 
manage metadata categories. Possible actions included approving, adding, deleting, 
merging, redirecting, and aliasing categories. The hierarchical taxonomy 
("ontology", in knowledge management terms) constructed from web page 
metadata must be actively managed because many people will use similar terms for 
the same concept, misspell a category name, or otherwise lend confusion to an 
otherwise well-ordered and consistent taxonomy. Regardless of the approval status 
of the metadata, the page contents are indexed in the full-text index. 
The category approval queue contained categories that the crawler found 
while crawling websites. The approval interface is shown in Figure 2.1. The person 
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managing the metadata can approve categories, delete categories, or hold categories 
for future approval. The interface shows the number of crawled websites on which 
the category was found. Additionally, the metadata manager may take a redirect or 
alias action (discussed below) during the approval process. This is a time-saving 
addition to the user interface to avoid having to take the redirection or aliasing 
action in a second step using the category-management interface specific to those 
actions. 
Figure 2.1. Category approval interface. 
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Categories could be added or deleted by the metadata manager using the add 
and delete user interfaces shown in Figures 2.2 and 2.3. Thus, if the metadata 
manager wanted to set up the taxonomy prior to page crawling, that was possible. 
When creating a taxonomy it is often discovered that two categories are the 
same, but properly appear in two different places. For example, a category on 
Beetles can appear as Animals:Insects:Beetles and 
Insecta:Endopterygota:Coleoptera. In this case an alias is appropriate. The metadata 
manager determines which category is the primary category and an alias is created 
for insertion in the appropriate area. In the above example, the category 
Insecta:Endopterygota:Coleoptera could be the primary category and an alias called 
Beetles pointing to this primary category could be placed under the 
Animals:Insects:Beetles category. The alias creation interface is shown in Figure 2.4 
and the alias deletion interface is shown in Figure 2.5. 
A second concept is that of category redirection. Category redirection differs 
from aliasing because the intent is to direct the information that would normally be 
in one category to another category. For example, suppose the metadata manager 
has a category called Insects:ButterfliesrMonarchs. This is a more specific hierarchy 
than simply Insects:Monarchs. The metadata manager will want to redirect 
information appearing in Insects:Monarchs to Insects:Butterflies:Monarchs, resulting 
in a single information node in the hierarchy rather than two or more nodes. 
Another use of redirection is to correct misspellings in metadata over which the 
metadata manager has no control, i.e., metadata appearing in the HEAD element of 
pages on websites. The redirection creation interface is shown in Figure 2.6. 
Merging allows the metadata manager to take an existing category and merge 
it into another category. This should be coupled with the establishment of a 
redirection so that future encounters with pages in the source category will end up 
in the target category. The merge interface is shown in Figure 2.7. 
Figure 2.2. Category addition interface. 
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Figure 2.3. Category deletion interface. 
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Figure 2.4. Category alias creation interface. 
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Figure 2.5. Category alias deletion interface. 
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Figure 2.6. Category redirection interface. 
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Figure 2.7. Category merge interface. 
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Technology 
The Opilio system was built using Userland Frontier^, an object database 
with a built-in scripting language called UserTalk and a multithreaded runtime 
(Userland 2003). The advantages of using Frontier as a foundation for Opilio were 
(1) the scripting language was a high-level language, allowing the programmer to 
concentrate on the problem at hand rather than technical problems like memory 
management, pointer allocation, etc.; (2) the object database was persistent and 
easily accessed, though a write to disk must be either requested directly or 
scheduled; (3) the networking libraries required for retrieving data from the internet 
and communicating using standard protocols (HTTP, XML-RPC) were built in; and 
(4) the hierarchical nature of the object database lent itself to storage of taxonomic 
hierarchies. 
In the Frontier system, everything is stored in object databases. Object 
database files are known as root files. The Frontier executable requires several root 
files to bootstrap the system (e.g., Frontier.root, config.root) but can create additional 
root files programmatically. Because objects read from the object database remain in 
memory until the root file where they are stored is closed, care must be taken to 
avoid running out of memory. Because of this, a multi-root strategy was used to 
keep memory usage under control. Each portfolio was stored in a separate root file, 
and each site crawl used a separate root file. Closing the root files while not in use 
reclaimed memory. The apparent contradiction between the choice of Frontier as a 
high-level programming environment to avoid memory management issues on the 
one hand and the description of a memory management strategy on the other hand 
is not as it seems; the former refers to micro-memory management where much code 
must be written to deal with memory explicitly as the program executes whereas the 
latter is a macro-memory strategy involving very little code. 
To test Opilio, a portfolio was created that crawled the Integrated Crop 
Management newsletter website. The Integrated Crop Management newsletter is a 
publication of Iowa State University Extension. The newsletter is edited by Dr. 
Marlin Rice and contains articles in major categories such as Announcements, Crop 
Production, Insects and Mites, Pesticide Education, Plant Diseases, Soil Fertility, and 
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Weed Management. Within each major category articles are written to address 
certain issues. For example, an article in the Insects and Mites category may address 
when to scout for western bean cutworm, and thus be in the category Insects and 
Mites:Western Bean Cutworm. Because of the specific nature of these articles, the 
newsletter is a perfect test case for the use of metadata in organizing content. 
Each article was tagged with metadata describing its classification by using a 
meta tag in the HEAD element of the page. Hierarchy within the classification tag 
was delimited with colons as in Listing 2.1. 
Listing 2.1. HEAD element of typical Integrated Crop Management article. 
<head> 
<title>Scout now for western bean cutworms</title> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=ISO-
8859-1"> 
<meta name="articletype" content="Insects and Mites"> 
<meta name="author" content="Marlin Rice"> 
<meta name="classification" content="Insects and Mites:Western Bean 
Cutworm"> 
cmeta name="keywords" content="western bean cutworm"> 
<meta name="state" content="IA"> 
</head> 
In addition to providing metadata for Opilio to crawl, the classification 
metadata was used within the Integrated Crop Management website for two purposes: 
finding related information and generating indices. 
When a given article was published to the website, information related to the 
article was found by searching for other articles with the same classification 
metadata, then sorting the found set by reverse chronology. The resulting set was 
then formatted as a sidebar and presented along with the article (Figure 2.8). When 
dynamic site serving is used, the web page being requested is put together on the fly 
by the webserver and related software. If the sidebar is generated at that time, the 
list of related articles will also include articles published after the article being 
requested. 
In addition to building the sidebar, metadata was used to establish a 
relationship between images and articles. An image can appear in more than one 
article, and each image that is used in the Integrated Crop Management newsletter that 
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is appropriate for inclusion in the image gallery is a candidate for establishing a 
relationship using metadata. Using this metadata-driven relationship, images in the 
image gallery can have links to the articles the image appears in automatically 
generated (Figure 2.9). 
A third use of metadata within the site was for the compilation of topical 
indices. Indices were generated using the hierarchical metadata and optionally 
filtered by year. Thus, both full indices and yearly indices could be presented 
(Figure 2.10). 
Is the additional effort to identify metadata through the structuring and 
tagging of documents within a website worth it? One way to answer this question is 
to see whether the users of the information make use of the added-value entities that 
we get from metadata; namely, the article-to-article links, the image-to-article links, 
and the index-to-article links. 
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Figure 2.8. Sidebar with related articles list generated from metadata. 
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Figure 2.9. Image gallery page with related articles list generated from metadata. 
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Figure 2.10. Comprehensive and per-year indices generated from hierarchical 
metadata. 
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Materials and Methods 
To answer these questions, log files from the webserver serving out the web-
based version of the Integrated Crop Management newsletter were analyzed. The last 
year for which complete data were available was 2002. A total of 2,254,297 entries 
(all entries for the Integrated Crop Management directory of the webserver) were 
analyzed. The analysis was performed using a program written in the Ruby 
programming language, version 1.67 on a computer running Mac OS X version 
10.2.6 (Matsumoto 2003). Two related programs were used. The first, 
icmanalyzer.rb, took a log file as input and applied various regular expression filters 
to the input to generate line counts of matched entries. The second, filterrobots.rb, 
filtered out known robots. Both programs are listed in Appendix B. Regular 
expressions are a text processing tool to describe patterns of characters to be 
matched (Friedl 1997). The unix program "egrep" (extended GNU regular 
expressions) interprets a regular expression pattern and searches text for that 
pattern. This tool was used extensively to work with the large amount of data in the 
log files. 
Each hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP) request constituted one line in the 
log file. Each log file line contains information about the internet protocol (IP) 
address of the requesting client, the time of the request, the actual request type 
(GET, HEAD, or POST), the file requested, the referring uniform resource locator 
(URL), and the user-agent making the request. Each of these fields has value in 
determining how a website is being used. 
To begin the analysis, the log file for each month in 2002 was filtered to 
exclude requests for pages outside the server's /ipm/icm directory, leaving only 
requests for the Integrated Crop Management newsletter and related files. 
The Opilio system, described above, is an example of a web robot or web 
crawler. Such crawlers are very common and function by traversing the links from 
web page to web page (refer to the algorithm described above). Crawlers are written 
for a variety of purposes, such as harvesting e-mail addresses or generating catalogs 
of images. Because this link-following behavior is identical to that which we are 
examining to determine the value of metadata, i.e., following article-to-article, 
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image-to-article, and index-to-article links, it is essential that requests from crawlers 
be removed before further analysis commences. Crawlers can be identified in one of 
two ways: by their user-agent field and by their behavior. According to convention, 
the user-agent field of the crawler should identify the crawler and provide contact 
information for the entity running the crawler. Examples are shown in Listing 2.2. 
Listing 2.2. User-agent fields of web browser and web crawler. 
Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 5.0) 
Mozilla/5.0 (Slurp/cat; slurp@inktomi.com; 
http://www.inktomi.com/slurp.html) 
The first line of Listing 2.2 shows a user-agent field from Microsoft's Internet 
Explorer 6.0 web browser running on the Windows 2000 operating system (note that 
the browser signature identifies itself as Windows NT 5.0—Microsoft's marketing 
department renamed the operating system to Windows 2000 midway through 
development and this is not reflected in the code, which retains the NT 5.0 moniker). 
The second line shows a crawler named Slurp and correctly provides contact 
information for the crawler's owner, namely an e-mail address and the URL of a 
web page where more information about this particular crawler can be read. 
Requests from crawlers were removed by compiling a list of known user 
agents from three sources and writing a program that built a large regular 
expression from the user-agent list to match against each line in the log file. Sources 
used were PGTS Pty. Ltd., an Australian consulting firm that maintains a list of user-
agents at Agent String Switchboard (www.pgts.com.au/pgtsj/pgtsj0212d.html); the 
Web Robots Database (Koster 2001) and an analysis of the most frequently occurring 
user-agent strings in the log files being analyzed. User-agents from these three 
sources were combined to form a list of 465 known crawler user-agent strings. 
There is nothing but ethics to prevent a crawler's owner from setting the user-
agent field of a crawler to be the same as a web browser. In this case the user-agent 
field cannot be used to distinguish a crawler from a browser, and behavior must be 
used. Crawlers exhibit one of the following behavior patterns: (1) retrieve an 
inordinate number of documents; (2) visit every page available; and (3) retrieve 
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pages at a much faster and/or more regular rate than a human would (Almeida et 
al. 2001). To discover such behavior, a count of visits per IP address was generated 
using the following Ruby program, shown in Listing 2.3. Ruby is a scripting 
language well-suited for text processing. 
Listing 2.3. IPcount.rb 
ARGV.each do |name| 
file = File.open(name) 
hash = Hash.new(O) #seed hash with default count of zero 
lineArray = [] 
ip = " " 
file.each do | line| 
ip = line.split(/ /)[0] 
hash[ip] = hash[ip] + 1 #increment ip count 
end 
file.close 
hash.sort {|a,b| b[1]<=>a[1]}.each {|v| puts "#{v[1]}: #{v[0]} 
" }  
end 
The program takes a log file as input and writes a list of IP addresses, sorted from 
most to least visits, to standard output. 
A proxy server is a computer that acts as a proxy for another computer. When 
a proxy server is used, the IP address in the web server's log will be that of the 
proxy server, not the originating computer. Proxy servers are frequently used by 
large organizations that have a single connection to the internet. Often proxy servers 
are used for security reasons, to allow internet access to clients on a local network 
without exposing the clients directly to the internet. Proxy servers can also decrease 
bandwidth usage by caching copies of documents already retrieved from the 
internet. For example, if user A requests document 1, the proxy server will retrieve it 
from a webserver and keep a copy. Later, when user B requests document 1, the 
proxy server gives user B the local copy without contacting the webserver at all 
(Fielding et al. 1999). This has several implications for the current analysis. First, 
since the proxy server is "hiding" requests from subsequent users, server logs will 
not reflect the fact that such users are using information that originated on the 
server. Secondly, where proxy servers are noncaching or where many separate 
pages are requested by clients behind the proxy, the proxy server can appear to be a 
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crawler if analysis is based on frequency of IP address occurrence alone. In the 
current analysis, after generating a list of the most frequent IP addresses using the 
program in Listing 2.3, domain names of IP addresses were looked up to determine 
the source of the requests, and user-agent fields for the addresses were inspected 
and added to the list of crawler user-agent strings if necessary. Where requests fit 
crawler behavior but user-agents appeared standard, the IP address itself was 
filtered from the log file. Where behavior of IP addresses matched that of a proxy 
server, nothing was done since these were probably legitimate hits by human 
beings. 
After requests by crawlers had been removed, requests for articles were 
extracted to a separate file. This file was used for all further analysis. The referrer 
field of the log file indicates the page on which the user clicked a link to get to the 
current page. The referrer field of each request was examined programmatically to 
determine whether the request had originated from another article, from an image 
page, or from an index page. Additionally, requests originating from the Integrated 
Crop Management newsletter home page, from previous issue home pages, and from 
the local search engine were quantified. 
Results 
The data crawled and indexed by Opilio was made available in a web-based 
search engine format including both keyword searching (Figure 2.11) and category 
browsing (Figure 2.12). The search engine is available to the public for searching 
through integrated pest management information at the URL 
http://search.ipm.iastate.edu. It includes information from the Integrated Crop 
Management newsletter and other integrated pest management information sources 
(VanDyk 1999b). 
In the analysis of use of metadata-generated links on the Integrated Crop 
Management website, identified crawlers accounted for 56.3 ± 9.5% of requests to 
non-image pages in 2002 (range 45-79%). 
Figure 2.11. Search results interface. 
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Figure 2.12. Browsable categories interface. 
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A summary of the ways in which users discovered articles is presented in 
Table 2.1. Article-to-article requests accounted for 11.0 ± 1.9% of requests. Picture-to-
article requests accounted for 13.9 ± 2.8% of requests, and index-to-article requests 
accounted for 9.8 ± 2.7% of requests. Together, these links, which were made 
possible by the use of metadata, accounted for 34.7 ± 4.3% of all requests. 
Other referrers were accounted for from the Integrated Crop Management 
newsletter home page (6.7 ± 3.8%), local search engine to article (7.2 ± 0.8%), and 
archived home pages (2.5 ± 0.5%). The remaining hits to articles (49.0 ± 7.7%) were 
determined by inspection to be links from external search engines and external 
websites. 
Table 2.1. Distribution of requests for Integrated Crop Management articles by month 
for 2002. Article, Picture and Index columns represent metadata-generated links. All 
values are percentages of total requests for articles. 
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Discussion 
The search engine driven by Opilio worked as intended, but should be 
viewed as a prototype for performance reasons. Internally Frontier stores objects in 
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memory using a linked list (Brent Simmons, personal communication). As the 
number of objects in memory grows, the amount of time it takes for the kernel to 
traverse the linked list grows also. All operations become very slow due to this 
sluggish traversal operation, so Frontier is not practical for data sets larger than 
about 10,000 pages. However, the concept of aggregating and categorizing 
information using metadata is sound and can be applied to future systems built on 
more scalable foundations. With the addition of scheduled crawling, checksums to 
determine when pages have changed, and appropriate category maintenance, Opilio 
can become a useful tool for managing the complexity of entomological information 
on the internet. 
Generating links using metadata clearly added value to the Integrated Crop 
Management newsletter website, with approximately one third of requests for articles 
originating from metadata-generated links. In fact, the number may be significantly 
higher because most of the requests categorized under Other originate from external 
search engines, and many external search engines use metadata in the keywords and 
description field to rank a page higher in search results. Thus, using metadata not 
only gives you added value within the website but increases the website's visibility 
in search engines. Users arriving at an article from external search engines would 
find metadata-generated links especially valuable if later information is available on 
a given topic. For example, a user searching for soybean aphid information and 
arriving at a 2002 article on soybean aphid would see in the sidebar that more recent 
articles on this pest are available. 
Metadata-generated links also have the potential to keep the user on topic. 
Following interesting links while browsing the web can easily lead to time spent 
reading information on a topic not originally anticipated. Sometimes this is a good 
way to find valuable information, but more often it is a way to dilute effort. Because 
metadata-generated links by their very nature lead to information that is related to 
the current information being browsed, they serve to keep a user on topic. 
The number of users following links from images to articles was surprisingly 
high (13.9 ± 2.8%), but is probably explainable by two phenomena. First, the image 
gallery section of the entomology website is very popular, so users may be following 
the links to find out more information about a given insect. Second, this may be an 
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example of users following metadata indirectly because of the approach used to 
present images in the online version of the Integrated Crop Management Newsletter. 
Thumbnail images are used in newsletter articles to improve download time and 
reduce bandwidth. If users wish to see a larger copy of the image, they click on the 
thumbnail, which brings them to the image gallery. From the image gallery, they 
may be clicking on the links to other articles in which a particular image appeared. 
An analysis of clicktrails would be necessary to verify these hypotheses. 
The use of metadata in the Integrated Crop Management website is exemplary 
for other sites presenting integrated pest management information. If all websites 
within the discipline of entomology (and related disciplines such as plant pathology 
and agronomy) followed the same approach, the value of all information presented 
would be increased due to the relationships that would be possible using metadata. 
Examples come quickly to mind. Images for a given pest on disparate servers could 
be connected through the use of metadata. Topics of pest alerts could be aggregated 
to find out which pests are currently of importance in which geographic areas. 
Someone reading information by a certain author could find all the author's works, 
even if the author had changed institutions, as is often the case in academia. With 
metadata, we have a handle on our information. Without it, we cannot handle the 
mountain of information we have generated. 
Literacy 
The role of the extension entomologist has been redefined by technological 
advancement. Computer literacy is now a prerequisite, and internet literacy is fast 
becoming a prerequisite. A mountain of information is available with a few clicks of 
the mouse; clients expect extension workers to be competent navigators of that 
information. One of the roles of an extension worker has been to simply provide 
information. This role has been taken away. He or she must add value to 
information. There is some question over whether extension is ready for this role, 
but change is inevitable (Ruppert and Stewart 1997). 
With internet literacy comes opportunity. It is now easy to keep up-to-date on 
what is going on in surrounding states. Publications from nearby states are readily 
available online, and since state borders are not applicable on the internet, it is less 
likely that clients will use their state's extension service as their only source for 
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information. Extension, then, is challenged to compete by presenting information in 
a highly visible fashion that is useful to the client. Another challenge is to cooperate 
across states so that a body of quality, research-based information can be used as a 
coherent whole. The E-Answers project is a current attempt to make the body of 
extension information keyword-searchable (Agricultural Communicators in 
Education 1999). A full-fledged effort to make extension information searchable or 
browsable by subject will depend on the adoption of a standard for exchanging 
metainformation such as the one presented above. 
Integrating the World-Wide Web with Workflow 
The production of extension information is also undergoing a change. Rather 
than viewing the goal of the production process as a printed, static extension 
document to be reviewed and revised in a year or two, the goal becomes the 
production of a dynamic document, updated whenever new information is 
available. This dynamic document is then "captured" to print media periodically. 
Feedback from users of the document can be collected from the internet and 
incorporated in the next revision. The result of this process is that greater utility for 
the intended audience is achieved and the audience is better served by having access 
to incremental updates rather than having to wait for the next complete revision to 
be printed. 
As clients come to expect up-to-the-minute information, more extension 
workers will integrate what we currently know as the world-wide web into their 
workflow; placing information on the internet will be as commonplace tomorrow as 
saving a file to a hard disk is today. 
Conclusion 
The metadata approach to categorizing global information can only be 
successful if metadata is added to the information. This is possible at two places in 
the information life cycle. Optimally, the originators of the information (mostly 
university extension workers in integrated pest management programs) add the 
metadata at the time that the information is posted. Another approach is to add the 
metadata after the fact using a system like Opilio. 
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In the future, as more sophisticated tools become available for generating 
online information, metadata inclusion and the value received from it should 
become second nature. The alternative is to have a progression of the present 
situation where most entomological information is uncategorized, difficult to locate, 
and only accessible through keyword searches. 
Recent advances in computer and networking technology have changed the 
face of extension entomology. The trend shows no signs of slowing, and there is 
little doubt that distributed information systems will play an even more important 
role in the future. The extent to which the discipline of entomology will capitalize on 
the new opportunities presenting themselves remains to be seen. 
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INTERACTIVE THREE-DIMENSIONAL INSECT MODELS FOR 
DISTANCE EDUCATION 
Introduction 
Distance education is not a new phenomenon. Early workers in extension 
brought their educational materials to learners by physically going to their cities and 
towns. Later, radio allowed the educator to remain in one place while his or her 
voice was broadcast to everyone with a radio who chose to tune in. Likewise, 
television allowed broadcasting both audio and video to physically dispersed 
populations who were equipped with the proper receiving equipment (i.e., a 
television set). Still later, asynchronous viewing was possible with delivery on video 
cassette tapes. 
While the content remained the same in each of the above technologies, the 
method of delivery changed. Each change brought with it a change in the 
capabilities of the medium as well as the equipment threshold required for 
participation (Table 3.1). We are witnessing the same change in delivery and 
reception requirements today as internet reception capability, and broadband 
internet reception capability in particular, becomes widespread. 
Table 3.1. Delivery technologies and requirements for participation. 
Technology Requirement Audio Video Interactive 
In-Person Physical presence X X X 
Radio Radio receiver X * 





World-Wide Internet connection X X X 
Web and web browser 
QuickTime VR QuickTime Player, 
or web browser 
with QuickTime 
Plugin 
X X X1 
Interaction on radio call-in shows uses another technology: the telephone, 
interaction is of a more direct nature than web pages consisting of text and images. 
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Each of the technologies commonly used for distance education have their 
strengths and weaknesses, and some are better for certain applications. For example, 
a medium with video capabilities such as television would be better for teaching 
painting than would an audio-only medium such as radio. One would expect in-
person education to trump them both, all other things being equal. The effectiveness 
of different instructional methods, when compared to traditional teaching methods, 
has been a research topic for many years (Dwyer 1972). Some researchers have 
concluded that instruction delivered via different media offer no learning 
advantages, and that perceived advantages can be traced to method or content 
changes introduced with the medium (Clarke 1983). However, others are cautiously 
optimistic that so-called "hypermedia" instruction is at least as good as, and in some 
cases more effective than, traditional instruction. Yuen-kuang Cliff Liao conducted a 
meta-analysis of 35 studies comparing hypermedia with traditional instruction and 
concluded "the effects of using hypermedia in instruction are positive when 
compared to the effects of traditional instruction." (Liao 1998) 
A new medium that has come into its own during the past decade is virtual 
reality. Although conceptually described as far back as the late 1600's by Leibniz 
(Steinhart 1997), the invention of the digital computer and the increase in the 
processing power of such machines did not reach the point where reality could be 
modeled visually, as opposed to symbolically, until recently. 
Virtual reality is really a special case of simulation, the process of 
representing something real. The reality being modeled may be a highly abstract 
function, such as navigation in a virtual world. The makeup of the virtual world 
may be unreal, e.g., navigating through a floating cloud of purple people-eaters, but 
the navigation itself is based on navigation in the real world. Alternatively, the 
reality being modeled may be highly concrete, as in the present study where virtual 
insect specimens are represented photographically with images having been 
captured by a high-resolution digital camera. In both cases elements of reality as we 
experience it are being modeled (Thomas 1970). The similarity to the reality we 
experience allows the user of the virtual-reality system to willingly suspend disbelief 
and thus perceive sensory input as real and not symbolic. 
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Virtual reality, employed as a teaching method, has been widely adopted by 
the physical and biological sciences as a way of visualizing atoms and complex 
molecules in a three-dimensional manner (University of Oxford, 1996). The most 
advanced (i.e., closest to reality) use of virtual reality is probably in the fields of 
medicine and the military, where training programs incorporating virtual reality are 
used for surgeons and pilots. Virtual reality allows students to practice life-
threatening procedures without real-life consequences (Satava and Jones, 1997). 
The specific application being examined here is that of learning basic insect 
morphology. Science courses like insect morphology typically have a laboratory 
section in which students experience hands-on interactive learning. Such an 
experience is difficult to duplicate through distance education because the physical 
interactive component is absent. 
The traditional method of teaching insect morphology is to present the 
student with preserved insect specimens (usually pinned or in a preservative) along 
with diagrams of generalized insects illustrating the characters of interest. The 
student is expected to handle the specimens and find the actual characters by 
relating the diagram to the specimen. There are several possible approaches to 
duplicating such an exercise for the purposes of distance education. The obvious 
approach is to deliver real pinned insect specimens and printed diagrams to the 
student. However, specimens are extremely fragile and prone to break in transit. 
Other approaches attempt to solve the problem using modern technology. For 
example, still images could replace the diagrams, and the still images could be 
placed on a website for ease of access. Or one could produce a video of the 
specimen, illustrating the characters of interest through highlighting or other 
methods. The video could be delivered by television broadcast, video cassette, on 
CD-ROM, or over the internet. However, no matter what the delivery medium, 
video lacks the ability for direct interaction with the specimen. One solution is to use 
interactive, three-dimensional virtual insect models. The models can be assembled 
from photographic representations of a real insect and allow the student to interact 
with the model by zooming or rotating in several dimensions. The present study 
evaluates the effectiveness of such insect models in teaching identifying 
characteristics of insects. 
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It should be noted that the scope of the educational objectives we are 
addressing here is necessarily very narrow. We are examining the acquisition of a 
skill, specifically that of identifying a character on an insect specimen. Larger 
questions, such as how object movies affect the students' mental model of insect 
morphology (e.g., What is a thorax? How does the concept of "thorax" manifest 
itself in the various orders?) are interesting but are not addressed here. Still, the skill 
being examined is one that is used in practice by pest control personnel and others 
without a solid conceptual foundation in entomological morphology who must 
nonetheless identify insects according to certain field marks or distinguishing 
characters. 
The technology chosen for evaluation was QuickTime VR (QTVR), part of the 
QuickTime software package from Apple Computer, Inc. QuickTime was 
introduced in 1991 as a technology for dealing with data that changed over time, 
such as audio, video, and music. In 1995, version 2.0 of the QuickTime architecture 
was released and included support for QTVR (Retiarius Enterprises 2002). The 
essential feature of QTVR is the ability to take a series of still images and treat them 
as related in three-dimensional space. The resulting interactive media are 
categorized as either a panorama or an object movie. QTVR was chosen due to its 
low cost (free download), large installed base, and ease of use. 
Panoramas are a pseudo-immersive, three-dimensional technology that puts 
the viewer of an image where the camera lens was when the image was captured. It 
is typically used for landscape or scenery photography and has found commercial 
use in real estate for virtual walkthroughs of property, as well as use in art and 
creation of virtual worlds or environments (Kitchens 1998). A panorama is usually 
created by using either a panoramic tripod head or a specialty lens. A panoramic 
tripod head puts the center of rotation directly at the nodal point of the camera lens, 
avoiding parallax errors. The first shot is taken, the camera is rotated a given 
number of degrees, and another shot is taken until all 360 degrees of view have been 
covered. For example, a QTVR panorama with ten-degree increments between shots 
would require 36 images to cover all 360 degrees. An alternative to panoramic tripod 
heads is the specialty lens, commonly called a "fisheye" lens for its ability to take a 
single shot that spans 360 degrees. 
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Object movies can be thought of as the reverse of panoramas. Instead of 
viewing "out" from a single point of rotation, the viewer looks "in" at an object 
which appears to rotate through different angles. Creation of object movies can use 
the analogous approaches to panorama creation. One approach is to have multiple 
cameras, each focusing on the object from various angles within a single plane of 
rotation. This approach has been used commercially in sports and commercials to 
give the appearance of "going around" a person who is frozen in mid-air. Naturally 
the drawback to this approach is that many cameras are needed and must be 
synchronized. The alternative is to place the object on a turntable with a stationary 
camera. For each shot, the turntable is rotated a certain number of degrees. The 
object on the turntable must be centered exactly on the center of rotation of the 
turntable to avoid the object movie equivalent of parallax errors, where the object 
appears to wobble or shift during its rotation. Additionally, the background must be 
carefully chosen to allow good image compression. For this reason, a solid color is 
often chosen for the background. 
Object movies have been used in electronic product catalogs to demonstrate 
products from all angles, for creation of maquettes in animation, and in art (Kitchens 
1998). Another use is within the field of archaeology, to create digital representations 
of rare or precious artifacts (Driscoll et al. 2002). 
As a virtual reality (VR) technology, QuickTime movies are not considered 
immersive VR because, while the term "immersive" is used for panoramas, the 
panorama or object movie is presented on the two-dimensional computer screen. 
Other VR systems require the use of head-mounted displays or special "cave" 
projections to truly provide an immersive experience to the user (Youngblut 1998). 
On the other hand, since QTVR does not suffer from the drawbacks of such true 
immersive VR technologies, such as simulator sickness/disorientation and 
expensive equipment requirements (Cobb et al. 1999). 
Although computer-rendered views of generalized insects could serve as 
input for virtual insect models (Sharov 1999), photographic virtual insect models 
were selected as more accurately representing reality and more easily created, as the 
process of modeling the complex shape of the insect mathematically is avoided. 
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Materials and Methods 
Two object models were created using a grasshopper (Orthoptera:Acrididae) 
and a tiger beetle (Coleoptera: Cicindelidae). A Kaidan Magellan 2500 motorized 
object rig (Kaidan, Inc., Feasterville, PA) was used to manipulate the specimens. Due 
to the small size of the specimens, the standard turntables were not used. Instead, 
the turntables were removed and a Petri dish containing a a glass capillary tube 
anchored vertically in a base of wax was placed directly onto the spindle head. The 
pinned insect specimens were mounted on the rig by inserting the sharp end of the 
pin into the glass capillary tube until the edges of the capillary tube reached the 
specimen label. The specimen was thus held vertically approximately five inches 
from the spindle head—high enough to prevent edges of the Petri dish from 
appearing in the finished object model. 
Because solid-color backgrounds affect the size of digital images by 
increasing the amount of data that can be compressed, a black background was 
created using a black cloth photographic backdrop. The background was out of the 
depth of field for the image, so backdrop color was more important than texture. 
A SPOT™ camera (Diagnostics Instruments, Sterling Heights, MI) was 
mounted on the swing arm of the Magellan 2500 object rig. A Nikon AF Micro 
Nikkor 60mm lens was attached to the camera. Image acquisition was controlled 
from an Apple Power Macintosh computer using a custom build of the SPOT 
software that supported Apple Events, an interprocess communication mechanism 
available on the MacOS operating system. The SPOT software communicated with 
the camera via a proprietary interface card in the Power Macintosh's peripheral 
component interconnect (PCI) slot. 
Turntable and swing arm position are controlled by a stepper motor on the 
Magellan 2500. Control of the stepper motor was delegated to the eMCee motion 
control software supplied by Kaidan. Because eMCee is also Apple Event aware, 
both the motion of the object rig and the acquisition of images could be controlled 
programmatically by an AppleScript firing Apple Events at regular intervals. 
A three-row object movie was created from each specimen. Within each row, 
pictures were taken at ten-degree increments for a total of 36 images per row. One 
row was captured with the swing arm horizontally level with the specimen, a 
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second row captured with the swing arm at +15 degrees, and the third with the 
swing arm at -15 degrees. Thus, the resulting object movies enable viewing the 
specimen from 15 degrees above, straight on, or 15 degrees below, and from 36 
different points within each position. This created the effect of the objects being 
viewed inside a partial sphere. 
Because of the large size of the images captured by the SPOT camera (1520 by 
1080 resolution, 4.6 MB) and lack of space on the acquisition computer's hard drive, 
images were saved over a 100 base-T Ethernet network directly onto a file server. 
From there, the images were renumbered to match a three-row numbering scheme: 
row 1: 001-036; row 2: 037-072; row 3: 073-108. 
Images were touched up where necessary using Adobe Photoshop 7.01 for 
Mac OS X (Adobe Systems, Inc., San Jose, CA), then imported into QuickTime VR 
Authoring Studio (Apple, Cupertino, CA) for stitching. Object movies were created 
using Photo-JPEG compression with millions of colors at a resolution of 1520 x 1080, 
with a resulting file size of 16.7 megabytes for the grasshopper and 13.7 megabytes 
for the tiger beetle. The object movies of the grasshopper and tiger beetle were used 
as virtual specimens. 
Students from an introductory entomology course for nonmajors 
(Entomology 211: Insects and Society), interacted with these virtual specimens and 
with real specimens in the following experiment as part of an extra credit 
assignment. 
Ten characters were chosen for each specimen as shown in Table 3.2. Because 
each subject saw both specimens, different characters were chosen for each specimen 
so there would be no overlap in characters learned from specimen to specimen. 
Criteria for character selection was (1) unique enough to be recognized as a separate 
character and (2) large or distinct enough to be seen with the naked eye. 
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Diagrams identifying characters using traditional line art drawings were 
reproduced from insect morphology textbooks, a common practice in traditional 
insect morphology instruction (Blatchley 1910, Jones 1981, Snodgrass 1993). The 
same characters were labeled directly in the object movies by finding the frame 
within the movie that best illustrated the character and adding textual and graphical 
(arrows) information to that frame using Adobe Photoshop. The result were models 
that showed the ten characters as students interacted with the models by rotating 
them. 
The experiment utilized a two-treatment, two-period crossover design. Each 
subject studied the anatomy of the two different insects (the grasshopper and the 
beetle) with alternating methods. The traditional method employed a real pinned 
insect specimen and the black and white diagrams reproduced from insect 
textbooks. The virtual model method consisted of a three-row object movie of either 
a grasshopper or a tiger beetle displayed using QuickTime Player version 6 on a 1 
Ghz Pentium III computer with a 17.5-inch liquid crystal display and mouse. The 
type of insects and the order in which they were studied did not change; hence this 
aspect was not considered in the analysis. Half of the 20 subjects received the 
standard method first, with the model second; this was (arbitrarily) coded as the 
first order. The other 10 subjects received the methods in the opposite order. 
Each subject received a printed instruction sheet describing the task required 
of them; that is, the identification of the ten characters using the real or virtual 
specimen. Before beginning, subjects were requested to circle any characters of 
which they had prior knowledge. At the end of four minutes, subjects were required 
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to identify the ten characters by pointing to each character on a real specimen as the 
instructor read the characters aloud. Scores consisted of the number of correct 
character identifications. Correct character identifications on real specimens were 
used no matter which method the subject had used to learn the characters because 
the point of the evaluation was to discover if the subjects could implement what 
they had learned by using their identification skills with real insects. 
At the end of the scoring, subjects were asked whether they preferred 
learning with real or virtual specimens and why. 
Results 
The data were first examined for evidence of an interaction between the order 
in which the teaching methods were presented, and the teaching methods 
themselves, i.e., was there an ORDER*METHOD interaction? If there is evidence of 
such, then it is right to consider the methods at each order level, rather than across 
the different orders. If there is no evidence of such an interaction, then it is 
reasonable to compare the methods across the different orders. 
To assess the data for evidence of an ORDER*METHOD interaction, scores from 
the two methods across a subject were summed, then these sums were modeled in a 
statistical linear model having a fixed component for ORDER and a random error 
term. With the assumptions of identically and normally distributed error, these data 
were then analyzed with analysis of variance (ANOVA). There was no statistically 
significant evidence of an ORDER*METHOD interaction (p = 0.2279). The mean of the 
first order was 13.2 ± 1.1, and the second order mean was 15.1 ± 1.1. The standard 
error of a difference was 1.5. 
Following from the results just above, for each student the score from the 
second test was subtracted from that of the first. A linear model with a fixed 
component for METHOD and a random error term was employed for these 
differences. The analysis was via ANOVA with the same assumptions listed for the 
sums. The mean score for the standard method was 5.85 + 0.46 and for the virtual 
model was 8.30 ± 0.46. The difference of 2.45 had a standard error of 0.51; this 
difference was significantly different from zero (p < .001). 
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To summarize, the order of presentation of the teaching method was not 
significant, but there was a significant difference between the two teaching methods. 
Of the 19 subjects who responded to the question on which teaching method 
they preferred, 16 preferred the use of virtual specimens and 3 preferred the use of 
real specimens. The reasons given for these preferences are shown in Table 3.3. Only 
two students did worse using the teaching method they preferred. Both of these 
students stated preference for the traditional method but achieved higher scores 
with the virtual model. 
Reasons given were classified according to which teaching method the subject 
preferred. Within each preferred teaching method reasons were classified as either 
positive reasons, i.e., reasons that favor a certain teaching method because of 
inherent qualities of that method, or negative reasons, i.e., a teaching method was 
preferred because it lacked a negative characteristic of the competing teaching 
method. There were no negative reasons given for preferring the traditional method. 
Discussion 
Students clearly performed better on the evaluation after using the teaching 
method utilizing the virtual insect models. Many of the reasons for this difference 
were given as reasons by students when indicating their preference (Table 3.3). The 
positive reason given most often for preferring the virtual model was being able to 
see the specimen more clearly ("larger" - 6 responses; "easier to see" - 5 responses; 
"clearer picture" - 1 response). The very high resolution of the SPOT camera used 
for capturing images allowed for clear viewing from most of the 108 viewing 
positions. However, because of the high magnification the depth of focus of the 
specimen was relatively shallow—so shallow that in many viewing positions not all 
of the specimen was in focus. For subjects with average eyesight, the pinned 
specimens should have been large enough to see the characters. An interesting 
followup study could compare use of the virtual models to use of pinned specimens 
with a dissecting microscope. 
Several students pointed out the differences between the direct labeling of 
characters on the virtual models, where terms were fully spelled out, and the key-
based labeling used in traditional line art diagrams. Traditional diagrams use 
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Table 3.3. Reasons given for preferring virtual model or real specimen. 
Number of 
Reasons given for preferring virtual model responses 
Positive Reasons 
Larger 6 
Easier to see 5 
Lines go directly to characters 2 
Easier 2 
Easier to memorize 2 
Clearer picture 1 
Good for learning "basic stuff" at first 1 
Easier to find characters 1 
Digital picture "a lot better than a photocopy" 1 
Negative Reasons 
Must figure out keys on diagrams 2 
Specimens prone to breakage 1 
Don't have to touch bugs 1 
Must look in two places (diagram and specimen) 1 
Parts are separated from whole on diagram 1 
Reasons given for preferring pinned specimen 
Positive Reasons 
Better for "serious" learning 
Size and scale more apparent 
More realistic and practical 
Learn better because must use two modes 
Can see multiple characters at once 
Knew what I was doing 
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abbreviated keys, such as Ibr for labrum, e for compound eye, or ant for antenna. 
This requires the student to first answer the question "What does this abbreviation 
represent?" before proceeding with identification. In fact, in this study the reverse 
was true for the students: given a character such as elytron, they needed to first find 
the term in the diagram's caption, find the abbreviation associated with the term, 
locate the abbreviation in the diagram, and finally find the character on the pinned 
specimen. Frustration with this process was reflected in the reason "must figure out 
keys on diagrams" (2 responses), "easier to find characters on model" (1 response), 
and "must look in two places (diagram and specimen)" (1 response). However, one 
student wrote in support of the pinned specimen that maybe better learning takes 
place using the traditional method because "you must go from the diagram to your 
brain to the specimen." In other words, using the traditional specimen the student is 
required to understand what the character is before attempting to locate it on the 
specimen. This points to a distinction between objective learning, where the concept 
of a thing is mastered and then examples of the thing pointed out, and empirical 
learning, where the concept of the thing is constructed by repeated exposure to 
examples of the thing. 
One student also noted that the diagrams were confusing because they were 
divided into parts (e.g., one diagram showed characters on the head, another setae 
on the epidermis) and not connected into the whole insect. In contrast, the virtual 
model contextualized the characters by making realistic surrounding characters 
visible. Keyed characters on the diagram were also ambiguous while the labeling 
method used by the virtual model clearly located the characters ("lines go directly to 
characters" - 2 responses; "easier to find characters" - 1 response). One may argue 
that the success of virtual models when compared to traditional diagrams in this 
study has more to do with the labeling method and less to do with the virtual nature 
of the models. While that may well be the case, the respective labeling methods are 
inherent in each approach: on the one hand there is no need for keyed labels on the 
virtual specimen because font size and label position are changeable during the 
touchup stage; on the other hand, as long as teachers use photocopied diagrams 
from traditional textbooks the diagrams will use the keyed label approach. 
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A student observed that an optimum method would involve looking at the 
model first, then self-quizzing on the pinned specimen. This points out the obvious, 
namely, that although the two methods of teaching were compared in this study, 
they are not mutually exclusive and would work well together. Certainly most 
laboratory environments have a limited number of real specimens and the 
specimens are restricted to use within a controlled environment to prevent breakage 
and/or loss. Because virtual models can be delivered through the internet or on 
removable media, they can work well to complement in-laboratory learning. 
One of the reasons students often cite for taking a distance education course 
in entomology is that they are then guaranteed that they will not have to touch 
insects. Virtual insects are one solution to that squeamishness that would otherwise 
prevent entomological investigation by some students. 
It is also possible that the effectiveness of the virtual insect specimens was not 
due to their inherent capabilities but rather to heightened engagement by the 
subjects due to a novelty effect. Such an effect would heighten interest and enhance 
learning on that basis. Such a conjecture must be balanced, however, by the fact that 
most of the subjects had not dealt with a real pinned insect specimen before, either. 
Thus, there were probably novelty effects in both teaching methods. 
Conclusion 
This research is a first indication that interactive three-dimensional virtual 
insect specimens show promise as a substitution for or augmentation of traditional 
methods of teaching insect morphology. Students both preferred to work with the 
virtual models and performed better on evaluations after using the models than they 
did after using the traditional pinned specimen and diagram method. Although 
considerable expense and effort is required to create the QTVR object movies, the 
benefits of having virtual specimens that can be annotated, copied, and distributed 
balance the investment. 
A library of virtual insect models representing the various insect orders and 
specimens commonly used for teaching would benefit students learning insect 
morphology and enhance teaching possibilities within the discipline of entomology. 
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A WEB-BASED INTRODUCTORY ENTOMOLOGY COURSE 
Note: this chapter constitutes the creative component of this dissertation, and can be found 
on the accompanying îSO-9660-formatted CD-ROM. The following should be treated as 
supplementary information. 
Introduction 
Web-based distance education courses in entomology are a relatively recent 
phenomenon. The first online entomology course was entitled Forest Entomology 
and Control and was taught by Paul Bell of Sir Sandford Fleming College, Ontario, 
Canada in 1995 (Bell, personal communication; Bell 2001, Bell 2003). Other web-
based distance education courses appeared in the late 1990's, namely Entomology 
and Pest Management from the University of Nebraska in 1997 (University of 
Nebraska 1999, Leon Higley, personal communication), Insects and Human Society 
from Virginia Tech in late 1998 (Virginia Tech 1998), and Morfologia de Insectos 
from Institute de Fitosanidad, Mexico (Valdez 1999). In 1998, there was no online 
distance education course for nonmajors. Because of this deficiency, an introductory 
entomology course was developed. It was titled "Introduction to Insects" and listed 
as ENT 201 (1 credit) in the Iowa State University course catalog. 
Materials and Methods 
The motivation behind the design of the course, in terms of content, was to 
introduce insect importance, diversity, classification, biology, and role as pests while 
assuming no prior knowledge of insects on the part of the student. The course had 
the following components: 
(1) Course website. The website was divided into "modules" for each topic, 
with modules subdivided into narrative and "web assignments." 
(2) Textbook. Bugs in the System by May Berenbaum was chosen for its 
tendency to present complex topics well while maintaining interest. 
(3) Bulletin board. This was an asynchronous discussion area where students 
could interact with each other and the instructor by posting messages. 
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(4) Evaluation system. Online quizzes were conducted each Friday 
throughout the course. 
The bulletin board and evaluation system were part of WebCT, a proprietary 
course management tool collection written in PERL (practical extraction and 
reporting language) at the time and since rewritten in Java. 
Because most of the students in the course were expected to be connecting to 
the course through off-campus computers with modems, it was important to design 
the website to be fast-loading. That meant that the WebCT course presentation tools 
could not be used due to the slow response times. Instead, static hypertext markup 
language files were generated and served by the department of entomology's web 
server. Establishing fast serving of pages as a goal also meant that the design of the 
website needed to be clean with a minimum of images. The images that were used 
were designed to be cached. Frames were used to present table-of-content style 
navigation in a separate frame than web content, so that for each module the 
navigation frame loaded only once. Relative uniform resource locators were used so 
that the course could be delivered on CD-ROM and run locally on a student's 
computer with no broken links. 
The course leveraged the power of hypertext by referring students to other 
websites for further information on various topics. For example, the section on 
arthropod diversity introduces the student to the Tree of Life web project (Maddison 
2001). So-called "web assignments" encouraged students to learn by evaluating 
information from other websites and to respond in a discussion format on the class 
bulletin board. 
Content of the course was drawn from a subset of the material used in John 
Obrycki's Insects and Society course (ISU ENT 211) but was substantially rewritten 
and contextualized during the construction of the course and in subsequent 
semesters as the course was offered. Many times the changes originated with 
student comments or questions on the bulletin board. 
The course was offered in two sections, an "on-campus" section (section A/B) 
and an "off-campus" section (section XW). Students enrolled in the on-campus 
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section in the normal way while students registering for the off-campus section went 
through the office of Continuing Education and Communication Services. 
Evaluations were conducted by requiring an examination every Friday. This 
served two purposes; first, to evaluate students' learning, and second, to keep the 
cohort of students roughly on the same material at the same time, so that discussions 
on the bulletin board could pertain to what the students were learning. 
Examinations were closed-book. One of the decisions that needed to be made early 
on was whether to use a proxy for exams to make sure that the students were not 
looking up material during an exam or whether to simply trust the students. 
Because one of the strengths of a distance education course is that learning (and 
examinations) can happen whenever the student's schedule permits, the decision 
was made to trust the students. In summer 2003, an analysis of student behavior 
during examinations was conducted to determine if this decision should be 
reevaluated. 
By virtue of the fact that one of the questions on the exams for weeks four and 
five during the summer 2003 offering of the course referenced an image on the same 
server that served the course web pages, and because WebCT records the time the 
student begins and ends an exam, it was possible to examine student behavior as 
follows. When the student began an exam, WebCT recorded the start time and 
served the exam page. The image for the first question on the exam page was served 
by the entomology web server, registering a hit for that image in the entomology 
web server log file. The internet protocol address of the machine the student was 
using was recorded as part of the log entry. Log files were then scanned to 
determine if any further hits from that computer were recorded during the window 
of time that the student was allowed to take the exam. Because the user-agent field is 
also recorded in the log file (see Chapter 2), it was possible to double-check that in 
fact the same web browser signature was present in all log files. The number of 
pages viewed during exam time were recorded, as well as the number of seconds 
from the initial image load to the first page viewed. 
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Results 
Enrollment for the course has climbed steadily since it was introduced in 
1999. In fall 2001, a cap of 35 was placed on enrollment for each of the two sections 
for a maximum possible enrollment of 70. Enrollment and retention data are 
presented in Table 4.1 and Figure 4.1. 
Table 4.1. Enrollment and retention in web-based sections of ENT 201,1999-2003. 
Term Enrolled Completed Retained 
Spring 1999 10 8 80% 
Spring 2000 26 21 81% 
Spring 2001 43 32 74% 
Spring 2002 51 41 80% 
Spring 2003 57 49 86% 
Fall 1999 32 25 78% 
Fall 2000 47 27 57% 
Fall 2001 51 38 75% 
Fall 2002 49 40 82% 
Fall 2003 49 NA 
Summer 1999 NA* NA* 
Summer 2000 NA* NA* 
Summer 2001 13 11 85% 
Summer 2002 33 26 79% 
Summer2003 25 22 88% 
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Retention averaged 79 ± 7.9% across all times the course was offered. Summer 
sections were not offered until 2001. This compares with a retention rate of 93 ± 4.0% 
in the section of the course that was offered on campus in a physical classroom. 
Results for students accessing web-based course material during exam times 
is presented in Figure 4.1. The total number of exam events in which students 
looked at materials during the exam time was 21 while the number of exam events 
in which students did not look at outside materials on the web was 13. 
Students who did look at web-based course materials during exams viewed 
between 1 and 25 pages. Of the 22 students who took one or more exams, 7 did not 
cheat at all, while 15 cheated on one or both exams. Three students cheated on one 
exam but not the other. 
The elapsed time between the start of the exam and the first page of web-
based course material viewed ranged from 13 to 1351 seconds, as shown in Table 4.2. 
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Figure 4.1. Distribution of number of pages viewed by students during exams 4 and 
5, during summer 2003 offering of Entomology 201. 
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Table 4.2. Elapsed time from beginning exam to viewing material on course website 
for exams 4 and 5, during summer 2003 offering of Entomology 201. 
























The retention rate for Entomology 201 was within the range of some 
published reports of retention rates in distance education courses (Concord 
University: about 70 percent; Moraine Park Technical College: 72 percent) 
(Anonymous 2002, Jorgensen 2002). If anything, the Entomology 201 rates are 
slightly on the high side. However, the retention rate for the web-based sections was 
lower than the rate for the on-campus classroom version of the course, which had a 
retention rate of 93 ± 4.0%. 
Cheating on exams by viewing web-based course materials during exam time 
was done by the majority of the students. Only students who viewed web-based 
materials were identified in this analysis; even students who looked at no web pages 
online during the exams could have been looking at printed out web pages or notes. 
This behavior was in spite of an entry in the course's Frequently Asked Questions 
section stating "May I use my book, notes, the web, or other materials during my exam? 
No. We have exams to give you an opportunity to demonstrate what you have 
learned in the class. Using such materials during an exam is considered cheating." 
Additionally, a reminder was posted on the bulletin board about this policy before 
the exam. 
A second problem with cheating has involved students who copy and paste 
material from the course website into answer boxes on the online exam. These 
students may be under the assumption that because they are interacting with a 
computer, this action is acceptable, though it is not difficult to think that the same 
students would find copying answers verbatim from a textbook onto a written exam 
unethical. 
There are several approaches that could be taken to stop the cheating. First, 
exams could be administered in a physical classroom, forcing students to be at a 
certain time and place. Unfortunately, this eliminates one of the promises of distance 
education, namely the opportunity to learn and be evaluated at a time that suits the 
student, who may have a full-time job or child care responsibilities. A second 
approach is to require a proctor. This has the advantage of administering an exam 
with the disadvantage of inconveniencing another person. Third, exams could be 
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"open-book" exams where students have access to materials during the exams. This 
necessitates the writing of open-ended exam questions that place a further burden 
on the instructor for grading. 
When the course was constructed, all exam questions were reviewed for their 
characteristics as described by Bloom's Taxonomy, and questions were rewritten to 
emphasize the higher levels such as analysis, synthesis, and evaluation (Bloom 
1956). However, there is a balance between grading efficiency and question type. 
Multiple choice questions can be scored automatically by the computer, whereas 
essay questions take more time to grade and involve the instructor or teaching 
assistant. Given that part of the purpose for having weekly exams is to help the 
students be disciplined and pace their study, having solely higher-level questions is 
not necessary or desirable. Also, the number of higher-level questions on each exam 
increases as the course progresses and students have more entomological 
knowledge with which to do analysis, synthesis and evaluation. Given these facts, 
the changes made to the course in order to reduce cheating will probably involve an 
increase in the use of proctors and contracts for students to sign upon taking the first 
exam. 
Conclusion 
The development and offering of the web-based course Introduction to 
Insects (Entomology 201) has been highly successful. The course has increasing 
enrollment, respectable retention rates and positive evaluations. However, there is a 
serious problem with students cheating on exams, both by looking at materials 
during an exam and, to a lesser extent, copying and pasting materials verbatim into 
their exam. Future offerings of the course will have to take student behavior into 
account when designing evaluations. 
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
Internet-related computing technologies have had an enormous impact on 
how we gather and organize entomological information and how we teach 
entomology. The interface of the disciplines of information technology (including 
computer science and management of information systems) and entomology 
promises to improve the efficiency of entomology. An example of this is the 
metadata approach to management of entomological information, both on the 
internet and within the departments and agencies that do entomological research 
and produce new information. With such an approach, navigating information 
becomes easy. Without it the unmanaged information threatens to overwhelm us. 
The open standard and bottom-up approach used by metadata aggregation offers a 
flexible and scalable alternative to information overload. 
New technologies also affect the methods used for teaching entomology. 
Embracing the technology offered by computers and the internet, where 
appropriate, such as three-dimensional virtual insects and distance education, can 
help teachers of entomology reach new audiences and teach in new ways, ultimately 
strengthening the position of entomology among the biological sciences. 
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APPENDIX A: OPILIO CODE 
The code for Opilio is available on the accompanying CD-ROM as opilio.root, 
a Userland Frontier!, object database. The object database contains four main tables: 
(1) opilioCrawler, the web crawling portion of Opilio; 
(2) opilioManilaWebsite, a regular Manila website (see 
<http://manila.userland.com>) with the administrative interface for Opilio under 
the opiadmin table and the search interface for Opilio under the opisearch table; (3) 
opilioPrefs, the preference table for Opilio; and (4) opilioTools, the library of 
functions necessary for Opilio to function. 
The #tools table of the OpilioManilaWebsite table contains both macros 
(mostly wrappers to calls of business logic code in opilioTools) and HTML 
templates. Only macros are listed here. 
OpilioCrawler 
Listing A. 1. assureScratchRoot 71 
Listing A.2. crawl 72 
Listing A.3. crawlerd 87 
Listing A.4. getAndParseRobotsTxt 92 
Listing A.5. getRootPath 94 
OpilioManilaWebsite 95 
Figure A.l. opiadmin table 96 
Figure A.2. #tools table 97 
Listing A.6. #tools.addCategory 98 
Listing A.7. #tools.addtoApprove 99 
Listing A.8. #tools.aliasCategory 100 
Listing A.9. #tools.backtoPortfolio 102 
Listing A.10. #tools.blessUser 103 
Listing A.ll. #tools.buildBaseDir 105 
Listing A. 12. #tools.createNewPortfolio 107 
Listing A.13. #tools. delete Alias 108 
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Listing A.14. #tools.deleteCategory 
Listing A.15. #tools.deleteRedirection 
Listing A.16. #tools.fetchMetainfo 
Listing A.17. #tools.getAdminInfo 
Listing A.18. #tools.getPortfolioCount 
Listing A.19. #tools.isSuperUser 
Listing A.20. #tools.locationtoAddress 
Listing A.21. #tools.mergeCategories 
Listing A.22. #tools.postSearchArgs 
Listing A.23. #tools.redirectCategory 
Listing A.24. #tools.showCategories 
Listing A.25. #tools.showCatlnfo 
Listing A.26. #tools.showDirTree 
Listing A.27. #tools.showGroups 
Listing A.28. #tools.showLinked 
Listing A.29. #tools.showPortfolios 
Listing A.30. #tools.showSites 
Listing A.31. #tools.siteCrawl 
Listing A.32. #tools.siteDelete 
Listing A.33. #tools.sitePropEdit 
Listing A.34. #tools.tweak 
Opisearch 
Figure A.3. opisearch table 
Listing A.35. opisearch.#tools.buildCatSearchResults 
Listing A.36. opisearch.#tools.categorySearch 
Listing A.37. opisearch.#tools.getindexTable 
Listing A.38. opisearch.#tools.parseSearchRequest 
Listing A.39. opisearch.#tools.postSearchArgs 
Listing A.40. opisearch.#tools.redirect 
Listing A.41. opisearch.#tools.resultsPerPagePopup 
Listing A.42. opisearch.#tools.search 



































Figure A.4. opilioPrefs table 155 
Table A.l. Key to opilioPrefs table 156 
OpilioTools 157 
Figure A.5. opilioTools table 158 
Listing A.44. addCategory 159 
Listing A.45. addToApprove 161 
Listing A.46. aliasCategory 163 
Listing A.47. approveCategory 164 
Listing A.48. assignToCat 167 
Listing A.49. assurePortfolioEntry 169 
Listing A.50. assureRoot 173 
Listing A.51. buildMetaLists 174 
Listing A.52. callbacks .metaBrowsePage 176 
Listing A.53. categorizePage 177 
Listing A.54. createPortfolio 178 
Listing A.55. decodeCat 179 
Listing A.56. deindexCat 180 
Listing A.57. delete Alias 182 
Listing A.58. deleteCat 183 
Listing A.59. deleteRedirect 185 
Listing A.60. deRedirectCat 187 
Listing A.61. encodeCat 191 
Listing A.62 errorFormat 192 
Listing A.63. getCat 193 
Listing A.64. getCatAdr 194 
Listing A.65. getHead 195 
Listing A.66. getMetas 196 
Listing A.67. getPagelnfoEntry 199 
Listing A.68. getPortfolioEntryURL 200 
Listing A.69. getRootPath 201 
Listing A.70. indexCat 202 
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Listing A.71. init 204 
Listing A.72. HstToString 209 
Listing A.73. mergeCats 210 
Listing A.74. metaBrowsePage 215 
Listing A.75. msgFormat 217 
Listing A.76. nomad 218 
Listing A.77. overlayMetas 221 
Listing A.78. redirectCategory 224 
Listing A.79. search.server.acceptPage 228 
Listing A.80. search.server.buildHtml 229 
Listing A.81. search.server.buildPagelnfo 233 
Listing A.82. search.server.buildScreenLinks 235 
Listing A.83. search.server.doSearch 237 
Listing A.84. search.server.htmlSearch 240 
Listing A.85. search.server.index 242 
Listing A.86. search.server.indexOnePage 243 
Listing A.87. search.server.indexStoredPages 247 
Listing A.88. search.server.loglndexedPage 249 
Listing A.89. search.server.storePageForlndexing 250 
Listing A.90. stampRoot 251 
Listing A.91. stringToList 252 
Listing A.92. tweakURL 253 
Listing A.l. assureScratchRoot verifies that an object database is open 
and ready. Parameters : rootName (name of root) as string, relpath (path 
data directory relative to Frontier's Guest Databases directory) as 
string. 
on assureScratchRoot (rootName,relpath="ops/") { 
if not (string.delete(rootName,1,string.length(rootName) - 4) == 
"root") { 
rootName = rootName + ".root"}; 
msg(rootName); 
local (indexPath = opilioCrawler.getRootPath (rootName,relpath)); 
if defined ([indexPath]) { //is root already open? 
return (true)}; 
if file.exists (indexPath) { //does root exist? 
fileMenu.open (indexPath, true); //it does, open it 
return (true)}; 
«Create a new root. 
fileMenu.new (indexPath) ; 
window.hide (@[indexPath]); 
new (tableType, 0[indexPath].sites); «change these to the tables we 
want 
new (tableType, @[indexPath].trash); 
new (tableType, 0[indexPath].trash.sites); 
new (dateType, 0[indexPath].lastUsed); 




Listing A.2. The crawler recursively crawls websites and submits the page 
with extracted metadata to the web service in front of the search engine. 
Parameters : cpt (crawler page table) as an address, p (portfolio) as a 
string. 
on crawl (cpt,p,flDebug=true) { 
local { 
baseurl; 
pa = string.parseAddress(cpt); 
url ; 
statuscode; 
targroot = opilioTools.getRootPath(p); 
pageinfo; 
cptreleased = false}; 
if flDebug { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioCrawler.crawl"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".cpt = cpt; 
adrltenT.p = p; 
adrltem" .whatHappened = "Beginning crawl()"}; 
baseurl = pa[sizeOf(pa)]; « get url from the end of the address 
cpt".siteName = [targroot].sites.[baseurl].siteName; «get the siteName 
from the portfolio 
bundle { «set crawled to in progress in portfolio 
local(sem = @[targroot].sites.[baseurl]+".crawled"); 
try { 
semaphores.lock(sem,120); 




if flDebug { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioCrawler.crawl"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)) ; 
adrltem".cpt = cpt; 
adrltem".adrCrawled = @[targroot].sites.[baseurl]; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "Could not set crawled to in progress 
because "+tryerror}}}; 
on releaseCPT() { «free up crawler page table 







// clear out current cpt 
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new(tabletype,@cpt".q) ; 
new(tabletype, @cpt".pageinfo) ; 
new (tabletype,@cpt".done); 
cpt".inuse = 0; 
cptreleased = true; 
return(true)}; 
on addLinksToQ (urlList=nil) { 
local { 
tagList = {}; 
pat = tagExtractionKit.patterns.urltagPattern; «thanks Arn! 
«pat = opilioPrefs.crawler.patterns.urlTagPattern 
entry; 
ct = 0; 
baseDir = baseURL; 
base = cpt".pageinfo.url}; 
if not (baseURL endsWith "/") { 
baseDir = string.popsuffix(baseDir,"/") + "/"}; 
if not (base endsWith "/") { 
base = string.popsuffix(base,"/") + "/"}; 
«if flDebug «add to log 
«local (logName = "opilioCrawler.crawl") 
« local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)) 
« 
«adrltem".cpt = cpt 
«adrltem".base = base 
«adrltem".p = p 
«adrltem".baseDir = baseDir 
«adrltem".baseURL = baseURL 
« adrltem".uriList = urlList 
«adrltem".whatHappened = "Beginning addLinksToQ" 
if urlList == nil { «if we haven't been handed a list of urls to 
add, get them from the page 
regex.extract(pat, @cpt".pageinfo.page, @tagList); «generate the 
list of tags 
«urlList = tagExtractionKit.getTheUrls(tagList,cpt".pageinfo.url) 
«extract the urls 
urlList = tagExtractionKit.getTheUrls(tagList,base) }; «extract 
the urls 
if flDebug { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioCrawler.crawl"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".urlList = urlList; 
adrltem".p = p; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "Extracted "+sizeOf(urlList)+" links."}; 
for entry in urlList { 
entry = opilioTools.tweakURL(entry); «standardize 
«the entry must pass the following to be added to the q: 




if not (entry endsWith "/") { «directories are OK 
case opilioPrefs.crawler.excludeMethod { «we now support allow 
and deny based exclusion 
"allow" { 
«dialog.notify)"crawl: allow-based exclusion") 
if not (opilioPrefs.crawler.allowSuffices contains 
string.lower(string.delete(entry,1,string.length(string.popsuffix(entry))) 
)) { «if the suffix is not on our list 
if flDebug { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioCrawler.crawl"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".entry = entry; 
adrltem".p = p; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "Didn't add URL b/c suffix 
is not on allow list"}; 
continue}}; 
"deny" { 
«dialog.notify("crawl: deny-based exclusion") 
if opilioPrefs.crawler.denySuffices contains 
string.lower(string.delete(entry,1,string.length(string.popsuffix(entry))) 
) { «if the suffix is in our exception list 
if flDebug { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioCrawler.crawl"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".entry = entry; 
adrltem".p = p; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "Didn't add URL b/c suffix 
is in exception list"}; 
continue}}} 
else { «add to log "must be set to either allow or deny as a 
string, but it's not" 
bundle { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilio.fatal"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)) ; 
adrltem".whatHappened = 
"opilioPrefs.crawler.excludeMethod must be set to either allow or deny as 
a string, but it's not"; 
return(false)}}}; 
«must be located inside the directory defined by baseURL. We 
really shouldn't use string.lower here because unix is case sensitive 
if !(string.lower(entry) contains string.lower(baseDir)) { 
if flDebug { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioCrawler.crawl"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)) ; 
adrltem".entry = entry; 
adrltem".p = p; 
adrltem".baseURL = baseURL; 
adrltem".baseDir = baseDir; 
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adrltem".whatHappened = "Didn't add URL b/c not inside 
baseURL"}; 
continue}; 
«we must not have gotten it already 
if defined(cpt".done.[entry]) { 
if flDebug { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioCrawler.crawl"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".entry = entry; 
adrltem".p = p; 
adrltem".baseURL = baseURL; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "Didn't add URL b/c it's already on 
done list"}; 
continue}; 
«it must not be defined as a URL the user wants to skip 
if defined([targroot].sites.[baseurl].skips) { 
local(adr); 
local(keepGoing = true); 
for adr in @[targroot].sites.[baseurl].skips { «we have to 
check it against every url in the skip list (actually skip table) 
if entry — adr" { «this url is listed in the skips table; 
an exact match 
if flDebug { «add to log "Didn't add URL b/c it's on 
skip list" 
local (logName = "opilioCrawler.crawl"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".entry = entry; 
adrItem".p = p; 
adrltem".baseURL = baseURL; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "Didn't add URL b/c it's on 
skip list"}; 
keepGoing = false; 
break}; 
if adr" endsWith "/" { «this entry in the skiplist is a 
directory, so let's see if this url is in this directory 
«Now we're going to trim the URL bit by bit and see if 
it is in an excluded directory 
local(ct = string.countfields(entry,"/")); 
local(i); 
for i = ct downto 4 { «the first fields will be http: 
and ' ' and host so ignore them 
local(partialurl=entry); 
local(thisfld = string.nthfield(entry,"/",i )) ; 




local(thispartialurl = partialurl + "/"); 
if adr" == thispartialurl { « if true this url is in a 
directory defined as a skip so go to next 
if flDebug { «add to log "Didn't add URL b/c it's 
in a directory that's on the skip list" 
local (logName = "opilioCrawler.crawl"); 
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local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase 
(logName, flHourlyRoll:true)); 
adrltem".entry = entry; 
adrltem".p = p; 
adrltem".baseURL = baseURL; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "Didn't add URL b/c 
it's in a directory that's on the skip list"}; 
keepGoing = false; 
break}}}}; 
if !keepGoing { «if we decided that this URL should be 
skipped, go on to the next entry in URLList 
continue}}; 
« it must not already be in the q 
if defined(cpt".q.[entry]) { 
if flDebug { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioCrawler.crawl") ; 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true) ) ; 
adrltem".entry = entry; 
adrItem".p - p; 
adrltem".baseURL = baseURL; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "Didn't add URL b/c it's already in 
the queue"}; 
continue}; 
«0K, add it to the queue 
cpt".q.[entry] = entry; 
ct = ct + 1; 
if flDebug { «add to log "Added a link to queue" 
local (logName = "opilioCrawler.crawl"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".entry = entry; 
adrItem".p = p; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "Added a link to queue"}}; 
if flDebug { «add to log "Added "+ct+" links to queue" 
local (logName = "opilioCrawler.crawl"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".cpt = cpt; 
adrItem".p = p; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "Added "+ct+" links to queue"}; 
return(true)}; 
((****** begin main crawler loop******** 
while sizeOf(cpt".q) > 0 { «as long as there are items in the queue 
«if flDebug «add to log "Setting up pageinfo table" 
«local (logName = "opilioCrawler.crawl") 
« local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)) 
« 
«adrltem".cpt = cpt 
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«adrItem".p = p 
«adrltem".whatHappened = "Setting up pageinfo table" 
bundle { «set up pageinfo table 




cpt".pageinfo.lastModDate = clock.now(); 
cpt".pageinfo.siteName = cpt".siteName; 
cpt".pageinfo.siteURL = baseURL}; 
«if flDebug «add to log "Finished setting up pageinfo table" 
« local (logName = "opilioCrawler.crawl") 
«local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)) 
«adrltem".cpt = cpt 
«adrItem".p = p 
«adrltem".whatHappened = "Finished setting up pageinfo table" 
«get an item 
try { «lock semaphore 
semaphores.lock(cpt, 60*5) } «five seconds 
else { 
bundle { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioCrawler.crawl"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".cpt = cpt; 
adrltem".pageinfo = cpt".pageinfo; 
adrltem".whatWeWereDoing = "locking semaphore to get a url 
from the q"; 
adrltem".whatWentWrong = tryerror}; 
releaseCPT(); 
scripterror(tryerror)}; 
try { «get queued item and delete from queue 
cpt".pageinfo.url=cpt".q[1]; 
delete(@cpt".q.[cpt".pageinfo.url]); «delete it from the q 
semaphores.unlock(cpt); 
if flDebug { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioCrawler.crawl"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".cpt = cpt; 
adrItem".p = p; 
adrltem".url = cpt".pageinfo.url; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "Got URL from queue"}} 
else { 
semaphores.unlock(cpt); 
bundle { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioCrawler.crawl"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".cpt = cpt; 
adrltem".pageinfo = cpt".pageinfo; 
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adrltem".whatWeWereDoing = "retrieving a url from the g"; 
adrltem".whatWentWrong = tryerror}; 
continue}; «go to next in q 
try { «lock semaphore 
semaphores.lock(cpt+".done",60*5)} « five seconds 
else { 
bundle { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioCrawler.crawl"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".cpt = cpt; 
adrltem".pageinfo = cpt".pageinfo; 
adrltem".whatWeWereDoing = "locking semaphore to add url to 
donelist"; 
adrltem".whatWentWrong = tryerror}; 
releaseCPT(); 
scripterror(tryerror)}; 
try { «enter it on done list 
cpt".done.[cpt".pageinfo.url] = cpt".pageinfo.url; «add it to 




bundle { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioCrawler.crawl"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".cpt = cpt; 
adrltem".pageinfo = cpt".pageinfo; 
adrltem".whatWeWereDoing = "adding url to donelist"; 
adrltem".whatWentWrong = tryerror}; 
continue}; «go to next in q 
«dialog.notify("Beginning "+cpt".pageinfo.url) 
«Check the robot exclusion list to see if we're allowed to get this 
url 
if not tagExtractionKit.robots.robotsOK(cpt".pageinfo.url, 
cpt".robotdisallowlist) { 
«code to record that we were not allowed to retrieve this url 
should go here 
continue}; « forget this one, move on to next 
«attempt to retrieve the item 
local (urllist = string.urlsplit (cpt".pageinfo.url)); 
«if flDebug «add to log "About to retrieve URL" 
«local (logName = "opilioCrawler.crawl") 
«local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)) 
« 
«adrltem".cpt = cpt 
«adrItem".p = p 
«adrltem".url = cpt".pageinfo.url 
«adrltem".whatHappened = "About to retrieve URL" 
try { 
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cpt".pageinfo.page = tcp.httpClient (server :urllist [2], 
path:urllist [3],ctFollowRedirects: 0); 
statusCode = string.nthField (cpt".pageinfo.page, ' ', 2 ) ; «code 
from tcp.httpClient by Andre Radke 
if flDebug { «add to log "Retrieved URL, status code 
"+statuscode 
local (logName = "opilioCrawler.crawl"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".cpt = cpt; 
adrltem".p = p; 
adrltem".url = cpt".pageinfo.url; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "Retrieved URL, status code 
"+statuscode}} 
else { 
if flDebug { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioCrawler.crawl"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".cpt = cpt; 
adrltem".url = cpt".pageinfo.url; 
adrltem".whatWeWereDoing = "retrieving"; 
adrltem".whatWentWrong = tryerror}; 
continue ; «go to next item in q 
}; « scripterror(tryerror) 
if ({"301", "302", "303"} contains statusCode) { //response codes 
for Moved Permanently, Moved Temporarily, See Other 
local (flRedirect = false, redirectServer, redirectPath); 
local (t); new (tableType, @t); 
webserver.util.parseHeaders (cpt".pageinfo.page, @t); 
if defined (t.location) { //the response has a Location: header 
field 
if string.lower (t.location) beginsWith "http://" { //it's an 
absolute HTTP URL 
local (s = string.delete (t.location, 1, string.length 
("http://" ))) ; 
redirectServer = string.nthField (s, "/", 1); 
redirectPath = string.delete (s, 1, string.length 
(redirectServer) + 1)} 
else { 
if t.location beginsWith "/" { 
redirectServer = urllist[2 ] ; 
redirectPath = t.location} 
else { //assume it is a relative path 
redirectServer = urllist[2 ] ; 
redirectPath = string.popSuffix (path, "/") + "/" + 
t.location}}} 
else { 
bundle { «add to log "Redirect but no Location: field was 
given" 
local (logName = "opilioCrawler.crawl"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)) ; 
adrltem".cpt = cpt; 
adrItem".p = p; 
adrltem".url = cpt".pageinfo.url; 
adrltem".statuscode = statuscode; 
adrltem".t = t; 
adrltem".page = cpt".pageinfo.page ; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "Redirect but no Location: field 
was given"}; 
continue ; «go to next item in g 
} ; 
if redirectServer endsWith "/" { «standardize 
redirectServer = 
string.mid(redirectServer,1,string.length(redirectServer)-1)}; 
if !(redirectPath beginsWith "/") { 
redirectPath = "/" + redirectPath}; 
local(redirURL="http://"+redirectServer + redirectPath); 
if flDebug { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioCrawler.crawl"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".cpt = cpt; 
adrltem".p = p; 
adrltem".url = cpt".pageinfo.url; 
adrltem".statuscode = statuscode; 
adrltem".t = t; 
adrltem".page = cpt".pageinfo.page; 
adrltem".redirectServer = redirectServer; 
adrltem".redirectPath = redirectPath; 
adrltem".redirURL = redirURL; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "Adding redirected URL to queue"}; 
addLinksToQ(list(redirURL)); 
continue}; 
«what we do depends on the result status code 
case string.mid(statusCode,1,1) { 
2 { «2xx good 
«check MIME type to make sure it's text 
«extract meta information 
cpt".pageinfo.head = opilioTools.getHead(@cpt".pageinfo.page) 
if flDebug { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioCrawler.crawl.2xx"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".cpt = cpt; 
adrltem".url = cpt".pageinfo.url; 
adrltem".page = cpt".pageinfo.page; 
adrltem".status = "Assigned head."}; 
opilioTools.getMetas 
(@cpt".pageinfo.head,@cpt".pageinfo.metas); 
if flDebug { «add to log "Got metas." 
local (logName = "opilioCrawler.crawl.2xx"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
«adrltem".cpt = cpt 
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adrltem".url = cpt".pageinfo.url; 
« adrltem".page = cpt".pageinfo.page 
adrltem".status = "Got metas."}; 
opilioTools.overlayMetas(@cpt".pageinfo,p); 
if flDebug { «add to log "Overlaid metas." 
local (logName = "opilioCrawler.crawl.2xx"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
«adrltem".cpt = cpt 
adrltem".url = cpt".pageinfo.url; 
« adrltem".page = cpt".pageinfo.page 
adrltem".status = "Overlaid metas."}; 
«extract links and add them to q if we may 
local(robotfollow=true); 
if defined(cpt".pageinfo.metas.robots) { «if there's an entry 
for robot behavior (could have come from meta tag or property editor) 
local(robotentry); 
for robotentry in cpt".pageinfo.metas.robots { «loop 
through the list 
if robotentry == "nofollow" { 
robotfollow = false}}; 
if flDebug { «add to log "Won't add links to queue b/c 
found robots nofollow directive" 
local (logName = "opilioCrawler.crawl.2xx"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
«adrltem".cpt = cpt 
adrltem".url = cpt".pageinfo.url; 
« adrltem".page = cpt".pageinfo.page 
adrltem".status = "Won't add links to queue b/c found 
robots nofollow directive"}}; 
if robotfollow { 
if not addLinksToQ() { 
releaseCPT(); «let's get out of here 
continue}; «but we've cleared the queue so this ends our 
loop 
if flDebug { «add to log "Added links to queue." 
local (logName = "opilioCrawler.crawl.2xx"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
«adrltem".cpt = cpt 
adrltem".url = cpt".pageinfo.url; 
« adrltem".page = cpt".pageinfo.page 
adrltem".status = "Added links to queue."}}; 
«check for robot noindex directive 
local(robotindex=true); 
if defined(cpt".pageinfo.metas.robots) { «if there's an entry 
for robot behavior (could have come from meta tag or property editor) 
local(robotentry); 
for robotentry in cpt".pageinfo.metas.robots { « loop 
through the list 
if robotentry == "noindex" { 
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robotfollow = false}}; 
if flDebug { «add to log "Won't index this page b/c found 
robots noindex directive" 
local (logName = "opilioCrawler.crawl.2xx"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
«adrltem".cpt = cpt 
adrltem".url = cpt".pageinfo.url; 
« adrltem".page = cpt".pageinfo.page 
adrltem".status = "Won't index this page b/c found 
robots noindex directive"}}; 
if !robotfollow { 
continue}; «skip indexing; go on to next url in q 
«extract body 
cpt".pageinfo.body = html.getOneTagValue 
(string(cpt".pageinfo.page), "body"); 
if flDebug { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioCrawler.crawl.2xx"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
«adrltem".cpt = cpt 
adrltem".url = cpt".pageinfo.url; 
«adrltem".page = cpt".pageinfo.page 
adrltem".body = cpt".pageinfo.body; 
adrltem".status = "Extracted body."}; 
if cpt".pageinfo.body == "" { «missing body tag; just delete 
up to and including the </HEAD> tag 
if flDebug { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioCrawler.crawl.2xx"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".cpt = cpt; 
adrltem".url = cpt".pageinfo.url; 
adrltem".page = cpt".pageinfo.page; 
adrltem".status = "Missing body tag; using alternate 
methods"}; 
local(matchinfo,pat = "/HEAD["<>]*>"); 
regex.easySearch(pat,cpt".pageinfo.body,@matchinfo); 
if matchinfo.matchOffset > 0 { 
cpt".pageinfo.body = 
string.delete(adrHead",1,matchinfo.matchoffset+5)} 
else { «no closing head tag to use instead of body tag so 
just delete the HTTP header 
local(ix = 
string.patternmatch(cpt".pageinfo.page,"\r\n\r\n")); 
if ix > 0 { 
cpt.pageinfo.body = string.delete(adrHead",1,ix)} «at 
least delete the HTTP stuff 
else { «if we get here, something really weird is going 
on; skip this page and go on 
cpt".pageinfo.body = cpt".pageinfo.page}; 
if flDebug { «add to log "Stopped trying to index this 
page b/c couldn't find a body tag." 
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local (logName = "opilioCrawler.crawl.2xx"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".cpt = cpt; 
adrltem".url = cpt".pageinfo.url; 
adrltem".page = cpt".pageinfo.page; 
adrltem".status = "Stopped trying to index this page 
b/c couldn't find a body tag."}}}; 
«get title 
cpt".pageinfo.title = html.getOneTagValue 
(cpt".pageinfo.head, "title"); 
if flDebug { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioCrawler.crawl.2xx"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)) ; 
«adrltem".cpt = cpt 
adrltem".url = cpt".pageinfo.url; 
« adrltem".page = cpt".pageinfo.page 
adrltem".status = "Got title."}; 
bundle { //get the last modified date, if possible 
local (ix = string.patternMatch ("\r\nLast-Modified: ", 
cpt".pageinfo.page)) ; 
if ix > 0 { « found a match 
local (headerCopy = string.delete (cpt".pageinfo.page, 
1, ix + 16)); 
ix = string.patternMatch ("\r\n", headerCopy); 
if ix > 0 { 
headerCopy = string.delete (headerCopy, ix, 
infinity); 
try { «if this fails, just use the time we put into 
lastModDate already 
cpt".pageinfo.lastModDate = date (headerCopy)}}}; 
cpt".pageinfo.createdDate = cpt".pageinfo.lastModDate}; 
//we don't know when the page was created 
if flDebug { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioCrawler.crawl.2xx"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)) ; 
«adrltem".cpt = cpt 
adrltem".url = cpt".pageinfo.url; 
«adrltem".page = cpt".pageinfo.page 
adrltem".status = "Assigned last-modified date."}; 
«distill page into text we will index 
cpt".pageinfo.bodytext = cpt".pageinfo.body; 
regex.subst(tagExtractionKit.patterns.tagStripPattern, " ", 
@cpt".pageinfo.bodytext); «thanks Arn! 
if flDebug { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioCrawler.crawl.2xx"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
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«adrltem".cpt = cpt 
adrltem".url = cpt".pageinfo.url; 
«adrltem".page = cpt".pageinfo.page 
adrltem".status = "Distilled page."}; 
« add page to index 
bundle { //get the search engine server settings defined in 
opilioPrefs 
cpt".pageinfo.server = 
opilioPrefs.crawler.storepage.server ; « formerly 
config.mainResponder.search.domain 





bundle { //send the page to be indexed 
«11/5/99; 9:13:24 AM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«Use XML-RPC to send this page to the search engine queue 
to be indexed. 
«Based loosely on 
mainResponder.search.client.sendPageToServer 
«We don't assume that we're on the same server as the 
engine. 
«Unfortunately you can't pass tables or lists this way so 
we have to base-64 encode everything. 
local { 
metaNameListe; «base64 encoded 
metaValueListe; 
bodyTexte}; 
cpt".pageinfo.metaNameList = {}; 
cpt".pageinfo.metaValueList = {}; 
opilioTools.buildMetaLists(cpt); 
bundle { «encode the lists and body. Nope, just the body. 
Don't have to encode the lists. 
«metaNameListe = base64.encode 
(cpt".pageinfo.metaNameList, 0) 
«metaValueListe = base64.encode 
(cpt".pageinfo.metaValueList, 0) 
bodyTexte = base64.encode (cpt".pageinfo.bodyText, 0)}; 
«Build the parameter list 
local (paramList = {cpt".pageinfo.title, 
cpt".pageinfo.ur1,bodyTexte, cpt".pageinfo.siteName, 
cpt".pageinfo.siteUrl,cpt".pageinfo.metaNameList,cpt".pageinfo.metaValueLi 
st, cpt".pageinfo.createdDate, cpt".pageinfo.lastModDate,p}); 
«fire off the RFC request 
try { 
local (s = betty.rpc.client (cpt".pageinfo.server, 
cpt".pageinfo.port, cpt".pageinfo.procedure, SparamList, 
flShowMessages : false,flDeBug:false, ticksToTimeOut: 60*10, 
flAsynch:false)); 
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if flDebug { «add 
local (logName 
local (adrltem 
flHourlyRol1 : true)); 
to log 
= "opilioCrawler.crawl"); 
= log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
adrltem".cpt = cpt; 
adrltem".url = cpt".pageinfo.url; 
adrltem".pageinfo = cpt".pageinfo; 
adrltem".whatWeWereDoing = "Sent page to be 
indexed."}} 
else { 
if flDebug { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioCrawler.fatal"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".cpt = cpt; 
adrltem".url = cpt".pageinfo.url; 
adrltem".pageinfo = cpt".pageinfo; 
adrltem".whatWeWereDoing = "Sending page to be 
indexed."; 
adrltem".whatWentWrong = "Could not do RFC : 
"+tryerror}; 
releaseCPT()}}; 
}; « add link to this page under appropriate category 
3 { «3xx redirect; we handle most redirects before we even enter 
this case statement. 
if flDebug { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioCrawler.crawl"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".cpt = cpt; 
adrltem".url = cpt".pageinfo.url; 
adrltem".page = cpt".pageinfo.page; 
adrltem".whatWeWereDoing = "retrieving"; 
adrltem".whatWentWrong = "3xx redirect"}}; 
4 { «4xx bad 
if flDebug { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioCrawler.crawl"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true) ) ; 
adrltem".cpt = cpt; 
adrltem".url = cpt".pageinfo.url; 
adrltem".page - cpt".pageinfo.page; 
adrltem".whatWeWereDoing = "retrieving"; 
adrltem".whatWentWrong = "4xx error"}; 
}}}; 
if not cptreleased { 
releaseCPT()}; «all done 
bundle { «set crawled to clock.now() in portfolio 
try { 
semaphores.lock(0[targroot].sites.[baseurl]+".crawled",120); 





if flDebug { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioCrawler.crawl"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".cpt = cpt; 
adrltem".url = cpt".pageinfo.url; 
adrltem" .adrCrawled = [targroot].sites.[baseurl]; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "Could not set crawled to true because 
"+tryerror>>>; 
if flDebug { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioCrawler.crawl"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".cpt = cpt; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "Completed crawl!"}; 
return(true)} 
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Listing A.3. crawlerd, the crawler daemon, spins off a crawler in a new 
thread of execution. Parameters adrTable (a website table within a 
portfolio) as address, p (portfolio) as string. 
on crawlerd (adrTable,p,flDebug=true) { 
«Give me the address of a site table within a portfolio and a portfolio 
name. 
«I'll create root for scratch data if necessary and spin off a crawler 
thread. 
«Root name is the same as the portfolio name plus "cache" 
«Returns 
«true if everything worked 
«time of execution if this site table is already being crawled 
«false if something went wrong. 
if flDebug { « add to log "Beginning crawlerd" 
local (logName = "opilioCrawler.crawlerd"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".addressIWasPassed = adrTable; 
adrltem".p = p; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "Beginning crawlerd"}; 
local { 
targroot = opilioTools.getRootPath(p); 
pcache = string.replace(targroot,".root","cache.root"); 
baseurl; 
pa = string.parseAddress(adrTable)}; 
baseurl = pa[sizeOf(pa)]; « get url from the end of the address 
if ! defined ([pcache]) { //is root already open? If not, make it so. 
if file.exists (pcache) { //does root exist? 
if not fileMenu.open (pcache, true) { //it does, open it 
bundle { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioCrawler.crawlerd"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".addressIWasPassed = adrTable; 
adrItem".p = p; 
adrltem".pcache = pcache; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "Could not open pcache root 
file."}} 
else { 
bundle { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioCrawler.crawlerd"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".addressIWasPassed = adrTable; 
adrItem".p = p; 
adrltem".pcache = pcache; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "Successfully opened pcache root 
file."}}} 




«new (tableType, @[pcache]) «change these to the tables we want 
fileMenu.save (pcache); 
bundle { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioCrawler.crawlerd"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".addressIWasPassed = adrTable; 
adrltem".p = p; 
adrltem".pcache = pcache; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "Successfully created new pcache root 
file."}}}; 
on setUpSubtables() { 
«return 
new (tableType, @[pcache].[baseurl]); «clear table 
[pcache].[baseurl].inuse = 1; 
[pcache].[baseurl].baseURL = baseurl; 
[pcache].[baseurl].whenQueued = clock.now(); 
new (tableType, @[pcache].[baseurl].q); «the queue 
new (tableType, @[pcache].[baseurl].done); «we've visited these 
new (tableType, @[pcache].[baseurl].pageinfo); «need this for each 
page 
return(true)}; 
on populateQ() { «seed queue with starting points if defined, otherwise 
use baseurl 
if defined([targroot].sites.[baseurl].startpoints) and 
(sizeOf([targroot].sites.[baseurl].startpoints) >0) { 
local(adr,thisurl,ct=0); 
for adr in @[targroot].sites.[baseurl].startpoints { 
ct++; 
thisurl = adr"; 
[pcache].[baseurl].q.[thisurl] = thisurl}; 
if flDebug { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioCrawler.crawlerd"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".addressIWasPassed = adrTable; 
adrltem".ctStartingPoints = ct; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "Added starting points to queue"}} 
else { 
[pcache].[baseurl],q.[baseurl] = baseURL; «add baseurl to the 
queue 
if flDebug { «add to log "No starting points so used baseurl as 
starting point" 
local (logName = "opilioCrawler.crawlerd"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".addressIWasPassed = adrTable; 
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adrltem".whatHappened = "No starting points so used baseurl as 
starting point"}}}; 
«Watch out for other threads messing with the table ! Need to write 
thread-safe code here. 
try { «lock semaphore 
semaphores.lock(pcache+".inuse",120)} 
else { «don't dare go further without a locked semaphore 
scripterror(tryerror); 
bundle { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioCrawler.crawlerd"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".addressIWasPassed = adrTable; 
adrltem".whatWeWereDoing = "Locking semaphore for 
[pcache].inuse"; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "Semaphore lock failed because 
"+tryerror}; 
return (false)}; 
try { «test for existence; used cached if available 
if ! defined([pcache].[baseurl].inuse) { «if we've never crawled this 
one before, set up the subtables 
setUpSubtables(); 
if flDebug { «add to log "Created subtable for this address" 
local (logName = "opilioCrawler.crawlerd"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".addressIWasPassed = adrTable; 
adrltem".p = p; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "Created subtable for this address"}} 
else { «subtables already exist 
if ([pcache].[baseurl].inuse == 0) { «if another thread is not 
using this table 
if number(clock.now() - [pcache].[baseurl].whenQueued)/60 > 
opilioPrefs.crawler.crawlCacheMins { «cache expired 
setUpSubtables( ) ; 
if flDebug { «add to log "Created subtable for this address 
(cache expired)" 
local (logName = "opilioCrawler.crawlerd"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true) ) ; 
adrltem".addressIWasPassed = adrTable; 
adrItem".p = p; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "Created subtable for this 
address (cache expired)"}} 
else { 
if flDebug { «add to log "Using cached subtable for this 
address" 
local (logName - "opilioCrawler.crawlerd"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".addressIWasPassed = adrTable; 
adrItem".p = p; 
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adrltem".whatHappened = "Using cached subtable for this 
address"}}} 
else { 
« if[pcache].inuse = pcache.inuse + 1 «increase the threadcount 
«Not implementing multithreaded crawling of the same site at 
this time, so this is commented out 
«and we just tell the user "Hey, Buddy, your site is already 
be crawled!" 
semaphores.unlock(pcache+".inuse"); 
bundle { «add to log "This page table is already in use" 
local (logName = "opilioCrawler.crawlerd"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".addressIWasPassed = adrTable; 
adrltem".whatWeWereDoing = "Setting up subtables in 
pcache"; 
adrltem".pcache = pcache; 
adrltem".baseURL = baseURL; 
adrltem".inUseSince = [pcache].[baseurl].whenQueued; 
adrltem".inUseMinutes = (number(clock.now()) -
number([pcache].[baseurl].whenQueued))/6 0 ; 




«get and parse robots.txt to see if we're allowed to crawl this site 
if not opilioCrawler.getAndParseRobotsTxt(@[pcache].[baseurl]) { 
bundle { «add to log We are not allowed to crawl "+baseurl 
local (logName = "opilioCrawler.crawlerd"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".addressIWasPassed = adrTable; 
adrltem".whatWeWereDoing = "Checking robots.txt robots 
exclusion"; 








bundle { «add to log "Initializing crawler page table" 
local (logName = "opilioCrawler.crawlerd"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)) ; 
adrltem".addressIWasPassed = adrTable; 
«adrltem".inuse = [pcache].inuse 
adrltem".whatWeWereDoing = "Initializing crawler page table"; 
adrltem".whatHappened = tryerror}; 
return(false)} ; 
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«local(threadname = "\"opilioCrawler.crawl(@"+ @[pcache].[baseurl] 
+ " , " + p + " \ " ) " )  
bundle { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioCrawler.crawlerd"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem" .addressIWasPassed = adrTable; 
adrltem".p = p; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "About to spin off new crawler thread"}; 
try { «spin off thread for new crawler 
local(tn,cpt); 
cpt = @[pcache].[baseurl]; 
« string. replaceAll ( adrThisForm, " \ \ " ,  " W W " )  «example from Brent 
Simmons 
tn = thread.easycall("opilioCrawler.crawl",{string.replaceAll (cpt, 
"W", "\\W"),pH; «thanks, Brent 
bundle { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioCrawler.crawlerd"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".addressIWasPassed = adrTable; 
adrltem".whatWeWereDoing = "spinning off new crawler thread"; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "spun off thread "+tn+"successfully"}; 
return(tn)} 
else { 
bundle { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioCrawler.crawlerd"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".addressIWasPassed - adrTable; 
adrltem".whatWeWereDoing = "spinning off new crawler thread"; 
adrltem".whatWentWrong = tryerror}; 
[pcache].[baseurl].inuse = 0; 
return(false)}} 
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Listing A.4. getAndParseRobotsTxt retrieves the robots.txt file from the 
target website and determines if the site administrator has allowed us to 
crawl it. Parameter: cpt (crawler page table) as address. 
on getAndParseRobotsTxt (cpt) { 
«cpt".robotstxt = "" 
«cpt".robotdisallowlist={} 
«return true 
«4/25/00; 3:44:45 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«4/27/00; 4:34:23 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«comment parsing moved to TEK 2.Ial2 
«Pass me the crawler page table address and I'll get robots.txt from 
the baseurl and see if we're allowed to crawl this site. We'll return true 
or false; true if you may crawl. 
«If so, keep a copy of robots.txt and the list of allows/disallows in 
the crawler page table. 
«To see if an individual url (other than the baseurl) may be crawled, 
don't call this script. 
«Call tagExtractionKit.robots.robotsOK instead, passing it the list 
from the crawler page table. 
local(url = cpt".baseurl); 
if not (url endswith "/") { 
url = url + "/"}; 
url = url + "robots.txt"; 
«Build user-agent; if the user has not specified a different one we 
append the version number and OS 
local(ua=opilioPrefs.crawler.useragent); 
if ua == "Opilio" { 
ua = ua + " " + opilioPrefs.version + " (" + sys.os () + ")"}; 
«Retrieve robots.txt from the target server 
local(headers); 
new(tabletype,@headers); 
headers.["User-Agent"] = ua; 
local (urllist = string.urlsplit (url)); 
try { 
local(res) ; 
res = tcp.httpClient (server :urllist [2], path:urllist 
[3],ctFollowRedirects: 0,adrHdrTable:@headers); 
local(statusCode); 
statusCode = string.nthField (res, ' ',2); 
case string.mid(statusCode,1,1) { 
2 { «good 
cpt".robotstxt = string.httpResultSplit(res); 
«local(pattern = "[ |\\\t]#["#]*$") 
« regex.subst(pattern," ",@cpt".robotstxt) «strip ^comments 






else { «we're excluded 
return)false)}}; 
4 { «not found; we're free to crawl 




bundle { «add to log Status code not 2xx or 4xx 
local (logName = "opilioTools.fatal"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem" .baseurl = cpt".baseurl; 
if defined)statusCode) { 
adrltem".statusCode = statusCode}; 
if defined(res) { 
adrltem".httpResult = res}; 
if defined(cpt".robotdisallowlist) { 
adrltem".disallowlist = cpt".robotdisallowlist); 
adrltem".whatWeWereDoing = "Evaluating status code of HTTP 
reply"; 
adrltem".whatWentWrong = "Status code not 2xx or 4xx: 
"+tryerror> >} 
else { 
bundle { «add to log Problems retrieving robots.txt 
local (logName = "opilioTools.fatal"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll:true)); 
adrltem".baseurl = cpt".baseurl; 
if defined(statusCode) { 
adrltem".statusCode = statusCode}; 
if defined(res) { 
adrltem".httpResult = res}; 
if defined(cpt".robotdisallowlist) { 
adrltem".disallowlist = cpt".robotdisallowlist}; 
adrltem".whatWeWereDoing = "Evaluating status code of HTTP 
reply"; 




Listing A.5. getRootPath returns the complete path of an object database. 
Parameters : rootName (name of root file) as string, relpath (path to data 
directory relative to Frontier's Guest Databases directory) as string. 
on getRootPath (rootName,relpath="ops/") { 
if not (string.nthfield(rootName,".",string.countfields(rootname,".")) 
- "root") { 
rootName = rootName + ".root"}; 
return (frontier.getSubFolder (relpath+"opiliodata/") + rootName)} 
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OpilioManilaWebsite 
Websites created with Userland Manila offer a framework in which web 
pages can be dynamically created from the object database. Opilio adds two 
sections to the boilerplate website by the use of two tables, opiadmin and 
opisearch. 
The opiadmin section allows the administration of categories, 
portfolios, sites and users. Most pages contain macros that are simply 
wrappers of calls to the opilioTools table. The layout of the opiadmin 
table is shown in Figure A.l. 
Figure A.l. opiadmin layout. 
0 Q O 
Ha me 
opilioManiiaWebsite.opiadmin 
Value Ki nd 
categories 11 items table 
• "navigator 2 items table 
add on disk wp text 
: alias 4 items table 
• * navigator 2 items table 
:• add on disk wp text 
default on disk- wp text 
; delete on disk wp text 
• category info on disk wp text 
default on disk wp text 
delete on disk wp text 
me rge on disk wp text 
nevcats on disk wp text 
redirect on disk wp text 
redirection 4 items table 
• * navigator 2 items table 
il add on disk wp text 
F default on disk wp text 
delete on disk wp text 
s howl inked on disk wp text 
» default on disk wp text 
portfolios 1 item table 
default on disk wp text 
« sites 5 items table 
crawl 1 item table 
- default on disk wp text 
i :  default on disk wp text 
delete 1 item table 
ii: default on disk wp text 
i::' edit 8 items table 
«filters 3 items table 
» final Fi Iter on disk script 
fi rstFi Iter on disk script 
pageFi Iter on disk script 
• "navigator 2 items table 
"wizard 4 items table 
s callbacks 4 items table 
afterCompile on disk script 
custom tenderer on disk script 
getValue on disk script 
setValue on disk script 
outline on disk outline 
• prefs 1 0 items table 
• structure 1 item table 
default on disk wp text 
t default *1 on disk wp text 
• popup 2 items table 
popupWindow on disk script 
rules 1 item table 
default on disk wp text 
users 1 item table 
bless on disk wp text 
Kind: 'Â Sort: 
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Figure A.2. #tools table of opilioManilaWebsite. 
Q C' Q opllloManilaWebsite.#tools 
Name Value Kind 
addCategory on disk scr ipt 
addto Approve on disk script 
aliasCategory on disk script 
approveCategoryDoneButton on disk wp text 
backToPortfolio on disk script 
blessUser on disk scr ipt 
buildBaseD ir on disk scr ipt 
buttonTitleText 5 items table 
crawl Retrieves and indexes pages from this site. string [4.. 
delete Permanently deletes this site from this list and deletes all associated pages fro... string El-
edit Change the properties of this site. string [3.. 
rename Lets you change the name of this site. string [3.. 
rules Set up rules to include or exclude pages on this site based on criteria you define. string [8.. 
category AddForm on disk wp text 
category Adm inForm on disk wp text 
createNewPortfo 1 io on disk script 
delete A lias on disk scr ipt 
deleteCategory on disk script 
deleteRedirection on disk scr ipt 
fetchMetalnfo on disk script 
get Admin Info on disk scr ipt 
getPortfolioCcunt on disk scr ipt 
group AdminForm on d isk wp text 
isSuperUser on disk script 
locationtoaddress on disk scr ipt 
mergeCategories on disk scr ipt 
newCategoryFie Id on disk wp text 
newGroupFie Id on disk wp text 
& newPortfolioField on disk wp text 
newSiteField on disk wp text 
newsTab leRenderer on disk scr ipt 
optionsL ist {"Edit", "Delete", "Crawl"} list [3] 
portfolio AdminForm on disk wp text 
postSearchArgs on disk script 
redirectCategory on disk script 
showCategories on disk scr ipt 
showCatlnfo on disk scr ipt 
showDirTree on disk scr ipt 
showGroups on disk script 
showLinked on disk scr ipt 
showPortfclios on disk scr ipt 
showS ites on disk scr ipt 
siteAdminForrn on disk wp text 
siteCrawl on disk scr ipt 
siteDelete on disk scr ipt 
site list Import on disk scr ipt 
siteNewb ie on disk wp text 
siteOpt ionsExpl on disk wp text 
sitePropEdit on disk scr ipt 
tweak on disk scr ipt 
updateCategoryButton on disk wp text 
Kind: , # ' Sort: hf-| 
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Listing A.6. #tools.addCategory 
on addCategory () { 
«3/9/00; 2:14:12 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«Add a category if the user fills in the field. 
local(pta = html.getpagetableaddress()); 
«Security 
if !isSuperUser(pta) { 
return("Only superusers may add categories.")}; 
local(htmltext); 
on add(s) { 
htmltext = htmltext + s}; 







Listing A. 7. #tools.addtoApprove 
on addtoApprove (sitename, categoryadr) { 
«script to add categories to the toApprove table in the categoryIndex 
«parameters : 
«sitename - string value containing url of site or page where 
category is to be applied (metaCategory) 
«http://www.ipm.iastate.edu/ipm/ «applies category to all pages 
under this url, must have dbl quotes around it 
«categoryadr - string value containing address of category when 
added to categoryIndex 
«ex. Region.["North Central Region"].Indiana «creates a 




bundle { «strips category name off end of category address 
numfIds = string.countfields(categoryadr,; 
if ! defined(toApprove.[sitename]) { 
new(tabletype,@toApprove.[sitename])}; 




Listing A.8. #tools.aliasCategory 
on aliasCategory () { 
«4/3/00; 2:34:35 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«called from opiadmin.categories.alias 
«We just call opilioTools.redirectCategory after we get the categories 
from postargs. 
local(pta = html.getPageTableAddress()) ; 
if !isSuperUser(pta) { 
return("Only superusers may manage categories.")}; 
if (defined(pta".postargs.aliasname)) and 
(defined(pta".postargs.pointsto)) { 
local(pointsTo = pta".postargs.pointsto); 
local(aliasName = pta".postargs.aliasname); 
«Catch errors 
if aliasName == "" { 
if pointsTo == "" { 
return(opilioTools.errorformat("You must supply a source and 
target category."))}; 
return(opilioTools.errorformat("You must supply a name for the 
alias you want to create.")); 
} ; 
if pointsTo == "" { 
return(opilioTools.errorformat("You must supply a category name 
so an alias can be created to it.")); 
} ;  
local(scAdr = opilioTools.getCatAdr(pointsTo)); 
if ! defined(scAdr") { 
return(opilioTools.errorformat("The category you are trying to 
alias does not exist. Please make sure you are entering the category you 
wish to alias correctly (delimited by colons), e.g.<PRE>Colors: Blue :Light 
Blue</PRE>)."))}; 
if typeOf(scAdr") != tabletype { 
if typeOf(scAdr") == addresstype { 
local(targCat = opilioTools.getCat(scAdr")); 
return(opilioTools.errorFormat("You cannot create an alias to 
an alias. "+pointsTo+" is an alias which points to "+targCat+"."))} 
else { 
return(opilioTools.errorFormat(pointTo +" is an object of type 
"+typeOf(scAdr")+". You cannot create an alias to an object of this 
type."))}}; 
local(tgAdr = opilioTools.getCatAdr(aliasName ) ) ; 
if defined(tgAdr") { 
local(exobject); 
case typeOf(tgAdr") { 
tabletype { 
exobject = "a category already exists in that location."}; 
addresstype { 
exobject = ""}} 
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else { 
exobject = "that name is reserved."}; 
if exobject != "" { 
return(opilioTools.errorformat("You can't create an alias at 
"+aliasName+" because "+exobject))}; 
« destroy the current alias 
local(delresult = opilioTools.deleteAlias(tgAdr)); 
if delresult != "" { 
return(opilioTools.errorformat("Could not delete alias " + 
string.popfilefromaddress(tgAdr) + " because "+tryerror))}}; 
«Assign the alias 
opilioTools.addCategory(aliasName,scAdr); 
return(opilioTools.msgFormat("An alias to the category "+pointsTo+" 
has been successfully created at "+aliasName+".")); 
} 
else { 
return("")}} «no postargs given 
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Listing A.9. #tools.backToPortfolio 
on backToPortfolio () { 
pta = html.getPageTableAddress(); 
if defined(pta".pathargs) and (pta".pathargs == "1") { 
if !defined(pta".postargs.p) { 
«scriptError( "! redirect /opilio/opiadmin/" ) 
local(args); 
args = "/opiadmin/"; 
bundle { «"! redirect" «we'll just crib this from 
mainresponder.respond and do it ourselves 
pta".code = 302 ; //non-permanent redirect 
pta".responseBody = webserver.util.buildErrorPage ("302 
FOUND", "Found the page."); 
pta".responseHeaders.location = args; 
pta".responseHeaders.URI = args; 
try {delete (@adrparamtable".responseHeaders.["Content-
Type "])}}; 




url = "/opiadmin/sites/default^" + pta".postargs.p; 
local(args = url); 
«scriptError( "! redirect " + url ) «this isn't working 
bundle { «"! redirect" «we'll just crib this from 
mainresponder.respond and do it ourselves 
pta".code = 302 ; //non-permanent redirect 
pta".responseBody = webserver.util.buildErrorPage ("302 
FOUND", "Found the page."); 
pta".responseHeaders.location = args; 
pta".responseHeaders.URI - args; 
try {delete (êadrparamtable".responseHeaders.["Content-
Type"])}}; 




Listing A.10. #tools.blessUser 
on blessUser () { 
«4/25/00 ; 9:19:31 AM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
« 
«called from opiadmin.users.bless 
«Blessing means creating the opigroupinfo list in the user's membership 
table. 
local(pta = html.getPageTableAddress()); 
if !isSuperUser(pta) { 
return("You do not have sufficient access to perform this 
function." )} ; 
if defined(pta".postargs.action) { 
local(u = pta".postargs.user); 
«Catch errors 
if u == "" { 
return(opilioTools.errorformat("You must supply a user e-mail 
address."))}; 
if !(u contains "@") { 
return(opilioTools.errorformat("You must supply a valid user e-
mail address."))}; 
if ! defined(opilioManilaWebsite.["#membershipGroup"].users.[u ] ) { 
return(opilioTools.errorformat("The user you are trying to bless 
does not exist. Please make sure the user has signed up using the signup 
page at http://yoursite/member/signUp"))}; 





opilioManilaWebsite.["#membershipGroup"].users.[u].opigroupinfo = {}; 
return(opilioTools.msgformat("User "+u+" has been blessed 
and is now authorized as a manager. He or she should go to the Opilio 
admin page (the one you defined in the Frontier control panel) to get 
started."))} 
else { 









return(opilioTools.msgformat("User "+u+" is now no 
longer authorized as a manager."))} 
else { 
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return(opilioTools.errorformat("Could not unbless this 
user because "+tryerror))}} 
else { 
return(opilioTools.errorformat("This user was not blessed, 





return("")}} «no postargs given 
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Listing A.11. #tools.buildBaseDir 
on buildBaseDir (flDebug=true) { 
«11/24/99; 10:12:55 AM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«Called after user enters a new site. 
«We need to split the url into a directory and a starting path, 
«eg. http://www.ent.iastate.edu/try/something.html 
«directory: http://www.ent.iastate.edu/try/ 
«starting path: http://www.ent.iastate.edu/try/something.html 
«updated 12/8/99; 1:19:29 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«we no longer string.urlencode postargs.eu and postargs.ebu 




url = string.urldecode(postargs.eu); 
«url - "http://www.ent.iastate.edu/fijd/duh.html/" 
baseurl = string.popsuffix(url,"/") + "/"; 
targroot = opilioTools.getRootPath(postargs.p)}; «p means portfolio 
if flDebug { «add to log "Beginning." 
local (logName = "#tools.buildBaseDir"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".eu = postargs.eu; 
adrltem".baseurl = baseurl; 
adrltem".url = url; 
adrltem".whatWeWereDoing = "Beginning."}; 
postargs.eu = baseurl; 
postargs.ebu = baseurl; «encoded base url is the same as encoded url in 
this case 
«Later on, when the user starts navigating the directory tree, they may 
be different. 
opilioTools.assurePortfolioEntry(postargs.p,baseurl,ur1); 
if ! defined([targroot].sites.[baseurl].startpoints) { 
new(tabletype,@[targroot].sites.[baseurl].startpoints)>; 
if url 1= baseurl { 
local { 
startpoint}; 
startpoint = string.delete(url,1,string.length(baseurl)); 
«dialog.notify("startpoint: "+startpoint) 
startpoint = string.popleading(startpoint,"/"); 
«dialog.notify("startpoint: "+startpoint) 
if string.length(startpoint) > 0 { 
[targroot].sites.[baseurl].startpoints.[startpoint] = baseurl + 
startpoint}; 
«dialog.notify("startpoint: "+startpoint) 
if flDebug { «add to log "Ending." 
local (logName = "#tools.buildBaseDir"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".baseurl = baseurl; 
adrltem".startpoint = startpoint; 
adrltem".url = url; 
adrltem".whatWeWereDoing = "Building startpoint. 
if flDebug { «add to log "Ending." 
local (logName = "#tools.buildBaseDir"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".baseurl = baseurl; 
adrltem".url = url; 
adrltem".whatWeWereDoing = "Ending."}; 
return(""); 
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Listing A.12. #tools.createNewPortfolio 
on createNewPortfolio () { 
«11/27/99; 1:18:37 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«Verify portfolio name and create the portfolio 
«modified 2/17/2000; 1:29:22 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
« ignore presence of postargs.create 
«most of this code moved to opilioTools.createPortfolio() 
local(pta = html.getPageTableAddress ()); 
«only let nonblank entries through 
if defined(pta".postargs.["opilio.portfolioname"]) { 
if ptaA.postargs.["opilio.portfolioname"] == "" { 
return(opilioTools.errorFormat("You must enter a portfolio name 
before creating a portfolio."))}} 
else { 
return("")}; «we did not get here from a form submittal. Just 
return. 





if res != "" { 
return(res)}; « something went wrong; return the error 
«Now redirect user to the main admin page. New portfolio will show up 




Listing A.13. #tools.deleteAlias 
on deleteAlias () { 
«3/31/00; 2:56:47 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«called from opiadmin.categories.delete 
« 
«We just call opilioTools.deleteAlias after we get the categories from 
postargs. 
local(pta = html.getPageTableAddress()); 
if !isSuperUser(pta) { 
return("You do not have sufficient access to perform this 
function.")}; 
if defined(pta".postargs.delcat) { 
local(sc = pta".postargs.delcat); 
«Catch errors 
if sc — "" { 
return(opilioTools.errorformat("You must supply an alias 
name."))}; 
local(scAdr = opilioTools.getCatAdr(sc) ) ; 
if ! defined(scAdrA) { 
return(opilioTools.errorformat("The alias you are trying to 
delete does not exist. Please make sure you are entering the alias name 
correctly (delimited by colons), e.g.<PRE>Colors: Blue : Light 
Blue</PRE>)•"))}; 
if typeOf(scAdr") != addresstype { 
if typeOf(scAdr") == tabletype { 
return(opilioTools.errorformat("The object you are trying to 
delete is not an alias. It is a category. Use the <a 
href=\"../deleteX">Category Delete</a> function instead."))}; 
return(opilioTools.errorformat("The object you are trying to 
delete is not an alias ("+typeOf(scAdr")+")."))}; 
if sc endswith "@" { «user typed in the @ sign at the end 
if string.mid(sc,string.length(sc)-1,1) == "\\" { 
sc = string.mid(sc,1,string.length(sc)-2) + "@"} 
else { 
sc = string.mid(sc,1,string.length(sc)-1)}}; «strip the @ 
«Do the delete 
local(delres) ; 
delres = opilioTools.deleteAlias(scAdr); 
«Tell the user what happened 
if delres == "" { 




return)"")}} «no postargs given 
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Listing A.14. #tools.deleteCategory 
on deleteCategory () { 
«3/31/00; 2:56:47 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«called from opiadmin.categories.delete 
« 
«We just call opilioTools.deleteCat after we get the categories from 
postargs. 
local(pta = html.getPageTableAddress()); 
if !isSuperUser(pta) { 
return("You do not have sufficient access to perform this 
function.")}; 
if defined(pta".postargs.delcat) { 
local(sc = pta".postargs.delcat); 
«Catch errors 
if sc - "" { 
return(opilioTools.errorformat("You must supply a category."))}; 
local(scAdr = opilioTools.getCatAdr(sc)); 
if ! defined(scAdr") { 
return(opilioTools.errorformat("The category you are trying to 
delete does not exist. Please make sure you are entering the category 
correctly (delimited by colons), e.g.<PRE>Colors : Blue :Light 
Blue</PRE>)."))}; 
«Do the delete 
local(delres); 
delres = opilioTools.deleteCat(sc); 
«Tell the user what happened 
if delres — "" { 




return("")}} «no postargs given 
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Listing A.15. #tools.deleteRedirection 
on deleteRedirection () { 
«4/10/00; 3:20:40 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
« 
«called from opiadmin.categories.redirection.delete 
«We just call opilioTools.deRedirectCat after we get the categories 
from postargs. 
local(pta = html.getPageTableAddress()); 
if !isSuperUser(pta) { 
return("You do not have sufficient access to perform this 
function.")}; 
if defined(pta".postargs.delcat) { 
local(sc = pta".postargs.delcat); 
«Catch errors 
if sc == "" { 
return(opilioTools.errorformat("You must supply an redirection 
name."))}; 
local(scAdr = opilioTools.getCatAdr(sc,"categoryEq") ) ; 
if ! defined(scAdr".redirectTo) { 
return(opilioTools.errorformat("The redirection you are trying to 
delete does not exist. Please make sure you are entering the redirection 
name correctly (delimited by colons), e.g.<PRE>Colors: Blue :Light 
Blue</PRE>)."))}; 
if typeOf(scAdr") != tableType { 
return(opilioTools.errorformat("The object you are trying to 
delete is not a redirection ("+typeOf(scAdr")+")."))}; 
«Get the category that was pointed to by this redirect 
local(pointedTo = scAdr".redirectTo); 
«Do the delete 
local(delres); 
delres = opilioTools.deleteRedirect(sc); 
«Tell the user what happened 
if delres == "" { 
return(opilioTools.msgFormat("The redirect "+sc+", which formerly 




return("")}} «no postargs given 
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Listing A.16. #tools.fetchMetainfo 
on fetchMetainfo (fldebug=false) { 
« 10/13/99 ; 3:13:02 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«Fetch the meta information for the page 
«updated 11/30/99; 10:23:52 AM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«Now supports other urls, not just base urls. 
«updated 12/8/99; 1:20:51 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«Attempt to get info even if we're given a directory 
«updated 02/18/2000 by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«Better error handling 
local { 
url = string.urldecode(postargs.eu); 
baseurl = string.urldecode(postargs.ebu); 
targroot = opilioTools.getRootPath(postargs.p); «p means portfolio 
adrTarg = opilioTools.assurePortfolioEntry(postargs.p,baseurl,url); 
cpt}; «crawler page table 
new(tabletype,@cpt); 
«Catch URLs with no protocol 
if string.patternmatch("http://",string.lower(url)) == 0 { 
bundle { «add to log 
local (logName = "#tools.fetchMetalnfo"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll:true)); 
adrltem".url = url ; 
adrltem".portfolio = targroot; 
adrltem".whatWentWrong = "Not a valid URL; couldn't find http:// 
in it anywhere."}}; 
local(urllist); 
url=opilioTools.tweakURL(url); 




«tablefound = false 
« for entry in @adrTarg" 
«if typeOf(entry") == tabletype 
«tablefound = true 
«break 
«if tablefound «it's a directory 
« return(opilioTools.errorFormat("This is a directory. You cannot 
fetch meta information for directories ; only for pages.")) 
«Aw, what the heck. We can try. 
try { 
urllist = string.urlsplit(url)} 
else { 
bundle { «add to log 
local (logName = "#tools.fetchMetalnfo"); 
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local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".url = url; 
adrltem".portfolio = targroot; 
adrltem".whatWentWrong = "string.urlsplit failed on this url"}; 
return("<FONT COLOR=\"red\">"+scripterror+"</FONT>")}; 
local { 
domain = urllist[2]; 
path = urllist[3]}; 
try { «get the page 
cpt.page = tcp.httpClient(server : domain,path: path)} 
else { 
if tryerror contains "Host not found" { 
«redirect to error page, keeping paramaters 
local(redirpage = "tcpl"); 
redirpage = redirpage + "?" + requestbody; 
mainresponder.redirect(redirpage)}; 
return(opilioTools.errorFormat(tryerror))}; 
«parse the metainformation into a table 
cpt.head = opilioTools.getHead(@cpt.page); 
new(tabletype,@cpt.metas); 
opilioTools.getMetas(@cpt.head,@cpt.metas); 





« table.copy(@ cpt.metas,@scratchpad.metas) 
local(adr,metaname,metaAdr=@ cpt.metas); 
for adr in @cpt.metas { «set the metainformation in the portfolio 
«dialog.notify(nameof(adr")) 
if defined(opilioPrefs.supportedMetas.[nameOf(adr")]) { «if we 
support this meta tag 
metaname = "#meta" + opilioPrefs.supportedMetas.[nameOf(adr")]; 
adrTarg".[metaname] = adr"; 
if flDebug { 
bundle { «add to log 
local (logName = "#tools.fetchMetalnfo"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)) ; 
adrltem".metaname = metaname; 
adrltem".portfolio = targroot; 
adrItem".adr = adr}}} 
else { 
if flDebug { 
bundle { «add to log 
local (logName = "#tools.fetchMetalnfo"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
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adrltem".metaname = nameof(adr"); 
adrltem".portfolio = targroot; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "This meta is not in 
opilioPrefs.supportedMetas"}}}}; 
«msg("fetchMetalnfo: ended") 
return("Autofill completed successfully."); 
} 
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Listing A.17. #tools.getAdminlnfo 
on getAdminlnfo () { 
«2/16/2000; 2:08:31 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«correctly handle superusers group 
«5/1/00; 4:38:42 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«removed hardcoded 127.0.0.1 from Opi configuration link 
local { 
pta = html.getPageTableAddress (); «pta is standard variable name 
htmltext = "<P>"; 
groupnames = pta".adrMemberlnfo".opigroupinfo; « a list of groups 
numgroups = sizeOf(groupnames); 
targs = "sites/default"}; 
on add (s) { 
htmlText = htmlText + s}; 
«dialog.notify("getAdminlnfo: so far, so good! "+numgroups) 
if groupnames contains "superusers" { 
numgroups—}; «superusers group doesn't count in determining # of 
groups 
case numgroups { «If user has more than one portfolio, let user choose 
which to administer 
0 { «has no portfolios 
add("You have no portfolios."); 
add("<P>A portfolio is a group of related sites. Portfolios help 
you organize your sites into logical groups instead of having to manage 
one huge list.</P>"); 
add("<P>Many users will only need a single portfolio.</P>")}} 
else { «has lots o' portfolios 
add("<P>To work with a portfolio, click on its name.</P>")}; 
add(showPortfolios()); 
if groupnames contains "superusers" { «special options for superusers 
add("<P><B>Superuser options :</P>"); 
bundle { «add Opi configuration link 
local(thismachine); 
thismachine = tcp.dns.getMyDomainName(); 
local(port,thismachineport=""); 
port = user.inetd.conf ig.http.port ; 
if port 1= 80 { 
thismachineport = + port}; 
targs = 
"http://"+thismachine+thismachineport+"/controlPanel/addIn$OpiDNS"; 
add ("<a href =\"" + targs + "\">" + "Configure Opilio" + 
"</a>"); 
add("<P>")}; 
bundle { «add user blessing link 
targs = "users/bless"; 
add ("<a href =\"" + targs + "\">" + "Bless/Unbless Users" + 
"</a>"); 
add("<P>")}; 
bundle { «add Category administration link 
targs = "categories/default"; 
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add ("<a href =\"" + targs + "\">" + "Administer Categories" + 
"</a>"); 
add ("<P>")}; 
bundle { «add Portfolio administration link (what's this?) 
targs = "portfolios/default"; 
add ("<a href =\"" + targs + "\">" + "Administer Portfolios" + 
"</a>"); 
add ("<P>")}; 
} ;  
return htmltext} 
Listing A.18. #tools.getPortfolioCount 
on getPortfolioCount () { 
«11/27/99; 1:11:10 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«Return a nice English string with number of portfolios user has 
defined. 
local { 
pta = html.getPageTableAddress (); «pta is standard variable name 
groupnames = pta".adrMemberlnfo".opigroupinfo; « a list of groups 
numgroups = sizeOf(groupnames); 
s},* 
if groupnames contains "superusers" { 
numgroups—}; 
case numgroups { 
0 { 
s = "no portfolios " > ; 
1 { 
s = "<B>one</B> portfolio"}} 
else { 
s = "<B>"+numgroups + "</B> portfolios"}; 
return(s)} 
Listing A.19. #tools.isSuperUser 
on isSuperUser (pta) { 
if !defined(pta".adrMemberlnfoA.opigroupinfo) { 
return(false)}; 




Listing A.20. #tools.locationtoaddress 
on locationtoAddress (addr) { 
«takes a string containing separators and converts it to a string 




newaddr = ""; 
chunk}; 
addr = string(addr); «in case we get a real address 
numfIds = string.countfields(addr; 
for i = 1 to numfIds { 
chunk = string.nthfield(addr,":",i) ; 
if chunk contains " " { 
if i > 1 { 
newaddr = newaddr + ".[\" + chunk + " \ " ] " } 
else { 
newaddr = newaddr + " [\ " " + chunk + " \ " ] "}} 
else { 
if i > 1 { 
newaddr = newaddr + "." + chunk} 
else { 
newaddr = chunk}}}; 
return (newaddr)} 
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Listing A.21. #tools.mergeCategories 
on mergeCategories () { 
«3/31/00; 2:56:47 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«called from opiadmin.categories.merge 
«We just call opilioTools.mergeCats after we get the categories from 
postargs. 
local(pta = html.getPageTableAddress()); 
if !isSuperUser(pta) { 
return("You do not have sufficient access to perform this 
function.")}; 
if (defined(pta".postargs.sourcecat)) and 
(defined(pta".postargs.targetcat)) { 
local(sc = pta'.postargs.sourcecat) ; 
local(tc = ptaA.postargs.targetcat); 
«Catch errors 
if sc == "" { 
if tc == "" { 
return(opilioTools.errorformat("You must supply a source and 
target category."))}; 
return(opilioTools.errorformat("You must supply a source 
category."))}; 
if tc == "" { 
return(opilioTools.errorformat("You must supply a target 
category."))>; 
local(scAdr = opilioTools.getCatAdr(sc)); 
if !defined(scAdrA) { 
return(opilioTools.errorformat("The source category you are 
trying to move does not exist. Please make sure you are entering the 
category correctly (delimited by colons), e.g.<PRE>Colors: Blue :Light 
Blue</PRE>)."))}; 
«Do the merge 
local(mcres); 
meres = opilioTools.mergeCats(sc,tc ) ; 
«Tell the user what happened 
if meres == "" { 





return("")}} «no postargs given 
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Listing A.22. #tools.postSearchArgs 
on postSearchArgs (searchArgs) { 
if searchArgs == " " { 
return("")}; 
local (adrPageTable = html.getpagetableaddress ()) ; 
if not defined(adrPageTable'.postargs) { 
new (tabletype, @adrPageTable'.postargs)}; 
try { 
webserver.parseargs (searchargs, @adrPageTable'.postargs); 
return(""); 




Listing A.23. #tools.redirectCategory 
on redirectCategory () { 
«4/3/00; 2:34:35 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«called from opiadmin.categories.redirect 
« 
«We just call opilioTools.redirectCategory after we get the categories 
from postargs. 
local(pta = html.getPageTableAddress()); 
if (defined(pta'.postargs.sourcecat)) and 
(defined(pta'.postargs.targetcat)) { 
local(sc = pta'.postargs.sourcecat); 
local(tc = pta'.postargs.targetcat); 
«Catch errors 
if sc == "" { 
if tc == "" { 
return(opilioTools.errorformat("You must supply a source and 
target category."))}; 
return(opilioTools.errorformat("You must supply a source 
category."))}; 
if tc == "" { 
return(opilioTools.errorformat("You must supply a target 
category."))}; 




return("")}} «no postargs given 
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Listing A.24. #tools.showCategories 
on showCategories (flDebug=false) { 
«2/14/2000; 11:36:21 AM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«no more "Details" page 
«eliminated use of prefs.root here 
« added Hold option b/c you can't deselect radio buttons 
«Main administration page for categories. 
local { 
«pt = @scratchpad.pt.paramtable 
pt = html.getPageTableAddress (); 
ourTemplate = string(categoryAdminForm); «refers to form template, 
not HTML template 
s; 
htmltext; 
indentlevel = 0}; 
if flDebug { 
table.copy( @pt",@ scratchpad.pt)}; 
on add (s ) { 
htmltext = htmltext + string.filledString ("\t", indentlevel) + s + 
"\r";}; 
«Take care of approving or rejecting categories ; user has clicked the 
Update button. 
if (defined( pt " .postArgs.approveCategoryDone) and 
( pt ".postArgs.approveCategoryDone == "Update")) { 
local(arg,argName); 
for arg in @pt".postargs { 
argName = nameOf(arg"); 
«dialog.notify("showCategories: arg"=\""+arg"+"\"" ) 
case arg" { «note we don't have a "hold" case because hold simply 
means leave it in CateqoryQ. It's left there til we choose to do something 
with it. 
"approve" { 
«dialog.notify)"approve defined in showCategories") 
local(itemalias= "alias|"+argName); 
local(itemrename= "alias|"+argName); 
« dialog.notify("showCategories: locals defined") 
if (pt".postargs.[itemalias] == "") and 
(pt".postargs.[itemrename] == "") { «only do a straight approve if rename 
and alias fields are blank (otherwise the approval happens in one of those 
processes) 
« dialog.notify("showCategories: argName="+argName) 
if not opilioTools.approveCategory(argName,approve : true) 
{ «argName is something like Pests : Insects and Mites :Weevils 
add(opilioTools.errorFormat("Could not approve 
category "+argName+". Check approveCategory and addCategory logs for 
details."))}; 
> ; 
>;«dialog.notify("showCategories: approve completed") 
"delete" { 
«dialog.notify("delete defined in showCategories") 
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opilioTools.approveCategory(argName,approve : false)}} 
else { 
if (argName contains "|") and (arg" != "") { «nonblank alias 
or rename fields 
local(catname = string.nthfield(argName,"|2)); 
« dialog.notify("showCategories: catname="+catname) 
scratchpad.postargs = pt".postargs; 
case string.nthfield(argName,"|1) { 
"alias" { 
if (pt".postArgs.[argName] != "delete") { «if this 
returns false, user filled in an alias but also clicked the delete radio 
button; delete wins 
add(opilioTools.aliasCategory(catname,arg"))}}; 
«we use add b/c it adds nothing if it worked and adds the error message if 
it didn't 
"rename" { 
if pt".postArgs.[argName] 1= "delete" { «if this 
returns false, user filled in a redirect name but also clicked the delete 
radio button; delete wins 
add(opilioTools.redirectCategory(catname,arg")); 
} } } } } } } ;  
«Inform user if there are none to approve. 
if ((sizeOf(categoryQ.toApprove) ==1) and 
(nameOf(categoryQ.toApprove[1]) == "item #1")) or 
(sizeOf(categoryQ.toApprove)==0) { 
return("No categories await approval.")}; 
«Set up table 
add ("CTABLE CELLSPACING=\"8\" CELLPADDING=\"0\"><TR>"); indentlevel++; 
add ("<TH ALIGN=\"CENTERX">Approve</TH><TH 
ALIGN=\"CENTERX">Delete</TH><TH ALIGN=\"CENTERX">Hold</TH><TH 
ALIGN=X"CENTERX">Category</TH><TH ALIGN=\"CENTERX"># Sites</TH><TH 
ALIGN=X"CENTERX">Redirect</TH><TH ALIGN=X"CENTERX">Alias</TH></TR>"); 
«add ("<TH ALIGN=X"CENTERX">Delete</TH><TH 
ALIGN=\"CENTERX">Approve</TH><B><TH ALIGN=\"CENTERX">Category</TH></B>") 
try { «Need to lock semaphore so we get an accurate size of the 
toApprove table 
semaphores.lock("categorylndexQ.root",60*5)} «five-second timeout 
else { 
bundle { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilio.fatal"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".pta = pt"; 
adrltem".whatWeWereDoing = "locking semaphore to access toApprove 
table"; 
adrltem".whatWentWrong = tryerror}; 
return(opilioTools.errorFormat("Semaphore error in toApprove table. 
Please contact the sysadmin."))}; 
local (adrCat); 
try { «display categories in the toApprove table 
local(categoryName,categoryNameE,i,j); 
local(ns - sizeOf(categoryQ.toApprove)); 
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if ns < opilioPrefs.categoryChunk { 
j =ns} 
else { 
j = opilioPrefs.categoryChunk}; 
for i = 1 to j { «for adrCat in @categoryQ.toApprove 
local(titleover); 
categoryName = nameOf(categoryQ.toApprove[i]); 
categoryNameE = string.urlencode(categoryName); 
« if defined(categoryQ.toApprove.[categoryName].["#siteurls"]) 
«ns = sizeOf(categoryQ.toApprove.[categoryName].["#siteurls"]) 
«else 
« ns = 0 
add ("<TR>"); indentlevel++; 
add ( "<TD ALIGN=\"CENTERX "XINPUT TYPE=\"radioX " NAME=\ " " + 
categoryName + "\" VALUE=\"approve\" ></TD>"); 
add ( "<TD ALIGN=\"CENTERX "XINPUT TYPE=\"radioX " NAME=\ " " + 
categoryName + "\" VALUE=\"deleteX" ></TD>"); 
add ( "<TD ALIGN=\"CENTERX "XINPUT TYPE=\"radioX " NAME=\ " " + 
categoryName + "X" VALUE=\"holdX" ></TD>"); 
add ("<TD>" + categoryName + "</TD>"); 
add ( "<TDxCENTERxa 




sizeOf(categoryQ.toApprove[i]) + "</CENTER></TD>"); «number of entries 
under this category 
add("<TD><INPUT TYPE=\"text\" NAME=\"rename|" + categoryName + 
"\" SIZE=\"30\"x/TD>" ) ; 
add( "<TDXINPUT TYPE=\"text\" NAME=\"alias | " + categoryName + "\" 
SIZE=\"15\"></TD>" ) ; 
«add("<TD><FONT SIZE=\"-1\"><A HREF=\"details/?cn=" + 
categoryNameE + "\" TITLE=\"RedirectX">Edit</A></FONT></TD>") 
add("</TR>");indentlevel—}; 




bundle { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilio.fatal"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".pta = pt"; 
adrltem".adrCat = adrCat; 
adrltem".whatWeWereDoing = "Building list of categories in 
toApprove table"; 
adrltem".whatWentWrong = tryerror}; 
return(opilioTools.errorFormat(tryerror+"while building toApprove 
page in showCategories(). Please contact the sysadmin."))}; 
add ("</TABLE>"); indentlevel—; 
add (string(updateCategoryButton)); «adds the done button to the bottom 
of the form 
«replace tokens with real stuff 




Listing A.25. #tools.showCatlnfo 
on showCatlnfo () { 
«4/7/00; 2:56:47 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
« Show information about a category 
local(pta = html.getPageTableAddress()); 
«Security 
if !isSuperUser(pta) { 
return(opilioTools.errorformat("Only superusers may manage 
categories."))}; 
if ! defined(pta".postargs.catname) { 
return(" " ) } ; 
local(catName = pta".postargs.catname); 
«Catch errors 
if catName == "" { 
return(opilioTools.errorformat("Which category do you want 
information about? Please enter the category name."))}; 
catAdr = opilioTools.getCatAdr(catName); 
if ! defined(catAdr") { 
return(opilioTools.errorformat("The category "+catName+" does not 
exist." ) ) } ; 
if typeOf(catAdr") — addressType { 
local(catPointedTo = opilioTools.getCat(catAdr")); 
local(cathref); 
cathref = "categoryinfo?catname="+string.urlencode(catPointedTo); 
return("The category "+catName+" is an alias which points to the 
category <a href=\""+cathref+"\">"+catPointedTo+"</a>")}; 
if typeOf(catAdr") != tabletype { 
return("Sorry, I can't give you information about this type of 
object ("+typeOf(catAdr")+").")}; 
local(rTable); 
on add(s) { 
rTable = rTable + s}; 
«Get creation date 
local(catlink="<a href=\"http://"+opilioPrefs.dns.search + "?" + 




if defined(catAdr".aliasList) { 
add("<P><B>Aliases:</B><P>"); 
local(aliasList = catAdr".aliasList,theAlias); 







if defined(catAdr".redirectlist) { 
add( "<P><B>Redirections:</Bx/P><P>" ) ; 
add("<TABLE>"); 
local(rdList = catAdr".redirectlist,therd); 
for therd in rdList { 
local(adrinEq = opilioTools.getCatAdr(therd,"categoryEq")); 
if !defined(adrinEq") { «note that if the redirection is orphaned 




modtime = timemodified(adrinEq)} 
else { 
return(opilioTools.errorFormat("Trouble retrieving lastmodtime 
for "+therd+": "+tryerror))>; 




add("</P>" ) ; 
«Get subcategories 
local(correctionfactor=0); 
if defined(catAdr".redirectlist) { 
correctionfactor++>; 
if defined(catAdr".aliaslist) { 
correctionfactor++} ; 
if sizeOf(catAdr") > correctionfactor { «that is, if this table has 





for adr in @catAdr" { 
if typeOf(adr") == tabletype { 
local(subcat = opilioTools.getCat(adr)); 
catlist[0] = "<a 
href=\"categoryinfo?catname="+string.urlencode(subcat)+"\">"+subcat+"</a>" 
catcount++}; 
if typeOf(adr") == stringtype { 
urlcount++}}; 
local(correctgrammar1="y",correctgrammar2); 
if catcount > 1 { 
correctgrammarl = "ies"}; 
if urlcount != 1 { 
correctgrammarl = "s"}; 
add("<P><B>"+catcount+" Subcategor"+correctgrammar1+" ("+urlcount+" 
URL"+correctgrammar2+"):</B></P><P>"); 
local(thiscat); 





Listing A.26. #tools.showDirTree 
on showDirTree (p,baseurl,maxlevels=3,url=nil) { 
«11/29/99; 3:45:47 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«2/24/00; 3:34:41 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«Now allow crawl directly from error page. 
«4/21/00; 1:19:09 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«we'll always go to the base url until we find a better way to make 
sure we can get to top level 
url = nil; 
«Return HTML representing the directory tree of this site. 
«Parameters : 
«p: portfolio name 
«baseurl: baseurl w/in portfolio e.g. http://www.ent.iastate.edu/ 
«maxlevels : number of levels we will display 
«url: the target url at which to begin the display 
local { 
targroot = opilioTools.getRootPath(p); 
htmltext = ""}; 
if ([targroot].sites.[baseurl].crawled) =="false" { 
local(crawlurl = "http://" + opilioPrefs.dns.admin + 
"sites/crawl/?"); 
crawlurl = crawlurl + "p=" + p +"&eu=" + postargs.eu; 
crawlurl = "<a href=\""+ crawlurl + "\">here</a>"; 
msg(crawlurl); 
return(opilioTools.errorFormat("You must first crawl this site so I 
can figure out its structure. If you would like to crawl the site now, 
click "+crawlurl+"."))}; 
if ([targroot].sites.[baseurl].crawled) =="in progress" { 
return(opilioTools.errorFormat("This site is currently being 
crawled. Please wait until it is finished being crawled before browsing 
the directory tree. You can tell when it's done by the color of the 
<B>crawl</B> link in your portfolio."))}; 
on add(s) { 
htmltext = htmltext + s + "<BR>"}; 
if url == nil { 
url = baseurl}; 
local { 
adrStart = opilioTools.assurePortfolioEntry(p,baseurl,url); 
pa = string.parseaddress(adrStart); 
baselev = sizeOf(pa)}; 
if url == baseurl { 
adrStart = @[targroot].sites.[baseurl].path}; 
on callback(adr) { 
«dialog.notify(nameof(adr")) 
if nameOf(adr") beginsWith "#" { «ignore directives 
return(true)}; 
if typeOf(adr") != tabletype { 
return(true)}; 





tablefound - false ; 
indentspaces = ""; 
i}; 
for entry in @adr~ { 
if typeOf(entry") == tabletype { 
tablefound = true ; 
break}}; 
indentspaces = string.padwithzeros(0, 
sizeOf(string.parseAddress(adr))*2); 
indentspaces = string.replaceall(indentspaces,"0","&nbsp;"); 
local(itemName = nameOf(adrA)); «we use the filename unless... 
local(thisURL = opilioTools.getPortfolioEntryURL 
(p,adr,tablefound)); 
local (index = mainResponder.search.utilities.getlndexPath ()); 
if defined([index].pagelnfo.[thisURL].title) { 
itemName = [index].pagelnfo.[thisURL].title}; «...the title is 
defined. In that case we use the title. 
local(thiseURL=string.urlencode(thisURL)); 
local(ebu = string.urlencode(baseurl)); 
if tablefound { «it's a directory 
«dialog.notify(nameOf(adrA)) 
add(indentspaces + "<B>" + "<a 
href=\"$4?p="+p+"&eu="+thiseURL+"&ebu="+ebu+"\">"+itemName+"</a></B>/")} 
else { «it's a page 
add(indentspaces + "<a 
href=\"$ 4 ?p="+p+"&eu="+thiseURL+"&ebu="+ebu+"\">"+itemName+"</a>")}; 
return(true)}; 
table.visit(@adrStartA,^callback); 
if htmltext == "" { 
add(opilioTools.errorFormat("Because this portfolio entry consists 
of a single page, there is no tree structure to display. ")); 
add("That's OK; you can still set properties for the page by 




Listing A.27. #tools.showGroups 
on showGroups () { 




ourTemplate = string(groupAdminForm)}; «refers to form template, not 
HTML template 
on add(s) { 
«dialog.notify(s) 
htmltext = htmltext + s}; 
on updategroupList() { 
add("Updategroupist called.")}; 
on buildTableText(adr) { 
«dialog.notify(adr) 
if typeOf(adr~) == tableType { 
return true}; 
local(URL = nameOf(adr")); 
local(eURL = string.urlencode(url)); 
add("<TR><TD><a href=\"http://www.ent.iastate.edu/\" 
TARGET=\"_blank\">ISU Entomology</a></TD><TD><INPUT TYPE=TEXT SIZE=65 
VALUE=\"http://www.ent.iastate.eduA"></TD></TR>"); 
add("<TR>"); 
for opt in {"Rename","Delete"} { 
add("<TD><FONT size=\"-l\">"); 
add("<a href=\""+ string.lower(opt) + "$" + string.urlencode(url) 
+ "\" TITLE=\""+ buttonTitleText.[opt] +"\">" + opt + "</a>") ; 
add("</TD>")}; 
«add("<TD><a href=\""+url+"\" TARGET=\"_blank\">" + adrA + 
"</a></TDXTD><INPUT TYPE=TEXT SIZE=65 NAME=\" "+eURL+ "\" 
VALUE=\" "+url+"\"x/TD>" ) 
for opt in {"Rules"} { 
add( "<TDXFONT size=\"-1\">" ) ; 
add("<a href=\""+ string.lower(opt) + "$" + eURL + "\" TITLE=\""+ 




bundle { «center Options header 
ctOpts = sizeOf(buttonTitleText) -1; 
ourTemplate = string.replace(ourTemplate,"<TH>Options","<TH 
COLSPAN="+CtOpts+" ALIGN=CENTER>Options")}; 
try { 
if defined(postargs) { «we got here from a form submittal 
updategroupList()}; 
table.visit(@adrMemberInfoA.groupinfo, @buildTableText); 
} ;  
bundle { «append blank field to add new site 
add(string(newgroupField))}; 
return string.replace(ourTemplate,"<— —>",htmltext)} 
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Listing A.28. #tools.showLinked 
on showLinked () { 
«2/14/2000 ; 3:22:17 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
« 
«Display list of URLs linked to this category. The category is in 
postargs .cn.  
local { 
siteUrl; 
pta = html.getPageTableAddress ( ) ; 
cn = pta".postargs.cn; 
targroot = @categoryQ.toApprove.[cn]; 
htmltext = ""}; 
if defined(targroot") { 
for thisSite in @targroot" { 
siteUrl = nameOf(thisSite"); 
htmltext = htmltext + ("<P><a href=\"" + siteUrl + " \">" + 
siteUrl + "</a></P>")}}; 
return(htmltext)} 
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Listing A.29. #tools.showPortfolios 
on showportfolios () { 
«2/17/2000; 2:29:58 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«Purpose : show names and last mod dates of portfolios a user has. 
local { 
htmltext; 
ourTemplate = string(portfolioAdminForm); «refers to form template, 
not HTML template 
targroot; 
pta = html.getPageTableAddress(); 
sizelist}; 
on add(s) { 
htmltext = htmltext + s}; 
local(plist = pta".adrMemberInfo".opigroupinfo); 
if plist contains "superusers" { 
plist = plist - "superusers"}; 
if sizeOf(plist) > 0 { 
local(p); 
local(targs = "sites/default"); 
for p in plist { 
p = string.dropnonalphas(p); 
add ("<TR>"); 
add("<TD><a href=\"" + targs + "$" + p + + 
portfolioPrefs.[p].description + "</a></TD>"); 




htmltext = string.replace(ourTemplate,"<— —>",htmltext); 
if sizeOf(plist) == 0 { 
htmltext = string.replace(htmltext,"Portfolios",""); 
htmltext = string.replace(htmltext,"Last Modified","")}; 
return (htmltext)} 
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Listing A.30. #tools.showSites 
on showSites () { 
«7/26/99 ; 2:53:10 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«updated 9/23/99; 2:02:46 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«updated 11/27/99 ; 1:54:23 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«2/2 9/00 ; 10:53 :49 AM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«superuser options now show up on this page 
«Main administration page for sites. 
local { 
htmltext = ""; 
ourTemplate = string(siteAdminForm); «refers to form template, not 
HTML template 
targroot; 
pta = html.getPageTableAddress()}; 
on add(s) { 
htmltext = htmltext + s}; 
if (!defined(pathargs)) or (pathargs == "") { 
return(opilioTools.errorFormat("showSites: You must specify which 
group you wish to work with.</FONT>"))}; 
bundle { «make sure the target root is in order 
opilioTools.assureRoot(pathargs); «make sure the group root is 
available 
targroot = opilioTools.getRootPath(pathargs)}; «now we've got a 
reference to work with instead of huge GDB address 
if sizeOf([targroot].sites) == 0 { «display special instructions for 
newbies 
ourTemplate = string(siteNewbie) + ourTemplate} 
else { «show existing sites, if any 
«ourTemplate = ourTemplate + "The following sites are under your 
control: " 
local(adrLength) ; 
adrLength = string.parseAddress(@[targroot].sites); 
adrLength = (sizeOf(adrLength)); «get the level we are at so we only 
take top-level table within sites table 
«scratchpad.targrootsites = @[targroot].sites 
«table.visit(@[targroot].sites, @buildTableText) 
« local(buildTableText="") 




local(pa = string.parseAddress(adr)); 
«if sizeOf(pa) == adrLength « ignore top level 
«return(true) 
if typeOf(adr") != tableType { «ignore nontable objects 
continue}; 
if pa[sizeOf(pa)] == "path" { «ignore path subtables 
continue}; 
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local(URL = nameOf(adr")); 
local(eURL = string.urlencode(URL)); 
add("<TR>"); 
local(ccolor); 
for opt in optionsList { 
if string.lower(opt) == "crawl" { 
case typeof(adr".crawled) { 







ccolor = "\"STYLE=\"color :"+opilioPrefs.colors.hold}}; 
local(targpanel = ""); 
if string.lower(opt) == "edit" { 
targpanel = "$2"}; 
«Key to variables being encoded: 
«s = site eu = string.urlencoded URL 
add( "<TDXFONT size=\ "-1\ ">" ) ; 
add("<a href=\""+ string.lower(opt) + "/" + targpanel + "?p=" 
+ pathArgs + "&eu=" + eURL + "\" TITLE=\""+ buttonTitleText.[opt] + ccolor 
+ + opt + "</a>"); 
add("</TD>\r")}; 
«dialog.notify(adr") 
« originally, we wanted to have filled-in form fields like this: 
«add("<TD><a href=\""+url+"\" TARGET=\"_blank\">" + adr".siteName 
+ "</a></TDXTDXINPUT TYPE=TEXT SIZE=65 NAME=\ " " +eURL+ " \ " 
VALUE=\""+URL+"\"x/TD>") 
«but that would confuse the user. So now we just use plain text: 
«add( "<TDxa href=\" "+url+"\" 
TARGET=\"_blank\">"+adr".siteName+"</a></TD><TD>"+URL+"</TD>") 
local(mo); 
mo = "onMouseOver = \"window.status = '" + adr".siteName + 
return true;; 
add("<TD>&nbsp;</TD><TD><a href=\""+url+"\" TARGET=\"_blank\" 
TITLE=\""+adr".siteName+"\" "+mo+">"+URL+"</TD>"); 
for opt in {"Rules"} { 
add("<TD><FONT size=\"-l\">"); 
add("<a href=\""+ string.lower(opt) + "/?p=" + pathArgs + 




«Append blank field to add new site 
add(string(newSiteField)); 
«Zap the Site Name field if no sites are defined 
ourTemplate = string.replace(ourTemplate,"Site Name",""); 
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bundle { «replace tokens with real stuff 
htmltext = string.replace(ourTemplate,"<— —>",htmltext); 
if sizeOf([targroot].sites) >0 { 
htmltext = 
string.replaceall(htmltext,"name=\"optionsX"","colspan=\"" + 
sizeOf(optionsList) + " \ " " ) } «center Options header 
else { 
htmltext = string.replace(htmltext,">Options<","><"); «delete 
Options header 
htmltext = string.replace(htmltext,">Rules<","><")}; «delete 
Rules header 
htmltext = string.replace(htmltext,"</FORM>","<INPUT TYPE=\"hiddenX" 
NAME=\"p\" VALUE=\""+ pathargs +"\"></FORM>")}; «preserve which site we're 
working with 
if sizeOf([targroot].sites) > 0 { «only add function descriptions if 
there are some sites 
add(string(siteOptionsExpl))}; 
«Add superuser options 
if ptaA.adrMemberlnfo".opigroupinfo contains "superusers" { «special 
options for superusers 
add("<P><B>Superuser options:</P>"); 
bundle { «add Category administration link 
targs - "http://" + opilioPrefs.dns.admin + "categories/default"; 
add ("<a href =\"" + targs + "\">" + "Administer Categories" + 
"</a>"); 
add ("<P>")}; 
bundle { «add Portfolio administration link (what's this?) 
targs - "http://" + opilioPrefs.dns.admin + 
"portfolios/default"; 
add ("<a href =\"" + targs + "\">" + "Administer Portfolios" + 
"</a>") ;  
add ("<p>")}; 
} ;  
return (htmltext)} 
Listing A.31. #tools.siteCrawl 
on siteCrawl () { 
«11/11/99; 2:31:29 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«We got here because user clicked Crawl on the site admin page. 
«This script sets up to call the crawler daemon thingy. 
opilioTools.assureRoot(postargs.p); 
local { 
targroot = opilioTools.getRootPath (postargs.p); 
url = string.urldecode(postargs.eu); 
adrTable = @[targroot].sites.[url]; 
res ; 
tn = nil}; 
tn = opilioCrawler.crawlerd (adrTable,postargs.p); «queue it 
case typeof(tn) { 
booleantype { 
if tn == true { 
res = "The site <a href=\""+ url + "\" \"target=\"_blank\">"+ 
url +"</a> has been queued for crawling and indexing."} 
else { 
res = "I could not queue your request. Contact the sysadmin so 
the activity logs can be examined for notices posted at "+clock.now()}}; 
datetype { 
res = "This URL is currently being crawled. It was queued "+tn+", 
" + (number(clock.now()) - number(tn))/60 + " minutes ago."}}; 
return(res); 
} 
Listing A.32. #tools.siteDelete 
on siteDelete () { 
«9/23/99 ; 4:08:22 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
local { 
eu = postargs.eu; 
url = string.urldecode(postargs.eu); 
targroot}; 
try { 
url = opilioTools.tweakURL(url); 
«make sure the target root is in order 
opilioTools.assureRoot(pathargs); «make sure the group root is 
available 
targroot = opilioTools.getRootPath(postargs.p); «now we've got a 
reference to work with instead of huge GDB address 
«delete the table for this URL from the group root 




return("siteDelete: Site deletion failed because "+scripterror)} 
return("The site <B>" + URL +"</B> has been deleted."); 
} 
Listing A.33. #tools.sitePropEdit 
on sitePropEdit () { 
local { 
newU = postargs.newURL}; 
return newU} 
Listing A.34. #tools.tweak 
on tweak () { 
local { 
pta = html.getPageTableAddress(); 
url} ; 
if !defined(pta".postargs.eu) { 
return("")}; 
url = string.urldecode(pta".postargs.eu); 
url = opilioTools.tweakURL(url); 
pta".postargs.eu = string.urlencode(url) ; 
return("")} 
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The opisearch section presents the search interface. A single page is 
presented. Macros on the default search page (default) determine whether a 
search term is defined and executes first a category search using 
#tools.searchCatlndex, then a keyword search using #tools.search, and 
appends the results from both onto the dynamically generated page. 
Listings on the following pages show code from the opisearch table, which 
is shown in Figure A.3. 
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Figure A.3. opisearch table. The #fliters, #stylesheets and #template 
tables are standard web framework features. The main search page is 
default. 
0 V O opilioManilaWebsite.opisearch 
Name Value Kind 
• "filters 3 items tab le 
• "stylesheets on disk table 
"template on disk outline 
"tools 9 items table 
bu i IdCatSearchResu Its on disk script 
categorySearch on disk script 
getindexTable on disk script 
parseSearchRequest on disk scr ipt 
postSearchArgs on disk script 
red irect on disk script 
resu ItsPerPagePopup on disk scr ipt 
search on disk script 
searchCat Index on disk script 
default on disk wp text 
feedback on disk wp text 
• info 1 item table 
opisearch 1 item table 
default on disk scr ipt 
Kind: î 1 Sort: Î ' 
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Listing A.35. opisearch.#tools.buildCatSearchResults 
on buildCatSearchResults (pta) { 
«12/1/99; 10:22:10 AM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«We are handed the address of a table of raw search results. 
«The table looks like this : 
« Item - Value 
«http://search.ipm.iastate.edu/Pencoded category name - rank 
local { 
adr; 
i = 1} ; 
new(tabletype,@pta".catSearchResults); 
for adr in @pta".catSearchRawResults { 
local { 
sa = string.nthfield(nameOf(adr"),"?",2); 
catName = opilioTools.decodeCat(sa); 
theHREF}; 
theHREF = "<a href=\"" + nameOf(adr") + "\">" + catName + "</a>"; 
pta".catSearchResults.[theHREF] = adr"}} 
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Listing A.36. opisearch.#tools.categorySearch 
on categorySearch () { 
« 12/1/99 ; 10:11:14 AM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«Wrapper macro to do a category search. 
local(pta = html.getPageTableAddress ()); 
«Abort if no keywords were entered. 
if ! defined (ptaA.argTable.q) { 
return("")}; 
«Do the search 
searchCatlndex(pta); 
if sizeOf(pta".catSearchRawResults) > 0 { //sort results by relevancy 
local (oldTarget = target.get()); 
target.set (@pta~.catSearchRawResults); 
table.sortBy ("Value"); 
try {target.set (oldTarget)}}; 
«Build the hyperlinks 
buildCatSearchResults(pta); 
return(true)> 
Listing A.37. opisearch.#tools.getindexTable 
on getindexTable () { 
«2/28/00; 2:08:29 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«Take out reliance on knowledge of base URL ; now we generate 
relative URLs 
«3/29/00 ; 4:36:57 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«Now hierarchical category display is live. In 
Crops : Soybeans : Planting Methods you can click on Soybeans to go to 




targs = {}; 
htmlText; 
adrPageTable = html.getPageTableAddress (); 
col =1; 
row =1; 
nCols = 2; 
catName; 
catAddr = @categoryIndex}; 
local(startTime = clock.ticks()); 
new(tabletype,@ scratchpad.timing); 
on checkTime(desc) { 
scratchpad.timing.[desc] = clock.ticks() - startTime}; 
«checkTime("Beginning") 
on add (s) { 
htmlText = htmlText + s ; 
} ;  
bundle { «if user entered a search category matches are displayed 
instead of index 
if defined (adrPageTable".argTable.q) { 
categorySearch(); 
};«return 
if defined(adrPageTable".catSearchResults) { 
local (i=0, sizelist=sizeOf(adrPageTable".catSearchResults)); 
add ("<h4>Category Matches : (" + sizelist + " items) </h4><p>") 
add ("<table border=\"0\" cellpadding=\"3\" cellspacing=\"0\" 
bgcolor=\"beige\" width=\"90%\">"); 
if sizelist > 50 { 
add ("<tr><td>Keyword Search has more than 50 Category 
Matches. Please narrow your search.</td></tr>")} 
else { 
add ( "<tr><td>"); 
add ("<table border=\"0\" cellspacing=\"3\" cellpadding=\"3\ 
width=\"100%\" >"); 







«checkTime("Finish cat matches") 
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bundle { «gets category name and address from searchArgs 
if defined (adrPageTable".searchArgs) { 
catName = opilioTools.decodeCat(adrPageTable".searchArgs)}; 
If catName != nil { 
catAddr = opilioTools.getCatAdr(catName)}}; 
bundle { «displays path user has taken to get here 
if catName != nil { «display category name with arrows separating 
categories 
local (displayTitle = pathsofar = "",i,j ) ; 
for i=l to string.countfields(catName,) { 
pathsofar = ""; 
for j=l to i { 




pathsofar = string.replaceall(pathsofar, 
pathsofar = string.replaceall(pathsofar," 
displayTitle = displayTitle + "<a href=\"http://" + 
opilioPrefs.dns.search + "?" + pathsofar + "\">" + 
string.nthfield(catName,":",i) + "</a> -> 
displayTitle = 
string.delete(displayTitle,string.length(displayTitle)-
4,string.length(displayTitle)); «trim last arrow 
add ("<p><h3>Category: "+ displayTitle +"</h3><p>")}; 
add ("<p><table border=\"0\" cellpadding=\"3\" cellspacing=\"0\" 
bgcolor=\"beige\" width=\"90%\"><tr><td>")}; 
«checkTime("Display path") 
bundle { «splits categoryIndex into two tables for display purposes 




«split table into Category Table and Url Table with appropriate 
names and links calculated 
for adr in @catAddr" { 
ct++ ; 





adrPageTable".catTable.[nameOf(adr") + "@"] = 
opilioTools.encodeCat(opilioTools.getCat(adr"))}; 
stringtype { «represents a page 
adrPageTable".urlTable.[nameOf(adr")] = adr"}}}; 
if ct == 0 { 
add("No entries in this category.")}}; 
«checkTime("Table split") 
«Display category table 
local (categorytbl = @adrPageTable".catTable); 
local (sizeList = sizeof(adrPageTable".catTable)); «get number of 
entries in the category table 
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add ("ctable border=0 cellspacing=3 cellpadding=3 width=100% >"); 
if sizeList < 12 { « maximum number of rows per column 
nRows = sizeList; 
nCols =1} 
else { 
if mod (sizeList, nCols) == 0 { 
nRows = (sizeList / nCols )} 
else { 
nRows = ((sizeList + 1) / nCols)}}; 
«dialog.notify("rows="+nrows+" cols="+ncols+" sizelist="+sizelist) 
for i = 1 to nRows { « row number 
for j = 1 to nCols { « column number 
item = (i + ((j - 1)* nRows )); « item in categoryIndex table 
if item > sizeList { 
add ( "<td width=25%x/td>" ) } 
else { 
« Item is a category and should be displayed in list with a 
link to subcategories and urls under it 
if j == 1 { «if column = 1 start new row 
add ("\r<tr>")}; 
add ("\r<td width=25%>\r" ); 
add ("<a href=\"?" + categorytbl"[item] + "\">" + 
nameOf(categorytbl"[item]) + "</a>") ; 
« add ("<a href=\ " http •.//"+ opilioPref s. dns. search + "/?" + 
categorytbl"[item] + "\">" + nameOf(categorytbl"[item]) + "</a>") 
add ("</td>")}}}; 
add ("</table>"); 
«checkTime("Display cat table") 
«Display Url Table 
«Now we have a table at adrPageTable".urlTable that looks like this: 
«http://www.ipm.iastate.edu/ipm/ Iowa IPM Home Page 
«The URL is the name of the database entry. The page's title is its 
value. 
«Thus, we want to create 
«<a href=[nameof(urltbl[i])]>[urltbl[i]"]</a> or, using for adr in 
@adrTable syntax, 
«<a href=[nameOf(adr)]>[adr"]</a> 
« add ("<hr>") 
sizeList = sizeof(adrPageTable".urlTable); «get number of entries in 
the url table 
add ("\r<table border=0 cellspacing=3 cellpadding=3 width=95% >"); 
if sizelist { 
for adr in @adrPageTable".urlTable { 
local { 
indexPath = mainresponder.search.utilities.getlndexPath(); 
adrPagelnfo = @[indexPath].pagelnfo.[nameOf(adr")]; 
ct = 0}; 
ct++; 
if mod (ct, 2) — 0 { 
add ("<tr bgcolor = \"#F5F5DC\">")} 
else { 
add ("<tr>")}; 
if defined (adrPagelnfo".lastModDate) { 
add("<td width=10%>" + 
string.nthField(adrPagelnfo" . lastModDate,";",!) + "</td>")}; 
if defined (adrPagelnfo".title) { 
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add("<td width=60%><a href=\"" + nameOf(adrPagelnfo") + "\">" 
+ adr" + "</a></td>")}; 
if defined (adrPagelnfo".state) { 
pgState = opilioTools.listtoString(adrPagelnfo".state); 
add ("<td width=5%>" + pgState + "</td>")}; 
if defined(adrPagelnfo".siteName) and 
defined(adrPagelnfo".siteUrl) { 
add( "<td valign=top align=left width=25%xfont size=-2>" + "<a 
href=\"" + adrPagelnfo".siteUrl + "\">" + adrPagelnfo".siteName + 
"</a></font></td>")}; 
add ( "</tr>")>>; 
«checkTime("Url table") 
add ( "</table></tdx/tr></table>" ) ; 
return (htmltext)> 
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Listing A.38. opisearch.#tools.parseSearchRequest 
local (adrPageTable, displaySearchString); 
adrPageTable = html.getPageTableAddress (); 
«dialog.notify("parseSearchRequest") 
new (tableType, @adrPageTable".argTable); 
if defined (adrPageTable".searchArgs) and adrPageTable".searchArgs != "" { 
webserver.parseArgs (adrPageTable".searchArgs, 
@adrPageTable".argTable); 
if defined (argTable.q) { 
displaySearchString = argTable.q; 
displaySearchString = string.replaceAll (displaySearchString, "+", " 
displaySearchString = string.replaceAll (displaySearchString, "\"", 
"Squot;")}} 
else { 
displaySearchString = ""}; 
adrPageTable".displaySearchString = displaySearchString; 
«return ("parseSearchRequest done.") 
return("") 
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Listing A.39. opisearch.#tools.postSearchArgs 
on postSearchArgs (searchArgs) { 
if searchArgs == "" { 
return("")}; 
local (adrPageTable = html.getpagetableaddress()) ; 
if not defined(adrPageTable".postargs) { 
new (tabletype, @adrPageTable".postargs)}; 
try { 






Listing A.40. opisearch.#tools.redirect 
local (argTable); 
new (tableType, @argTable); 
webserver.parseArgs (searchArgs, @argTable); 
local (adrPageTable = html.getPageTableAddress ()); 
adrPageTable".newUrl = argTable.url; 
return ("") 
Listing A.41. opisearch.#tools.resultsPerPagePopup 
local (adrPageTable = html.getPageTableAddress ()); 
local (m = 25); 
local (argTable); 
local (hitsList = {10, 25, 50, 100, 250, 500}); 
local (i) ; 
if defined (adrPageTable".argTable) { 
argTable = adrPageTable".argTable} 
else { 
new (tableType, @argTable); 
if defined (adrPageTable".searchArgs) and adrPageTable".searchArgs 
webserver.parseArgs (adrPageTable".searchArgs, @argTable); 
adrPageTable".argTable = argTable}}; 
try { 
m = argTable.m}; 
local (htmlText); 
on add (s) { 
htmlText = htmlText + s}; 
add ("\r<select name=m>"); 
if not (hitsList contains m) { 
m = 25}; 
for i = 1 to sizeOf (hitsList) { 
add ("\r<option value=" + hitsList [i]); 
if hitsList [i] == m { 
add (" selected")}; 




Listing A.42. opisearch.#tools.search 
on search (actionUrl) { 
local (adrPageTable); 
adrPageTable = html.getPageTableAddress (); 
if defined (adrPageTable".argTable.q) { 
return (opilioTools.search.server.htmlSearch (adrPageTable, 
actionUrl))}; 
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Listing A.43. opisearch.#tools.searchCatlndex 
on searchCatlndex (pta,flDebug=false) { 
« 12/1/99 ; 9:38:26 AM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«Give us the page table address of the current page. 
«We'll do a search and put the list of matching categories at 
pta".catSearchRawResults 
local(indexName = "catlndex.root"); 
local(argTable); 
new (tableType, @argTable); 
«Parse the search args into a table. 
webserver.parseArgs (pta".searchArgs, @argTable); 
local(searchString = argTable.q); 
local(search); 
new (tableType, @search); 
search.searchString = string.urlDecode (string.replaceAll 
(searchString, "+", " ")); 
search.filteredSearchString = mainResponder.search.utilities.cleanText 
(search.searchString); 
search.countKeyWords = string.countFields (search.filteredSearchString, 
' '); 
«Make sure index exists 
search.index = mainResponder.search.utilities.getlndexPath (indexName); 
mainResponder.search.utilities.assureindex (indexName); 
new (tableType, @search.rawResults); 
mainResponder.search.server.getResults (@search, @search); //do the 
find 






return(" " )} 
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The oplioPrefs table contains preferences that control the behavior of the Opilio 
program. The table is shown in Figure A.4. and individual preferences are identified 
in Table A.l. 
Figure A.4. opilioPrefs table. 
O 0  0  opii iopfkfs  
Name Value Kind 
•auto ApproveCategor ies false boolean 
backupNightly true boolean 
browsableMetas 1 item table 
author author string [6] 
category Chunk 25 number 
colors 3 items table 
craw led *009900 string [7] 
hold *FF9900 string [7] 
uncraw led *FFOOOO string [7] 
crawler 7 items table 
alio,,'Suffices {".htm", ".html"} list [2] 
craw ICacheM ins 0 string [1 ] 
denySuffices {".gif", ".pdf", ".jpg", " jpeg", ".mov", ".mpg", ".mpeg", ".aif", ... list [17] 
excludeMethod allow string [5] 
patterns 2 items tab le 
titlePattern <title(\ \s+ [a-z]+(\\s*= \\s[" \\\r\\\n\\\t\\\x0C>'\\"]+|... string [70] 
urITagPattern <as [" > ]+ >| cbodys [" > ]+ >| <heads [" > ]+ >l <tab les [* > ]+ >l <tds [" > ]+ >l <ths... string [327] 
storePage 3 items table 
port 80 string [2] 
procedure opilio qPageFor Index ing string [23] 
server 129.186.236.35 string [14] 
useragent Opilio string [6] 
dns 2 items tab le 
admin search, ipm. iastate .edu/op iadm in / string [32] 
search search .ipm. iastate .edu /op isearch / string [33] 
• objectsTo Install on disk table 
rpcHandlers 2 items table 
^security on disk script 
qPageFor Indexing @["Scutigera Applications frontier :Guest Databases :apps :opiliode.. address 
support edMetas 11 items table 
author author string [6] 
category category string [8] 
classification category string [8] 
descript ion description string [11] 
expires expires string [7] 
keywords keywords string [8] 
nipmn nipmn string [5] 
nipmnsubject category string [8] 
pest pest string [4] 
pestclass pestclass string [9] 
state state string [5] 
version 0.9 double 
Kind: t 1 Sort : î 1 
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should new categories be queued or processed? 
should an overnight task be run to back up the 
data? 
an alias table for meta types 
number of categories to display at a time 
RGB colors for links in the interface 
subtable of preferences related to crawler behavior 
allow data from files with these suffices to enter 
database 
how long a cache of a crawled site should be kept 
deny data from files with suffices from entering 
database 
whether to use allow- or deny-based exclusion 
regular expressions for extracting title and URL 
tags 
information about the XML-RPC call made to submit 
data to the database 
how Opilio identifies itself when crawling websites 
shortcuts for commonly used links 
used by the Opilio installer 
used for receiving XML-RPC requests 
an alias list for incoming meta types 
the current version of Opilio 
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The opilioTools table contains scripts that implement the core business logic of the 
Opilio program. 
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Figure A.5. opilioTools table. 
opilioTools 
addCategory on disk script 
addTo Approve on disk script 
aliasCategory on disk script 
approveCategory on disk script 
assignToCat on disk script 
assurePortfo 1 ioEntry on disk script 
assureRoot on disk script 
buildMetaLists on disk script 
callbacks 1 item table 
rnetaBrovsePage on disk script 
categor izePage on disk script 
createPortfolio on disk script 
decodeCat on disk script 
deindexCat on disk script 
delete A lias on disk script 
deleteCat on disk script 
deleteRedirect on disk script 
deRedirectCat on disk script 
encodeCat on disk script 
errorFormat on disk script 
getCat on disk script 
getCat Adr on disk script 
getHead on disk script 
getMetas on disk script 
getPagelnfoEntry on disk script 
getPortfo 1 ioEntryURL on disk script 
getRootPath on disk script 
indexCat on disk script 
in it on disk script 
listToString on disk script 
mergeCats on disk script 
rnergeCatsold on disk script 
metaBrowsePaqe on disk script 
msgFormat on disk script 
nomad on disk script 
over laymetas on disk script 
redirectCategory on disk script 
search 1 item tab le 
server 11 items table 
acceptPage on disk script 
buildHtml on disk script 
buildPagelnfo on d isk script 
buildScreenL inks on disk script 
duSearch on disk script 
htmlSearch on disk script 
index on disk script 
indexOnePage on disk script 
indexStoredPages on disk script 
loglndexedPage on disk script 
storePsgeForlndexing on disk script 
stampRoot on disk script 
stringToList on disk script 
tweakURL on disk script 
Kind : Sort: 
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Listing A.44. addCategory 
on addCategory (cat,adrAliasedTo=nil) { 
«11/10/99; 3:00:04 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«11/18/99; 4:55:56 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
« added semaphores 
«12/1/99; 11:20:07 AM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
« added call to indexCat 
«2/14/2000; 4:29:46 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
« added alias support and alias indexing 
«4/7/00; 1:32:34 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«added automatic creation of redirect when we create an alias 
«The general script for adding a category. 
«Usually called after a category has been approved. 
«Parameters : 
«cat - the category to add, e.g. Pests :Leafhoppers 
«adrAliasedTo - address. If defined, make this category an alias to 
the category in aliasedTo 
local { 
adrCat}; 
adrCat = opilioTools.getCatAdr(cat); «string containing the address of 
the new category is now built 
if defined(adrCat") { «just log it a if it already exists 
«msg("This object is already defined.") 
bundle { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioTools.addCategory"); 
local (adrItem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".cat = cat; 
adritem".adrAliasedTo = adrAliasedTo; 
adrItem".whatHappened = "Didn't create this category because it 
already exists!"}} 
else { «make a new table (normal) or address (if it's an alias) 
try { « lock semaphore 
semaphores.lock("categoryIndex.root",60*5)} «five seconds 
else { 
bundle { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioTools.addCategory"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".cat = cat; 
adrltem".adrAliasedTo = adrAliasedTo; 
adrltem".whatWeWereDoing = "locking semaphore to add 
category" ; 
adrltem".whatWentWrong = tryerror}; 
scripterror(tryerror)}; 
try { 
if adrAliasedTo==nil { «make an empty table 
msg(table.surePath(adrCat+".a")); «ignore the a, it's just for 
show 





new(addressType,êadrCat"); «make an empty address 
adrCat" = address(adrAliasedTo); «assign the address of the 
alias 
if ! defined(adrAliasedTo".aliaslist) { 
new(listtype,@adrAliasedTo".aliaslist)}; 
if not (adrAliasedTo".aliaslist contains cat) { 
adrAliasedTo".aliaslist[0] = cat}; «we keep a list of 
aliases that point to this category 





bundle { «add to log "Adding category" 
local (logName = "opilioTools.addCategory"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".cat = cat; 
adrltem".adrAliasedTo = adrAliasedTo; 
adrltem".whatWeWereDoing = "Adding category"; 
adrltem".whatWentWrong = tryerror}}; 
if adrAliasedTo != nil { «if we're creating an alias, create a 
corresponding redirect! 




Listing A.45. addToApprove 
on addtoApprove (cat,url,flDebug=true) { 
<(11/23/99; 12:03:17 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«Purpose : Add categories to the toApprove table in the categoryQ 
«Parameters : 
«cat - string value containing category name 
«Regions:Fun Regions : Indiana «creates a category called Indiana 
if it doesn't already exist. 
«url - string value containing url of site or page where category is 
to be applied (metaCategory) 
«http://www.ipm.iastate.edu/ipm/ 
try { «lock semaphore 
semaphores.lock("categoryQ.root",60*5)} «five seconds 
else { « freak out 
bundle { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilio.fatal"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".cat = cat ; 
adrltem".url = url ; 
adrltem".whatWeWereDoing = "opilioTools.addToApprove: locking 
semaphore to add to to-approve list"; 
adrltem".whatWentWrong = tryerror}; 
return(false)}; 
try { «create url entry (and category, if necessary) 
if * defined (categoryQ.toApprove.[cat]) { 
new(tableType,@categoryQ.toApprove.[cat]); 
if flDebug { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioTools.categorizePage"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".cat = cat ; 
adrltem".url = url; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "Created this category in the to-
approve table"}}; 
new(stringtype,êcategoryQ.toApprove.[cat].[url]) ; 
if flDebug { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioTools.addToApprove"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".cat = cat ; 
adrltem".url = url ; 
adrltem".toApprove = êcategoryQ.toApprove.[cat].[url]; 





bundle { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioTools.addToApprove"); 
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local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll : true)); 
adrItem".cat = cat; 
adrItem".url = url; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "Could not add this url to to-approve 







«bundle «strips category name off end of category address 
«numfIds = string.countfields(categoryadr,) 
«if 1 defined(toApprove.[categoryadr]) 
«new(tabletype,StoApprove.[categoryadr]) 




Listing A.46. aliasCategory 
on aliasCategory (cat,aliasname) { 
«2/14/2000 ; 4:18:12 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
« 
«Purpose: create an alias to an existing category. 
«Called from admin.#tools.showCategories() 
« 
«Check if category exists 
local(cataddr = opilioTools.getCatAdr(cat)); 
if ! defined (cataddr") { 
return(opilioTools.errorFormat("Cannot create an alias to category 
"+cn+" because the category doesn't exist."))}; 
«call addCategory to actually create (and index) the alias 
opilioTools.addCategory (cat,aliasname); 
try { «add this url to the directory (categorylndex.root) 
local(thiscatadr); 
for thiscatadr in @categoryQ.toApprove.[cat] { 
if thiscatadr" beginswith "http://" { 
opilioTools.assignToCat(cataddr,thiscatadr")}}} 
else { 
return(opilioTools.errorFormat("aliasCategory: Cannot assign url to 
category - "+tryerror))}; 
return("")} 
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Listing A.47. approveCategory 
on approveCategory(cat,approve=faise,flDebug=true) { 
«2/28/00; 3:19:31 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«assignment to categorylndex.root now takes place here (by calling 
opilioTools.assignToCategory) 
«Purpose: move an entry from the toApprove table to the notification 
table. 
«Parameters : 
«cat: We are given the category as Pests : Insects and 
Mites :Leafhopper 
«approve: boolean, if true approve the category else reject the 
category 
if flDebug { «add to log "Beginning." 
local (logName = "opilioTools.approveCategory"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".cat = cat; 
adrltem".approve = approve; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "Beginning."}; 
local { 
adrPending = @categoryQ.toApprove.[cat]; 
action = "rejected"}; 
«Add the category if we were asked to 
if approve { 
local(adrCat = opilioTools.addCategory(cat)); 
action = "approved"}; 
action = action + "Categories"; 
try { «lock semaphore 
semaphores.lock("categoryIndexQ.root",60*5)} «five seconds 
else { 
bundle { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilio.fatal"); 
local (adrltem - log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".cat = cat; 
adrltem".whatWeWereDoing = "locking semaphore to approve 
category"; 
adrltem".whatWentWrong = tryerror}; 
return(false)}; 





indexPath = mainResponder.search.utilities.getlndexPath (); 
adrPagelnfo = @[indexPath].pageinfo}; 
for entry in @adrPending" { «we loop through each URL in this 
category 
url = nameOf(entry"); 
if ! defined(adrPagelnfo".[url]) { 
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«dialog.notify("opilioTools.approveCategory: can't find url in 
portfolio") 
bundle { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioTools.approveCategory"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRol1 : true)); 
adrltem".where = adrPagelnfo.[url]; 
adrltem".cat = cat; 
adrltem".url = url; 
adrltem".entry = entry; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "The url was not defined in 
pageinfo so I can't look up the portfolio from the url."}; 
semaphores.unlock("categorylndexQ.root"); 
return)false); 
} ;  
try { 
p = adrPagelnfo".[url].p} «look up portfolio name in 
Index.root 
else { 
bundle { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioTools.approveCategory"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".where = adrPagelnfo.[url]; 
adrItem".cat = cat; 
adrltem".url = url; 
adrltem".entry = entry; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "The portfolio name was not defined 




categoryQ.toNotify.[action].[p].[cat].[url] = url; 
local(timemod); 
timemod = timemodified(@categoryQ.toApprove.[cat]); 
categoryQ.toNotify.[action].[p].[cat].timeSubmitted = timemod; 
categoryQ.toNotify.[action].[p].[cat].timeDecisionMade = 
clock.now(); 
if approve { 
categoryQ.toNotify.[action].[p].[cat].status = "approved"} 
else { 
categoryQ.toNotify.[action].[p].[cat].status = "rejected"}; 
if flDebug { «add to log "Added entry to notification table." 
local (logName = "opilioTools.approveCategory"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true ) ) ; 
adrltem".cat = cat ; 
adrltem".p = p; 
adrltem".url = url ; 
adrltem".approve = approve ; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "Added entry to notification table." 
«add this url to the directory (categoryindex.root) 
local(catAdr = opilioTools.getCatAdr(cat)); 




bundle { «add to log "Could not delete category from toApprove 
table because "+tryerror 
local (logName = "opilioTools.approveCategory"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".cat = cat; 
adrltem".p = p; 
adrltem".url = url ; 
adrltem".approve = approve; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "Could not delete category from 




bundle { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioTools.approveCategory"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".cat = cat ; 
adrltem".whatWeWereDoing = "Approving category"; 
adrltem".whatWentWrong = tryerror}}; 
if flDebug { «add to log "Finished." 
local (logName = "opilioTools.approveCategory"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".cat = cat; 
adrltem".approve = approve; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "Finished."}; 
return(true)} 
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Listing A.48. assignToCat 
on assignToCat(adrCat,url) { 
«2/2 8/00 ; 2:54:04 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«Purpose: assigns a url to a category in categorylndex.root 
«Parameters : 
«adrCat: the address of the category in categorylndex.root, usually 
discovered via opilioTools.getCatAdr() 
«url: the url to assign to the category 
«Make sure the category exists before calling this script! 
«retrieve title from pageinfo table in index.root 
local(indexName=nil); 
mainResponder.search.utilities.assurelndex (indexName); 
local (indexPath = mainResponder.search.utilities.getlndexPath 
(indexName)); 
local (indexAdr = @[indexPath].pageinfo); 
local (title = indexAdr".[url].title); 
local(s = "categorylndex.root") ; 
try { «lock semaphore 
semaphores.lock(s,60*5)} «five seconds 
else { 
bundle { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilio.fatal"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".cat = cat; 
adrltem".url = url; 
adrltem".whatWeWereDoing = "opilioTools.assignToCat: locking 
semaphore to add category info"; 
adrltem".whatWentWrong = tryerror}; 
return(false)}; 
try { 
adrCat".[url] = title; 
semaphores.unlock(s); 
bundle { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioTools.assignToCat"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)) ; 
adrltem".cat = cat; 
adrltem".url = url; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "Added this URL to this new category"}} 
else { 
semaphores.unlock(s); 
bundle { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioTools.assignToCat"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".adrcat = adrcat; 
adrItem".url = url; 
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Listing A.49. assurePortfolioEntry 
on assurePortfolioEntry (p,url,path="",overwrite=faise,flDebug=true) { 
«10/15/99; 1:51:21 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«Create a new entry in a portfolio. 
«We put this in a separate script so if we need to do things at the 
time an entry is created it's centralized. 
«This handles creation of both sites and pages within a site. 
«If overwrite is true we destroy the table that already exists. 
«updated 11/29/99; 10:54:04 AM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«We now return the base url1 s address in the portfolio if it's a base 




url = opilioTools.tweakURL(url); 
if path beginsWith "http://" { 
path = opilioTools.tweakURL(path)}; 
if flDebug { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioTools.assurePortfolioEntry"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".url = url; 
adrltem".portfolio = p; 
adrltem".path =path; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "Beginning">; 
if not opilioTools.assureRoot(p) { 
bundle { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioTools.createPortfolioEntry"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)) ; 
adrltem".url = url; 
adrltem".portfolio = p; 




targroot = opilioTools.getRootPath(p); 
local { 
pathln = string.length(path); 
urlln = string.length(url)}; 
if (urlln > pathln) and (pathln != 0) { «if it's shorter or path 
nonexistent, no point in checking to see if path needs stripping from end 
if flDebug { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioTools.assurePortfolioEntry"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)) ; 
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adrltem".url = url; 





adrltem".whatHappened = "URL length greater than path length">; 
if string.mid(url,urlln-pathln,pathln) == path { 
url = string.delete(ur1,urlln-pathln,urlln); «strip it so it's 
not redundant 
url = opilioTools.tweakURL(url); 
if flDebug { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioTools.assurePortfolioEntry"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".url = url; 




adrltem".whatHappened = "URL after stripping redundant path"}; 
«a case that would match this would be 
«url="http://www.ent.iastate.edu/foo/bar.html" 
«path="foo/bar.html" 
« In this case we assume the base url is 
http://www.ent.iastate.edu/ and the path is foo/bar.html}}; 
if (pathln >= urlln) { 
if flDebug { «add to log "Path greater than or equal to URL" 
local (logName = "opilioTools.assurePortfolioEntry"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)) ; 
adrltem".url = url; 




adrltem".whatHappened = "Path greater than or equal to URL"}; 
if path contains url { 
path = string.delete(path,1,urlln); 
« a case that would match this would be 
«url = "http://www.ent.iastate.edu/" 
«path = "http://www.ent.iastate.edu/foo/bar.html" 
} } ;  
while path beginswith("/") { 
path = string.delete(path,1,1)}; 
if path == "" { «no path to worry about, just create a new entry 
if ! overwrite and defined([targroot].sites.[url]) { «it's already 
been created ! 
if flDebug { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioTools.assurePortfolioEntry"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
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adrltem".url = url; 
adrltem".portfolio = p; 
adrltem".path =path; 




new(tabletype,@[targroot].sites.[url].path); «create the path 
subtable 
new(tabletype,@[targroot].sites.[url].skips); «create the skips 
subtable 
[targroot].sites.[url].crawled = false; «we just created it, so it 
hasn't been crawled yet! 
[targroot].sites.[url].siteName = "(Unnamed)"; «we just created it, 
so it hasn't been named yet! 
if flDebug { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioTools.assurePortfolioEntry"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".url = url ; 
adrltem".portfolio = p; 
adrltem".path =path; 




numFlds = string.countfields(path,"/"); 
newPath = ""; 
adr ; 
baseadr}; 
for i = 1 to numFlds { «parse path to work around periods and ickies in 
the name 
newPath = newPath + ". [\" " + string.nthfield(path,"/",i) + "\"] " } ; 
newPath = string.popleading(newPath,'.'); «we put this on; take it off 
baseadr = string( table.getRootAddress( @[targroot] ) ); «thanks to 
Samuel Reynolds 
adr = baseadr + adr+".sites.[V"+url+"\"].path."+newPath; 
if ! defined([targroot].sites.[url]) { «we were given a url and path but 
url is a new one. Create its table in [targroot].sites. 
new(tabletype,@[targroot].sites.[url]); 
[targroot].sites.[url].crawled = false ; «we just created it, so it 
hasn't been crawled yet! 
[targroot].sites.[url].siteName = "(Unnamed)"; «we just created it, 
so it hasn't been named yet ! 
new(tabletype,@[targroot].sites.[url].path); 
new(tabletype,@[targroot].sites.[url].skips)}; «create the skips 
subtable 
if ! overwrite and defined(adr") { «it's already there and we weren't 
told to overwrite; leave it alone 
if flDebug { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioTools.assurePortfolioEntry"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
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adrItem".url = url; 
adrltem".portfolio = p; 
adrltem".path =path; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "Didn't create table within the path 
subtable because it already exists!"}; 
return(adr)}; 
table.surepath(adr+".a"); «create it. The .a just means we fake 
surepath into thinking we'll go a level deeper later, then we don't. 
if flDebug { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioTools.assurePortfolioEntry"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".url = url; 
adrltem".portfolio = p; 
adrltem".path =path; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "Created portfolio entry successfully."}; 
msg("createPortfolioEntry: saving "+p+"..."); 
try { 
fileMenu.saveMyRoot (baseadr); 
msg("createPortfolioEntry: saved "+p+".")} 
else { 
msg("createPortfolioEntry: could not save "+p+" because "+tryerror); 
bundle { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilio.fatal"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrItem".url = url; 
adrltem".portfolio = p; 
adrltem".path =path; 
adrltem".whatWentWrong = "opilioTools.assurePortfolioEntry: Could 




Listing A.50. assureRoot 
on assureRoot (rootName,relpath="ops/") { 
if not (string.nthfield(rootName,".",string.countfields(rootname,".")) 
== "root") { 
rootName = rootName + ".root"}; 
«msg(rootName) 
local (indexPath = opilioTools.getRootPath (rootName,relpath)); 
if defined ([indexPath]) { //is root already open? 
return (true)}; 
if file.exists (indexPath) { //does root exist? 
fileMenu.open (indexPath, true); //it does, open it 
return (true)}; 
«Create a new root. 
fileMenu.new (indexPath); 
window.hide (@[indexPath]); 
new (tableType, @[indexPath].sites); «change these to the tables we 
want 
new (tableType, @[indexPath].trash); 
new (tableType, @[indexPath].trash.sites); 
new (tableType, @[indexPath].trash.skips); 
new (dateType, @[indexPath].lastUsed); 
«opilioPrefs.groupinfo.[rootName] = indexPath 
fileMenu.save (indexPath); 
return (true)} 
Listing A.51. buildMetaLists 
on buildMetaLists (cpt,flDebug=true) { 
«11/22/99 ; 2:42 :36 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«Handed the address of the crawler page table, cpt".pageinfo.metas is 
table of meta values. 
«Creates cpt".pageinfo.metaNameList and cpt".pageinfo.metaValueList. 
if 1 defined(cpt) { 
bundle { «add to fatal log 
local (logName = "opilio.fatal"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".cpt = cpt; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "Crawler page table we were given does 




for adr in @cpt".pageinfo.metas { «loop through table 
if nameOf(adr") beginsWith "#meta" { 
nakedMeta = string.delete(nameOf(adr"),1,5)} 
else { 
nakedMeta = nameOf(adr")}; 
«Now we have the meta name in the form "description" or "keywords" 
if ! defined( opilioPrefs.supportedMetas.[nakedMeta] ) { «if we 
support it 
if flDebug { «add to log 
local (logName - "opilioTools.buildMetaLists"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".cpt = cpt; 
adrltem".adr = adr; 
adrltem".nakedMeta = nakedMeta; 
adrltem".whatWeWereDoing = nakedMeta + " not defined in 
opilioPrefs.SupportedMetas"}; 
continue}; «skip to next table entry 
if adr" == "" { «if it's not blank 
if flDebug { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioTools.buildMetaLists"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".cpt = cpt; 
adrltem".adr = adr; 
adrltem".nakedMeta = nakedMeta; 
adrltem".whatWeWereDoing = nakedMeta + " is empty so we 
skipped it"}; 
continue}; « skip to next table entry 
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«We look up the name in opilioPrefs.supportedMetas; this way we can 
map metas to other metas. 
«Case in point, we started using NIPMNSubject but switched the 
category. Now we can support 




«Must coerce to list to keep multivalue metas separate, 
cpt".pageinfo.metaValueList[0] = list(adr")}; 
if flDebug { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioTools.buildMetaLists"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".cpt = cpt; 
adrltem".mnameList = cpt".pageinfo.metaNameList; 
adrltem".mvalList = cpt".pageinfo.metaValueList; 
adrltem".whatWeWereDoing = "Finished buildMetaLists"}; 
return(true)} 
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Listing A.52. callbacks.metaBrowsePage 
on metaBrowsePage () { 
«Callback script for opilioTools.metaBrowsePage. 
«You have access to the following variables : 
«url: the url we are in the process of assigning to the search 
engine index 
«meta: the meta tag currently being worked with. We're going through 
a loop of the meta tags in opilioPrefs.browsableMetas 
«If you want to do something special with a meta tag, do it here. 
«For example, you may want to add a category based on this meta tag and 






« local (indexPath = mainResponder.search.utilities.getlndexPath 
(indexName)) 
«local (adrPagelnfo = @[indexPath].pageinfo.[url]) 
« 
« if defined{adrPagelnfo".pest) 
«local(pestclasslist = adrPagelnfo".pestclass) 
«local(pestlist = adrPagelnfo".pest) 
« local(thispest,cat) 
«for thispest in pestlist 




Listing A.53. categorizePage 
on categorizePage (catList,url,title,flDebug=true) { 
«2/15/2000; 9:45:01 AM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
« added category redirection support 
«11/16/99; 3:01:37 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«This script gets called from opilio.search.server.indexOnePage() 
during the process of adding a page to the search engine. 
«Purpose: for each category associated with this page, add page under 
that category unless the category is a new one. If a category has been 
redirected, add it under the redirected category. 
«If it's a new one, add the category to the to-approve list. If auto-
approve is enabled, create the new category and assign the page to it. 
«Parameter: the contents of the category meta tag of the page, as a 
list. 
local(cat); 
for cat in catList { 
local(thisCat = cat) ; 
«Handle redirected categories 
local(adrRedirCat = 
opilioTools.getCatAdr(cat,"categoryEq") + ".redirectTo") ; «get address of 
possible category redirect, in categoryEq.root 
scratchpad.adrRedirCat = adrREdirCat; 
if defined(adrRedirCat") { «if a redirection has been set up 
local(adrRedirectedCat = opilioTools.getCatAdr(adrRedirCat")); 
«get possible address of redirected category in categorylndex.root 
if ! defined(adrRedirectedCat") { «it's doesn't exist yet; we'll 
create it because redirection implies approval of the category 
opilioTools.addCategory(adrRedirCat")> ; 
thisCat = adrRedirCat"; 
if flDebug { «add to log "Found redirection" 
local (logName = "opilioTools.categorizePage"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)) ; 
adrltem".cat = cat ; 
adrltem".url = url; 
adrltem".targetcat = thisCat; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "Found redirection"}}; 
local(adrCat = opilioTools.getCatAdr(thisCat)); 
if defined(adrCat") { «it's an existing category 
opilioTools.assignToCat(adrCat,url)} 
else { 
if opilioPrefs.autoApproveCategories { 
adrCat = opilioTools.addCategory(cat); « make the category 
opilioTools.assignToCat(adrCat,url) ; 
> 





Listing A.54. createPortfolio 
on createPortfolio (pname,owner,adrMemberInfo) { 
«2/17/2000; 1:45:29 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«Purpose: create a new portfolio 
«Parameters 
«pname: the name of the new portfolio e.g. "My New Portfolio" 
«owner: owner of this portfolio e.g. {"skippy@foo.com"} 
«must match username in the #membershipgroup.users table 
local { 
pshort = string.dropNonAlphas(pname)}; 
owner = list(owner); «maybe later we'll add multiple ownership 
if pname == "superusers" { «security check 
return(opilioTools.errorFormat("Sorry, that name is reserved."))}; 
«check for preexisting 
if defined(portfolioPrefs.[pshort]) { 
local(s = "Sorry, a portfolio by that name already exists."); 
«if !(groupnames contains pname) 
«s = s + " You cannot have two portfolios with the same name." 
«else 
« s = s + " It belongs to someone else. Please choose a different 
name." 
return(opilioTools.errorFormat(s))} ; 
«Add portfolio to portfolio this user's list 
adrMemberInfo".opigroupinfo[0] = pname; 
«Create new description entry in portfolioPrefs.root 
new(tabletype,@portfolioPrefs.[pshort]); 
portfolioPrefs.[pshort].description = pname; 
portfolioPrefs.[pshort].lastmoddate = clock.now(); 
portfolioPrefs.[pshort].owner = owner ; 




Listing A.55. decodeCat 
on decodeCat (c) { 
«12/1/99 ; 9:05:36 AM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«Translate a category encoded by encodeCat back to a regular colon-
delimited category. 
c = string.urldecode(c) ; 
c = string.replaceall(c, , " "); 
c  =  s t r i n g . r e p l a c e a l l ( c ;  
return(c ) } 
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Listing A.56. delndexCat 
on deindexCat (catName,flDebug=true) { 
« 12/1/99 ; 11:24:12 AM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«Remove a category name from the index so it will no longer come up in 
searches. 
«We deindex it from catlndex.root. 
try { 
local { 
indexName = "catlndex.root"}; 
mainResponder.search.utilities.assureindex (indexName); 
«Now we're sure catlndex.root exists and is open. 
local(searchdns=opilioPrefs.dns.search); 
if not (searchdns endswith "/") { 
searchdns - searchdns + "/"}; 
local { 
bodytext = string.replaceall(catName," "); « Foo:Bar:All 
becomes Foo Bar All 
path = opilioTools.encodeCat(catName); 
url = "http://" + searchdns + "?" + path}; 
«This code is from mainResponder.search.server.indexOnePage, 
Frontier 6.1, 11/30/1999 
«I used this rather than the straight deindexPage code because I 
wanted to make sure that oneWord was being formed exactly the same way as 
when we previously indexed this category. 
local (i, j, numFields); 
local (indexPath = mainResponder.search.utilities.getlndexPath 
(indexName)); 
local (adrlndex = @[indexPath].index); 
local(pagetext = bodytext); 
numFields = string.countFields (pageText, ' '); //count potential 
words 
for i = 1 to numFields { //loop through every potential word 
local (oneWord = string.nthField (pageText, ' ', i ) ) ; 
oneWord = string.dropNonAlphas (oneWord); 
oneWord = string.lower (oneWord); 
oneWord = string.popTrailing (oneWord, 's'); //pop off trailing 
s ' s 
oneWord = string.trimWhiteSpace (oneWord); 
if oneWord == "" { 
continue}; 
sys.systemTask (); 
«The following code is from 
mainResponder.search.server.deindexPage, Frontier 6.1, 12/1/1999 
local (firstLetter = string.mid (oneWord, 1, 1)); 
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local (adrLetter = @adrlndex".[firstLetter]); //address of this 
letter's table in the index 
if defined (adrLetter") { 
local (adrWord - SadrLetter".[oneWord]); //address of this 
word in the index 
if defined (adrWord") { //is this word in the index? 
local (adrRef = êadrWord".[url]); 
if defined (adrRef") { //is this page in the index under 
this word? 
delete (adrRef)}; 
if sizeOf (adrWord") == 0 { 
delete (adrWord)}; 




if flDebug { «add to log "Could not deindex category" 
local (logName = "opilioTools.mergeCats"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 




"Could not deindex category: "+tryerror}; 
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Listing A.57. deleteAlias 
on deleteAlias (adrOfAlias) { 
«4/6/00; 2:48:28 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«Purpose: delete an alias and update the alias list in the target 
category 
«Remove redirect created when the alias was created 
local(aliasName = opilioTools.getCat(adrOfAlias)); 
opilioTools.deRedirectCat(aliasName); 
local(s = "categorylndex.root"); 
try { «lock semaphore 
semaphores.lock(s,60*5)} «5 secs 
else { 
bundle { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioTools.deleteAlias"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".adrOfAlias = adrOfAlias ; 
adrltem".whatWeWereDoing = "locking semaphore to destroy existing 
alias"; 
adrltem".whatWentWrong = tryerror}; 
return(tryerror)}; 
try { 
«Remove this alias from the list of aliases 
local(adrAliasPointsTo = adrOfAlias"); 
if defined(adrAliasPointsTo".aliaslist) { 
adrAliasPointsTo".aliaslist = adrAliasPointsTo".aliaslist -
aliasName} 
else { 
bundle { «add to log "adrAliasPointsTo could not be dereferenced" 
local (logName = "opilioTools.deleteAlias"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".adrOfAlias = adrOfAlias ; 
adrltem".whatWeWereDoing = "adrAliasPointsTo could not be 
dereferenced"; 
adrltem".whatWentWrong = tryerror}}; 





bundle { «add to log "could not destroy existing alias" 
local (logName = "opilioTools.deleteAlias"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".adrOfAlias = adrOfAlias ; 
adrltem".whatWeWereDoing = "could not destroy existing alias"; 
adrltem".whatWentWrong = tryerror}}; 
return("")} 
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Listing A.58. deleteCat 
on deleteCat (catName) { 
«4/4/00; 1:51:46 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«Deletes a category from categorylndex.root 
«Deletes redirects to this category in categoryEq.root 
«Deindexes the category 
«Check to make sure the category exists before calling this script ! 
local(catAdr = opilioTools.getCatAdr(catName)); 
if typeOf(catAdr") != tabletype { 
if typeOf(catAdr") == addresstype { 
local(targCat = opilioTools.getCat(catAdr")); 
return(opilioTools.errorFormat(catName+" is not a category; it is 
an alias pointing to "+targCat+"."))} 
else { 




local(s = "categorylndex.root"); 
try { «lock semaphore 
semaphores.lock("categorylndex.root",60*5)} «five seconds 
else { 
bundle { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioTools.deleteCat"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".catName = catName; 
adrltem".whatWeWereDoing = "locking semaphore to delete 
category"; 
adrltem".whatWentWrong = tryerror}; 
return(opilioTools.errorformat(tryerror))}; 
try { 
«Destroy all aliases pointing to this category 
if defined(catAdr".aliaslist) { 
local(aliasToCat); 
for aliasToCat in catAdr".aliaslist { 
local(adrToDestroy = opilioTools.getCatAdr(aliasToCat)); 
if defined(adrToDestroy") { 
delete(SadrToDestroy")}}}; 





bundle { «add to log "Problems deleting category" 
local (logName = "opilioTools.deleteCat"); 
local (adrrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrrltem".catName = catName; 





Listing A.59. deleteRedirect 
on deleteRedirect (rName,flDebug=true) { 
«4/10/00; 4:36:10 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«Purpose : delete a redirection from categoryEq.root. 
«Example : 
«Category: Subcategory1 is being redirected to Category : Subcategory2 
«After calling deleteRedirect("Category : Subcategory!"), this 
relationship is destroyed. 
« Category : Subcategory2 goes home and sulks. 
local(catAdrlnEq = opilioTools.getCatAdr(rName,"categoryEq")); 
local(targetCat = catAdrlnEq".redirectTo); 
local(s = "categoryEq.root"); 
try { «lock semaphore 
semaphores.lock(s,60*5)} 
else { 
bundle { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioTools.fatal"); 
local (adrrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrrltem".rName = rName; 
adrrltem".whatHappened = "opilioTools.deleteRedirect: Unable to 
lock categoryEq semaphore"+tryerror}; 
return(tryerror)}; 
try { 
«delete the redirection 
delete(@catAdrInEq".redirectTo); 
«clean up empty tables 
local(curAdr = catAdrlnEq); 
local(adrToBeDeleted) ; 
loop { 
if sizeOf(curAdr") == 0 { «this is now an empty category 
try { 
adrToBeDeleted = curAdr; 
curAdr = parentOf(curAdr")} 
else { 
break}; 
delete(SadrToBeDeleted"); «delete the empty category 
if flDebug { «add to log what we deleted 
local (logName = "opilioTools.deleteRedirect"); 
local (adrrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrrltem".rName = rName; 
adrrltem".adrDeleted = 
string.popfilefromaddress(adrToBeDeleted); 







bundle { «add to log "Problems deleting redirection" 
local (logName = "opilioTools.deleteRedirect"); 
local (adrrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrrltem".rName = rName; 
adrrltem".whatHappened = "Problems deleting redirection: 
"+tryerror}; 
return(tryerror)}; 
s = "categorylndex.root"; 
try { «lock semaphore 
semaphores.lock(s,60*5)} 
else { 
bundle { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioTools.fatal"); 
local (adrrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrrltem".rName = rName; 
adrrltem".whatHappened = "opilioTools.deleteRedirect: Unable 
lock categorylndex semaphore"+tryerror}; 
return(tryerror)}; 
try { « remove from redirection list 
local(catAdr= opilioTools.getCatAdr(targetCat)); 
if defined(catAdr".redirectlist) { 
catAdr".redirectlist = catAdr".redirectList - rName} 
else { 
bundle { «add to log "No redirectlist while updating 
redirectlist" 
local (logName = "opilioTools.deleteRedirect"); 
local (adrrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrrltem".rName = rName; 
adrrltem".targetCat = targetCat; 





bundle { «add to log "Problems updating redirectlist" 
local (logName = "opilioTools.deleteRedirect"); 
local (adrrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrrltem".rName = rName; 





Listing A.60. deRedirectCat 
on deRedirectCat (catName,bruteForce=faise,flDebug=true) { 
«4/4/00 ; 1:55:56 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«Purpose : Removes all redirections that point to a category. 
« 
«Parameter : 




«if true, the entire categoryEq tree is walked and any redirectTo 
entry containing catName is deleted 
«note that bruteForce does NOT attempt to update the redirectlist 
entries in categorylndex.root ! 
« 
«Example : 
«You have a category name Flavors:Strawberry. You are currently 
redirecting Flavors:Red to Flavors : Strawberry. Now you've decided to 
delete Flavors : Strawberry, so Flavors:Red would be redirecting to a 
nonexistent category. To prevent this, you call 
opilioTools.deleteCat("Flavors : Strawberry") which calls this script to 
destroy the redirection. From now on you eat only chocolate. 
local(catAdr = opilioTools.getCatAdr(catName)); 
if ! defined(catAdr".redirectlist) { 
bruteForce = true}; 
on findit(tableadr,catName) { «update pointers in categoryEq.root 
local(adr); 
for adr in itableadr" { 
if adr == tableadr { 
continue}; 
if typeOf(adr") == tabletype { 
findit(adr,catName)}; 
if !defined(adr") { 
return(true)}; «back out a level 
if adr" == catName { « found it! 
local(curAdr = parentOf(adr")); 
local(adrToBeDeleted) ; 
delete(@adr"); «delete the redirect 
if flDebug { «add to log what we deleted 
local (logName = "opilioTools.deRedirectCat"); 
local (adrrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)) ; 
adrrltem".catName = catName; 
adrrltem".adr = string.popfilefromaddress(adr); 
adrrltem".whatHappened = "Deleted a redirect"}; 
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loop { 
if sizeOf(curAdr") == 0 { «this is now an empty category 
try { 
adrToBeDeleted = curAdr; 
curAdr = parentOf(curAdr")} 
else { 
break}; 
delete(^adrToBeDeleted"); «delete the empty category 
if flDebug { «add to log what we deleted 
local (logName = "opilioTools.deRedirectCat"); 
local (adrrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrrltem".catName = catName; 
adrrltem".adrDeleted = 
string.popfilefromaddress(adrToBeDeleted); 




if bruteForce { 




bundle { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioTools.fatal"); 
local (adrrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrrltem".catName = catName; 
adrrltem".whatHappened = "opilioTools.deRedirectCat: Unable to 







if flDebug { «add to log "Problems deleting redirection" 
local (logName = "opilioTools.deRedirectCat"); 
local (adrrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrrltem".catName = catName; 
adrrltem".whatHappened = "Problems deleting redirection"}}; 
return(true)}; 
local(s = "categoryEq.root"); 
local(t = "categorylndex.root"); 




bundle { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioTools.fatal"); 
local (adrrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrrltem".catName = catName; 
adrrltem".whatHappened = "opilioTools.deRedirectCat: Unable to 
lock semaphores for nonbruteforce deredirect: "+tryerror}; 
return(tryerror)}; 
try { 
local(rdlist = catAdr".redirectlist); 
local(redirectedCat); 
for redirectedCat in rdlist { 
local(catAdrlnEq = 
opilioTools.getCatAdr(redirectedCat,"categoryEq")); 




if flDebug { «add to log what we deleted 
local (logName = "opilioTools.deRedirectCat"); 
local (adrrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrrltem".catName = catName; 
adrrltem".redirectedCat = redirectedCat; 
adrrltem".catAdrlnEq = 
string.popfilefromaddress(catAdrInEq); 
adrrltem".whatHappened = "Could not delete adr in eq b/c 
didn't exist. (non-bruteForce)"}} ; 
«clean up empty tables 
local(curAdr = catAdrlnEq); 
local(adrToBeDeleted); 
loop { 
if sizeOf(curAdr") == 0 { «this is now an empty category 
try { 
adrToBeDeleted = curAdr; 
curAdr = parentOf(curAdr")} 
else { 
break}; 
delete(@adrToBeDeleted"); «delete the empty category 
if flDebug { «add to log what we deleted 
local (logName - "opilioTools.deRedirectCat"); 
local (adrrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrrltem".catName = catName; 
adrrltem".redirectedCat = redirectedCat; 
adrrltem".adrDeleted = 
string.popfilefromaddress(adrToBeDeleted); 




« remove from redirection list 







bundle { «add to log "Problems deleting redirection" 
local (logName = "opilioTools.deRedirectCat"); 
local (adrrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrrltem".catName = catName; 




Listing A.61. encodeCat 
on encodeCat (catName) { 
«12/1/99; 9:02:59 AM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«Change a colon-delimited category name to something worthy of tacking 
on as searchargs. 
local(c = string.replaceall(catName,":","/")); « Foo:Bar:All becomes 
Foo/Bar/All 
c = string.replaceall(c," 
c = string.urlencode(c) ; 
local(pat = "%2F"); «encoded slashes become slashes 
regex.subst(pat,"/",@c); 
return(c)} 
Listing A.62. errorFormat 
on errorFormat (s) { 
return("<FONT COLOR=\"red\">"+ s +"</FONT>" 
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Listing A.63. getCat 
on getCat (adrCat) { 
«11/11/99; 1:53:30 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«Given the category's address in categorylndex.root, return the 
category as a string 
«like Pests : Insects and Mites :Leafhopper 
«12/2/99; 1:09:12 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«It was returning periods, not colons. Duh. 
« 
«Parameter : 
«adrCat is an address of a category in categorylndex.root 
local { 
pa = string.parseAddress(adrCat); 
cat; 
i}; 
for i = 3 to sizeOf(pa) { 
cat = cat + + pa[i]}; 
cat = string.delete(cat,1,1); «get rid of leading colon 
return(cat)} 
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Listing A.64. getCatAdr 
on getCatAdr (cat,targTLT="categorylndex") { 
«11/11/99; 9:23:31 AM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«2/14/2000; 4:49:30 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
« added targTLT (target top level table) parameter 
«Given a category, return a string containing the category's address in 
categorylndex.root 
«The category may or may not exist. Dereferencing the returned string 
should be done with caution! 
«Parameters : 
«cat is a string containing a colon-delimited category 
«eg. Pests : Insects and Mites : Leafhopper 
«targTLT is an optional string, the name of a top-level table 




newPath = ""} ; 
for i = 1 to string.countfields(cat,":") { «parse to work around 
periods and ickies in the name 
newPath = newPath + ". [\" + string.nthfield(cat,":",i) + "\"]"}; 
baseAdr = string( table.getRootAddress( @targTLT" ) ); «thanks to 
Samuel Reynolds 
«baseAdr = string( table.getRootAddress( @categoryIndex ) ) «thanks to 
Samuel Reynolds 
adrCat = baseadr + + targTLT + newPath; «string containing the 
address of the new category is now built 
«adrCat = baseadr + ".categorylndex" + newPath «string containing the 
address of the new category is now built 
return(adrCat)} 
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Listing A.65. getHead 
on getHead (pageAdr) { 
«10/12/99 ; 1:01:16 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 




case typeOf(pageAdr") { 
'TEXT' { 
theHead = html.getOneTagValue (pageAdr", "head")}; 
'wptx' { 
theHead = html.getOneTagValue (string(pageAdr"), "head")}} 
else { 
bundle { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioTools.getHeader"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".addressIWasPassed = pageAdr; 
adrltem".typeOfObject = typeOf(pageAdr"); 
adrltem".whatWentWrong = scripterror}; 
scripterror("opilioTools.getHeader: object is not a string but must 
be for me to extract the header!")}; 
if theHead == "" { 
bundle { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioTools.getHeader") ; 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".addressIWasPassed = pageAdr; 
adrltem".typeOfObject = typeOf(pageAdr"); 
adrltem".thePage = pageAdr"; 
adrltem".whatWentWrong = "Unable to extract <HEAD></HEAD> 
portion, probably because of missing </HEAD> tag"}}; 
return (theHead)} 
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Listing A.66. getMetas 
on getMetas (adrHead,adrResults,flDebug=true) { 
«10/12/99; 2:49:02 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«Give this script the address of a string containing the 
<HEAD>...</HEAD> portion of a web page 
«and the address of a table in which you want to store the results. 
« Returns the number of metas it got. 
«Note that values in the table are lists, and commas act as delimiters. 
«The script will make a table of all meta tags found and their combined 
values. 
«Example: suppose this string lives at scratchpad.head 
«<HEADXMETA NAME= "keywords" C0NTENT= "yippy, skippy ,moe"> 




« keywords {"yippy","skippy","moe"> 
«description "Cool dudes." «note that description is a string but 
others are all lists 
local { 
metaNameList = {}; 
metaValueList = {}; 
s ;  
thisEquiv; 
pos; «position of http-equiv if it exists 
ctmetas = 0; «count of meta tags 
matchList = {}}; 
if flDebug { «add to log "Beginning getMetas()" 
local (logName = "opilioTools.getMetas"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".adrHead = adrHead; 
adrltem".adrResults = adrResults; 
adrltem".whatWeWereDoing = "Beginning getMetas()"}; 
s = string.lower(adrHead"); «lowercase so searching for http-equiv will 
match even HtTp-EqUiV 
while string.patternmatch("http-equiv",s) 1= 0 { «check for troublesome 
HTTP-EQUIV tag. Ugly hack b/c TEK doesn't support tags with hyphens. 
pos = string.patternmatch("http-equiv",s); «what position is it in? 
thisEquiv = string.mid(adrHead",pos,10); « preserve capitalization 
in original HEAD element 
adrHead" = string.replace(adrHead",thisEquiv,"httpequiv"); «remove 
hyphen for this instance in original HEAD 
s = string.lower(adrHead")}; 
on callback(strAdr, tag, offset, length) { 
ctmetas = ctmetas + 1 ; 
local(desiredString); 
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desiredString = string.mid(strAdr",of£set,length); 
« dialog.notify(desiredString) 
thisName = tagExtractionKit.getAttributeValue(desiredString,"name"); 
«dialog.notify("thisName = \""+thisName+"\) 
if thisName == "" { «maybe they used HTTP-EQUIV instead of NAME 
thisName = 
tagExtractionKit.getAttributeValue(desiredString,"httpequiv")}; 
metaNameList[0] = string.lower(thisName); 
metaValueList[0] = 
tagExtractionKit.getAttributeValue(desiredString,"content")}; 
tagExtractionKit.tagVisit(adrHead","meta", " ",^callback); 
local(pattern = "< *[Mm][Ee][Tt][Aa].*>"); 
regex.extract(pattern,ëadrHead",@matchList); 
if sizeOf(matchList) I= ctmetas { «report any discrepancy 
if flDebug { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioTools.getMetas"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".adrHead = adrHead; 
adrltem".whatWentWrong = "Callback reports "+ctmetas+" meta tags 
but regex says there are "+sizeOf(matchList)}}; 
if flDebug { «debug 
scratchpad.metaNameList = metaNameList; 






for thisName in metaNameList { «clear the results table 




for thisName in metaNameList { «fill the results table 
i = i + 1 ; 
thisValEntry = metaValueList[i]; 
if thisName == "description" { «don't want to do comma-delimited 
parsing for descriptions 
adrResults".[thisName] = adrResults".[thisName] + thisValEntry + 
" "; «add trailing space 
continue}; 
for j = 1 to string.countfields(thisValEntry,",") { «maybe they 
included comma-delimited info in one tag 
thisVal = string.nthfield(thisValEntry,j); 
for icky in {"\r","\t","\n"} { «strip returns, tabs and linefeeds 
thisVal = string.replaceAll(thisVal,icky,"")}; 
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thisVal = string.popLeading(thisVal, ' '); «kill leading spaces 
thisVal = string.poptrailing(thisVal, ' '); «kill trailing spaces 
if not (adrResults".[thisName] contains thisVal) { «only add it 
if it's not there already 
adrResults".[thisName][0] = thisVal}}}; 
if defined^adrResults".description) { «clean up description 
adrResults".description = 
string.poptrailing(adrResults".description,' ')}; «kill the trailing space 
we added earlier 
if flDebug { «add to log "Got "+sizeOf(adrResults") +" metas." 
local (logName = "opilioTools.getMetas"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".adrHead = adrHead; 
adrltem".adrResults = adrResults; 
adrltem".whatWeWereDoing = "Got "tsizeOf(adrResults") +" metas."}; 
return (sizeOf(adrResults")); 
} 
Listing A.67. getPagelnfoEntry 
on getPagelnfoEntry (url,entry) { 
«12/10/99; 2:29:34 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«Get the property of a page from its pagelnfo table in Index. 
«Else, return the empty string. 
local { 
indexPath = mainresponder.search.utilities.getlndexPath(); 
adrPagelnfo = @[indexPath].pagelnfo; 
res = " " } ; 
if defined(adrPageInfo".[url].[entry]) { 
res = opilioTools.listToString(adrPagelnfo".[entry])}; 
return(res)} 
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Listing A.68. getPortfolioEntryURL 
on getPortfolioEntryURL (p,adr,isDirectory) { 
«11/30/99; 9:32:29 AM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«Given a portfolio name and an address of a page defined within the 
portfolio, return the URL of that page. 
«You must tell this script whether the object for which you are 
generating a URL is a directory or a page. 
«If it's a directory, we return it with a trailing slash. 
local { 
targroot = opilioTools.getRootPath(p); 
pa - string.parseaddress(adr)}; 





for i = sizeOf(pa) downto 5 { 
url = pa[i] + "/" + url}; 
url = pa[3] + url; 
if !isdirectory { 
url = string.delete(url,string.length(url),1)}; 
return(url)} 
Listing A.69. getRootPath 
on getRootPath (rootName,relpath="ops/" ) { 
if not (string.nthfield(rootName,".",string.countfields(rootname,". 
== "root") { 
rootName = rootName + ".root"}; 
return (frontier.getSubFolder (relpath+"opiliodata/") + rootName)} 
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Listing A.70. indexCat 
on indexCat (catName) { 
«11/30/99; 3:56:11 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«Index a category name so it can be searched. 
«We index it in catlndex.root. 
local { 
indexName = "catlndex.root"}; 
mainResponder.search.utilities.assurelndex (indexName); 
«Now we're sure catlndex.root exists and is open. 
local { 
bodytext = string.replaceall(catName"); « Foo:Bar:All becomes 
Foo Bar All 
path = opilioTools.encodeCat(catName); 
searchdns = opilioPrefs.dns.search}; 
if not (searchdns endswith "/") { 
searchdns = searchdns + "/"}; 
local { 
url = "http://" + searchdns + "?" + path; 
siteName = ""; 
siteURL = ""; 
flShowText= false}; 
«mainresponder.search.server.buildPagelnfo (bodyText, title, url, 
lastModDate, siteName, siteUrl, fIShowText, indexName) 
local (i, j, numFields); 
local (indexPath = mainResponder.search.utilities.getlndexPath 
(indexName)); 
local (adrlndex = @[indexPath].index); 
local(pagetext = bodytext); 
«This code is from mainResponder.search.server.indexOnePage, Frontier 
6.1, 11/30/1999 
numFields = string.countFields (pageText, ' '); //count potential 
words 
for i = 1 to numFields { //loop through every potential word 
local (oneWord = string.nthField (pageText, ' ', i)); 
«if oneWord beginsWith '#' 
«continue //it's a directive 
oneWord = string.dropNonAlphas (oneWord); 
oneWord = string.lower (oneWord); 
oneWord = string.popTrailing (oneWord, 's'); //pop off trailing s's 
oneWord = string.trimWhiteSpace (oneWord); 
if oneWord == "" { 
continue}; 
«PBS 8/20/99 : commented this out — we now index all words that are 
not in the stop words table. 
«if sizeOf (oneWord) < 3 //we don't index very short words, except 
for "op" and "wp" 
« if oneWord != "op" and oneWord != "wp" and oneWord != "ii" 
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«continue 
« if not (searchEngine.checkStopWords (oneWord, adrStopWords)) 
//check if this is on the list of words not to index 
«continue //don't index 
sys.systemTask (); 
«doMessage (oneWord) 
local (firstLetter = string.mid (oneWord, 1, 1)); 
«PBS 8/20/99: a word can start with a number. At this point we have 
letters and numbers only, so this check can be eliminated. 
«if char (firstLetter) < 'a' or char (firstLetter) > 'z' 
«continue 
local (adrLetter = @adrlndex".[firstLetter]); //address of this 
letter's table in the index 
if not defined (adrLetter") { 
new (tableType, adrLetter)>; 
local (adrWord = @adrLetter".[oneWord]); //address of this word in 
the index 
if not defined (adrWord") { 
new (tableType, adrWord)}; 
local (adrPageCount = @adrWord".[url]); //address of the count for 
this page in this word 
if defined (adrPageCount") { 
adrPageCount" = adrPageCount" + 1} //this is a frequency count 
(plus the relevancy ranking, see below) 
else { 
adrPageCount" = 1}; //first occurence of this word in the page 
«bundle //do relevancy ranking 
«if lowerAdr contains oneWord //if the address of the page 
contains the word, add 100 
«if adrPageCount" < 100 
«adrPageCount" = adrPageCount" + 100 
«if string.lower (pageName) contains oneWord //if the name of the 
page contains the word, add 500 
«if adrPageCount" < 500 
«adrPageCount" = adrPageCount" + 500 
« if lowerParent == oneWord //if the name of the parent table 
equals the word and this is the default page, add 1000 
« if pageName contains "default" or pageName contains "index" 
«if adrPageCount" < 1000 
«adrPageCount" = adrPageCount" + 1000 
« if lowerTitle contains oneWord //if the title of the page 
contains the word, add 20 00 
« if adrPageCount" < 2000 
«adrPageCount" = adrPageCount" + 2000 
«We need to come up with a scheme for doing this w/ categories. 
Perhaps more discreet categories rank higher? 
sys.systemTask (); 
}}«doMessage ("Indexing: " + url + ": " + oneWord) 
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Listing A.71. init 
on init ( ) { 
«2/16/2000; 4:16:36 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«2/25/00; 2:19:20 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«localize rpcHandler pointer 
«4/25/00; 8:36:21 AM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«no default password 
«4/26/00; 11:57:31 AM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«handle ports other than 80 
«4/27/00; 11:36:01 AM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«do domain name mapping right here in the init script; handle 
/opilio/ addition if no domain mapping 
« 
«license info 
if not dialog.confirm("This software is copyrighted by Iowa State 
University. You may not redistribute this beta. Agree?") { 
msg("User not licensed."); 
return(false)}; 
«make sure dependencies are there 
if ! defined(system.extensions.tagExtractionKit) { 
if not dialog.confirm("Please install the Tag Extraction Kit first. 
Go to website now?") { 
msg("Opilio installation cancelled."); 
return(false)} 
else { 




msg("Opilio installation cancelled."); 
return(true)}>; 
«get user info 
local { 
useremail = user.prefs.mailaddress; 
usermachine; 
username = user.prefs.name; 
passwd}; 
try { 
usermachine = tcp.dns.getMyDomainName(); 
}; 
local(port); 
port = user.inetd.config.http.port; 
local(userport= " " ) ; 
if port != 80 { 
userport = ":"+port>; 
if not dialog.ask("Your name :",@username) { 
msg("Opilio installation cancelled."); 
return(false)}; 
if not dialog.ask("Your e-mail address@useremail) { 
msg("Opilio installation cancelled."); 
return(false)}; 
if not dialog.ask("Password for your Opi site:",@passwd) { 
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msg("Opilio installation cancelled."); 
return(false)}; 
«Domain name options 
local(interimpath=""); 
if not dialog.yesno("Will you be mapping a domain name onto this 
site?") { 
interimpath="/opilio"; 
if not dialog.ask("OK, this existing domain name or IP is the one to 
use as a base for this site:",^usermachine) { 
msg("Opilio installation cancelled."); 
return(false)>; 
«Set initial DNS 
opilioPrefs.dns.admin = usermachine + userport + interimpath + 
"/admin/"; 
opilioPrefs.dns.search - usermachine + userport + interimpath + 
"/search/"} 
else { 
«user wants to map a domain 
local(adrwebsite = SopilioManilaWebsite); 
local(mapto); 
if dialog.ask("Domain name to map to @opilioManilaWebsite?",@mapto) 
{ 
local(adrconfig = Sconfig.mainresponder.domains.[mapto]); 
if defined (adrconfig") { 
if not dialog.confirm ("There's already a defined domain with 
the name \"" + mapto + "\", replace it?") { 
dialog.notify("You will have to set domain mapping 
manually.")> 
else { 
adrconfig" = adrwebsite}} 
else { 
adrconfig" = adrwebsite}} 
else { 
msg("Opilio installation cancelled."); 
return(false)}}; 
«migrate the manila stuff to this machine and this user 






for adr in SopilioManilaWebsite.["#urls"] { 
adr" = 
string.replace(adr","localhost",usermachine+userport+interimpath)}; 
local(i,j = sizeOf(opilioManilaWebsite.["#discussionGroup"].messages)); 













opilioManilaWebsite.["#newsSite"].bulletins.senderEmail = useremail; 
nm(©opilioManilaWebsite.["#newsSite"].cowSkullImage); 
opilioManilaWebsite.["#newsSite"].emailConfirmationSender = useremail; 
opilioManilaWebsite.["#newsSite"].notifyList = useremail; 




itor= useremail + " (" + username + ")"; 
opilioManilaWebsite.["#newsSite"].rsslnfo.userLandExtensions.webmaster= 
useremail + " (" + username + ")"; 
nm(©opilioManilaWebsite.["#newsSite"].search.siteUrl); 
opilioManilaWebsite.["#newsSite"].sysopMail = list(useremail); 
«opilioManilaWebsite.opisearch.["#prefs"].spaceGif = 
"http://www.scripting.com/frontiers/images/space.gif" 
«set up initial user. Modified from 
manilaSuite.newSite.createMembershipGroup 
local(adrGroup = ©opilioManilaWebsite.["#membershipGroup"]); 
adrGroup".cookieName = "opilioManilaWebsite"; 
adrGroup".mailReturnAddress = useremail; 
bundle { //create the sysop as a user 
local (adrMember); 
adrMember = ©adrGroup".users.[useremail]; 
new (tableType, adrMember); 
adrMember".password = passwd; 
adrMember".hitcount = 0; 
adrMember".lastvisit = clock.now(); 
adrMember".opigroupinfo = {"superusers"}; «give this user power 
new (tableType, ©adrMember".personallnfo); 
adrMember".personallnfo.name = username; 
new (tableType, ©adrMember".newsRoom); 
table.copyContents(©opilioPrefs.objectsToInstall.newsRoom,©adrMember".n 
ewsRoom); 
new (tableType, ©adrMember".discussionGroupInfo); 
table.copyContents(©opilioPrefs.objectsToInstall.discussionGroupInfo,©a 
drMember".discussionGroupInfo); 
} ;  
«create databases 
on createDBlfNecessary(dbname,relpath="ops/") { 
on addToUserDB(dbname,f) { 
local(userTableName = dbname + ".root"); 
try { 
if ! defined(user.databases.[userTableName]) { 
new(tabletype,©user.databases.[userTableName])}; 
if ! defined(user.databases.[userTableName],f) { 
user.databases.[userTableName].f = f}; 
user.databases.[userTableName].f = f; 
user.databases.[userTableName].openOnStartup = true; 
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user.databases.[userTableName].runStartupScript = false ; 
user.databases.[userTableName].supportslndexing = false; 
user.databases.[userTableName].supportsSubscribe = false; 
return(true)} 
else { 
scripterror("Initialization failed while creating 
user.database entries: "+tryerror)}}; 
try { 
local(indexpath =frontier.getSubFolder (relpath) + 
dbNamet".root"); 
if defined ([indexPath]) { //is root already open? 
return (indexPath)>; 
if file.exists (indexPath) { //does root exist? 








scripterror("Initialization failed while creating databases: 
"+tryerror)}}; 
local(indexPath); 
indexPath = createDBIfNecessary("categorylndex"); 
if ! defined([indexpath].categorylndex) { 
new(tabletype,@[indexpath].categorylndex)}; 
indexPath = createDBIfNecessary("categoryQ"); 
if ! defined([indexpath].categoryQ) { 
new(tabletype,@[indexpath].categoryQ)}; 
if ! defined([indexpath].categoryQ.toApprove) { 
new(tabletype,@[indexpath].categoryQ.toApprove)}; 
if !defined([indexpath].categoryQ.toNotify) { 
new( tabletype,@[indexpath].categoryQ.toNotify)}; 
if ! defined([indexpath].categoryQ.toNotify.approvedCategories) { 
new(tabletype,@[indexpath].categoryQ.toNotify.approvedCategories)}; 
if ! defined([indexpath].categoryQ.toNotify.rejectedCategories) { 
new(tabletype,@[indexpath].categoryQ.toNotify.rejectedCategories)}; 
if ! defined([indexpath].categoryQ.toNotify.redirectedCategories) { 
new(tabletype,@[indexpath].categoryQ.toNotify.redirectedCategories)}; 
indexPath = createDBIfNecessary("categoryEq"); 
if ! defined([indexpath].categoryEq) { 
new(tabletype,@[indexpath].categoryEq)}; 
indexPath = createDBIfNecessary("portfolioPrefs"); 
if ! defined([indexpath].portfolioPrefs) { 
new(tabletype,@[indexpath].portfolioPrefs)} ; 




«modify user.betty.rpcHandlers if this computer will be accepting RFC 
requests from crawlers 
if ! defined(user.betty.rpcHandlers.opilio) { 
user.betty.rpcHandlers.opilio = êopilioPrefs.rpcHandlers}; 
«Make entries in config.root so the Control Panel sees our add-ins 
table.surepath("config.mainresponder.controlPanel.wizards.stuff"); 
local(wizname); 
for adr in êopilioPrefs.wizards { 
wizname = namedf(adrA); 
config.mainresponder.controlPanel.wizards.[wizname] = adr}; 





fileMenu.save (); //save Frontier.root 
fileMenu.savemyroot(SopilioManilaWebSite); //save opilio.root 
fileMenu.savemyroot(@config.manila); //save config.root 
if not dialog.confirm("Opilio initialization complete. Start Opi?") { 




port = user.inetd.config.http.port; 
if port - 80 { 
webBrowser.openUrl ("http://" + usermachine + interimpath + 
"/opiadmin/")} 
else { 
webBrowser.openUrl ("http://" + usermachine + + port + 
interimpath + "/opiadmin/")}; 
webBrowser.bringToFront ()}} 
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Listing A . 1 2 .  listToString 
on listToString (theList) { 
«10/14/99; 3:21:29 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«Given a list, returns a nicely formatted string. 
«We will lose any nesting of lists. 
local { 
s } ;  
on concatStringOrList(chunk) { 
local(thing); 
for thing in chunk { 
case typeOf(thing) { 
'TEXT' { 




scripterror("opilioTools.listToString: not a string or a list: 
"+theList)}>}; 
s = concatStringOrList(theList); 
s = string.poptrailing(s,' '); 




Listing A.73. mergeCats 
on mergeCats (catName1,catName2) { 
«3/30/00 ; 2:15:25 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«Purpose: merge two categories together. catNamel will be destroyed and 
all its contents put into catName2. 
«Can also be used to rename a category (if catName2 doesn't exist) 
«Parameters : 
«catNamel «the source category 
«catName2 «the target category 
«make sure catName2 exists 
opilioTools.addCategory(catName2); 
local(catadrOrig = opilioTools.getCatAdr(catNamel)); 
local(temptable); 
new(tabletype,@temptable); «create a temporary table to copy source 
table to 
local(catadrl = @temptable); «catadrl now points to our temporary table 
table.copy(ScatadrOrig",@catadr1"); «copy the source table into our 
temporary table 
local(catadr2 = opilioTools.getCatAdr(catName2)); 
on findit(tableadr,sourceCat,targetCat) { «update pointers in 
categoryEq.root 
local(adr); 
for adr in @tableadr" { 
if adr == tableadr { 
continue}; 
if typeOf(adr") == tabletype { 
findit(adr,sourceCat,targetCat)}; 
if adr" == catNamel { «if this is a redirect to the category 
we're moving 
adr" = catName2}}}; «then point it to the new category 
on walkit(tableadr) { 
on buildNewAddress(adr) { «given the current address in catAdrl, 
built equivalent address in catAdr2 
local { 
pacl = string.parseAddress(catAdrl); «parse catAdrl into a 
list 
pa = string.parseAddress(adr); «parse current adr into a list 
part; 
newendadr} ; 
if sizeOf(pa) < sizeOf(pacl) { «this should never happen 
bundle { «add to log "Current address is shorter than base 
address" 
local (logName = "opilioTools.fatal"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".adr = adr; 
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adrltem".catName2 = catNamel; 
adrltem".catName2 = catName2; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "opilioTools.mergeCats: current 
address is longer than base address"}; 
return(opilioTools.errorFormat("opilioTools.mergeCats: current 
address is longer than base address"))}; 
local(i); 
for i = (sizeOf(pacl) + 1) to sizeOf(pa) { 
newendadr = newendadr + ".[\" + pa[i] + "\"]"}; «build end of 
address 
local(targadr = catAdr2 + newendadr); «stick the two parts 
together 
return(targadr)}; 
on moveTable(adr) { «take care of indexing, redirection, creation of 
moved table 
«dialog.notify("mergeCats: moving table "+adr) 
local(sourceCat = opilioTools.getCat(adr)); 
opilioTools.deindexCat(sourceCat); «deindex this category since 
we'll be deleting it 
local(targadr); 
targadr = buildNewAddress(adr); 
table.surePath(targadr+".dummy"); «needs to actually exist before 
we call getCat 
local(newCat); 
newCat = opilioTools.getCat(targadr); «get the new category name 
opilioTools.indexCat(newCat); «index the new category name 
******** recode this to use redirectlist 
findit(@categoryEq,sourceCat,newCat); «update categoryEq redirect 
entries for this category 
«Update aliases that point to this category 
if defined(adr".aliaslist) { 
local(aliasList = adr".aliaslist,theAlias); 
for theAlias in aliasList { 
local(aliasAdr = opilioTools.getCatAdr(theAlias)); 
table.surepath(aliasAdr); 
aliasAdr" = address(targadr)}}; 
«The script we're calling wants to lock the categoryEq.root and 
categorylndex.root semaphore 
«The semaphore will timeout if we don't unlock it first 
«This should be safe; we don't care if another redirect thread 
gets in front of us. 
local(s - "categoryEq.root"); 
local(t = "categorylndex.root"); 
semaphores.unlock(s); 
semaphores.unlock(t); 
opilioTools.redirectCategory(sourceCat,newCat); «redirect this 






bundle { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilio.fatal"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".cat = cat ; 
adrltem".url = url; 
adrltem".whatWeWereDoing = "opilioTools.mergeCats: locking 
semaphores within walkit"; 
adrltem".whatWentWrong = tryerror}; 
return)false)}; 
return("")}; 




for adr in @tableadr" { «walk the table of origin 
«dialog.notify(adr) 
case typeOf(adr") { 
tabletype { 
moveTable(adr); «create the table in the new location; take 
care of indexing and redirection 
walkit(adr)}; « dive in 
listtype { «do nothing; we move the aliaslist and redirectlist 
in other code 
>> 
else { «we're pointing at a nontable object; create the object in 
the new table 
local(targadr = buildNewAddress(adr)); 
table.surepath(targadr); «make sure parents are there 
new(typeOf(adr"),@targadr"); «create the blank object, blowing 
away anything that's there 




local(s = "categorylndex.root"); 
local(t = "categoryEq.root"); 
try { « lock semaphores 
semaphores.lock(s,60*5); «five seconds 
semaphores.lock(t,60*5)> «five seconds 
else { 
bundle { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilio.fatal"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".cat = cat; 
adrltem".url = url; 
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adrltem".whatWeWereDoing = "opilioTools.mergeCats: locking 
semaphore to add category info"; 





if walkitresult == "" { «call the loop; if successful update 
categoryEq and catlndex, too 
t( ********** need to redo aliases that point to this category! 
local(deleteresult = delete(@catadrOrig")); «delete the original 
category (we have a copy in temptable) 
findit(@categoryEq,catNamel,catName2); «update redirects 
fileMenu.saveMyRoot(@categoryEq); 
opilioTools.deindexCat(catNamel); « remove category from category 
index 
opilioTools.indexCat(catName2); «add new category to category 




bundle { «add to log "Successfully merged" 
local (logName = "opilioTools.mergeCats"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".deleteResult = deleteresult; 
adrltem".catNamel = catNamel; 
adrltem".catAdrl = catAdrl; 
adrltem".catName2 = catName2 ; 





bundle { «add to log "Walkitresult was not empty" 
local (logName = "opilioTools.mergeCats"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)) ; 
adrltem".catNamel = catNamel; 
adrltem".catName2 = catName2; 





bundle { «add to log "Problems merging and reassigning: "ttryerror 
local (logName = "opilioTools.mergeCats"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
if defined(adr) { 
adrltem".adr = adr}; 
adrltem".catNamel = catNamel; 
adrltem".catName2 = catName2; 






Listing A.74. metaBrowsePage 
on metaBrowsePage (url,flDebug = true) { 
«2/29/00 ; 10:28:50 AM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«This script gets called from opilio.search.server.indexOnePage() 
during the process of adding a page to the search engine. 
«Purpose: add categories to the database for browsable meta tags, 
defined in opilioPrefs.browsableMetas. 
if flDebug { 
bundle { «add to log "Beginning." 
local (logName = "opilioTools.metaBrowsePage"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".url = url; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "Beginning."}}; 





local (indexPath = mainResponder.search.utilities.getlndexPath 
(indexName)); 
local (adrPagelnfo = @[indexPath].pageinfo.[url]); 
for meta in @opilioPrefs.browsableMetas { 
if defined(adrPagelnfo".[meta"]) { « if an entry for the meta name 
this meta is mapped to exists in the pageinfo table for this url 
local(callbackResult=true) ; 
if defined(opilioTools.callbacks.metaBrowsePage) { « if user has a 
callback, run their routine 
local(paramTable); 
new(tableType,@paramTable); 
paramTable.url = url; 
paramTable.meta = meta"; 
if typeof(opilioTools.callbacks.metaBrowsePage) == scriptType 
{ 
callbackResult = callScript 
(@opilioTools.callbacks.metaBrowsePage, {}, SparamTable)}}; //scriptError 
to kill request 
if callBackResult { «run ours unless the callback has returned 
false 
local(metacat = string.upper(meta"[1]) + 
string.mid(meta",2,string.length(meta"))); « state becomes State 
local(pinfometa = adrPagelnfo".[meta"]); 
if (typeOf(pinfometa) != listType) and (typeOf(pinfometa) != 
stringType) { «we can't handle it 
continue}; 
if typeOf(pinfometa) == stringType { 
pinfometa = opilioTools.stringtolist(pinfometa)}; 
local(entry); 
for entry in pinfometa { «loop through list of meta values 
local(fullCat = metacat + ":" + entry); 
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local(adrFullCat = opilioTools.getCatAdr(fullCat)); « get 
address for category State:IA 
if ! defined(adrFullCat") { 
opilioTools.addCategory(fullCat); 
if flDebug { 
bundle { «Created category fullCat 
local (logName = "opilioTools.metaBrowsePage"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".pinfometa = pinfometa; 
adrltem".url = url; 
adrltem".fullCat = fullCat; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "Created category 
"+fullCat}}}; 
opilioTools.assignToCat(adrFullCat,url); 
if flDebug { 
bundle { «add to log "Added url to "+fullCat 
local (logName = "opilioTools.metaBrowsePage"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".pinfometa = pinfometa; 
adrltem".url = url; 
adrltem".fullCat = fullCat; 




Listing A.75. msgFormat 
on msgFormat (s) { 
return("<FONT COLOR=\"blue\">"+ s +"</FONT>")} 
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Listing A.76. nomad 
on nomad(item, adrObject, adrResult, subTable=" ", 
adrLimit="",flDebug=false) { 
«getltemAddress (item, adrObject, adrResult, subTable="", adrLimit="") 
«The nomad script :-) 
«based on code by Dave Winer and Brent Simmons 
«Sat, Apr 4, 1998 at 10:40:13 PM by Phil Suh 
«11/19/99; 9:16:17 AM modified by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«This is the famous nomad routine, abstracted out so that 
«you can use it to find anything in a website table (or 
«elsewhere!) 
« item is a string, the name of the item you are looking for e.g. 
#metakeywords 
«adrObject is an address, of where the search begins 
«adrResult is an address, of where to put the answer 
«subTable allows you to search subtables as well 
«i.e., the #images subtable, #glossary 
«the #prefs subtable is automatically searched 
«—you don't need to specify it in the subTable param 
«adrLimit is the limit of the search. 
«The upper most level of the search 
«defaults to the @root 
«is usually the top of the adrSiteRootTable 
«but can be whatever you set it to. 
if flDebug { «add to log "Beginning nomad." 
local (logName = "opilioTools.nomad"); 
local (adrrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)) ; 
adrrltem".adrObject = string.popfilefromaddress(adrObject); 
adrrltem".adrrResult = adrResult; 
adrrltem".adrLimit = adrLimit; 
adrrltem".whatHappened = "Beginning nomad."}; 
local (nomad, adrltem = ""); 
nomad = adrObject; 
if adrLimit == " " { 
adrLimit = table.getRootAddress(adrObject)} 
else { 
if defined(adrLimit) { 
adrLimit = address(adrLimit)} 
else { 
bundle { «add to log "opilioTools.nomad: adrLimit I was given is 
undefined" 
local (logName = "opilio.fatal"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrrltem".adrObject = string.popfilefromaddress(adrObject); 
adrrltem".adrrResult = string.popfilefromaddress(adrResult); 
adrltem".adrLimit = adrLimit; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "opilioTools.nomad: adrLimit I was 
given is undefined"}}}; 
local(firsttime = true,ctSanity=0); 
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loop { 
bundle { «sanity check 
ctSanity = ctSanity + 1; 
if ctSanity > 5000 { 
bundle { «add to log "opilioTools.nomad : Sanity check failed 
after 5000 loops." 
local (logName = "opilio.fatal"); 
local (adrrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrrltem".adrObject = string.popfilefromaddress(adrObject); 
adrrltem".adrrResult = 
string.popfilefromaddress(adrResult); 
adrrltem".adrLimit = adrLimit; 
adrrltem".whatHappened = "opilioTools.nomad : Sanity check 
failed after 5000 loops."}; 
return(false)}}; 
«msg(ctSanity) 
if (nomad == adrLimit) and !firsttime { «we've bubbled all the way 
to the top 
if flDebug { «add to log "Bubbled to top. Exiting." 
local (logName = "opilioTools.nomad"); 
local (adrrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrrltem".adrObject = string.popfilefromaddress(adrObject); 
adrrltem".adrrResult = string.popfilefromaddress(adrResult); 
adrrltem".adrLimit = adrLimit; 
adrrltem".whatHappened = "Bubbled to top. Exiting."}; 
return(false)}; 
if firsttime { «if it's the first time, start at adrObject 
firsttime = false} 
else { «go up one level 
nomad = parentOf (nomad")}; 
if subTable == "" { // find the item 
if defined (nomad".[item]) { 
adrltem = @nomad".[item]; 
break}} 
else { // dive into subtable to find item 
if defined (nomad".[subTable]) { 
adrltem = @nomad".[subtable].[item]; 
if defined (adrltem") { 
break} 
else { 
adrltem = ""}}}}; 
«msg("Completed nomad") 
if adrltem == "" { 
if flDebug { «add to log "No adrltem in adrObject." 
local (logName = "opilio.fatal"); 
local (adrrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrrltem".adrObject = string.popfilefromaddress(adrObject); 
adrrltem".adrrResult = string.popfilefromaddress(adrResult); 
adrrltem".adrLimit = adrLimit; 
adrrltem".adrltem = string.popfilefromaddress(adrltem); 




adrResult" = adrltem; 
if flDebug { «add to log "Finishing nomad." 
local (logName = "opilioTools.nomad"); 
local (adrrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRol1 : true)); 
adrrltem".adrObject = adrObject; 
adrrltem".adrResult = adrResult; 
adrrltem".adrLimit = adrLimit; 
adrrltem".adrltem = adrltem; 
adrrltem".whatHappened = "Finishing nomad."}; 
return (true)}} 
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Listing A.77. overlaymetas 
on overlayMetas (adrPagelnfoTable,p,flDebug=false) { 
«11/9/99; 11:34:22 AM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«Assumption: crawler page table is already created and populated. 
«Assumption: metas table in pageinfo table has no duplicates. 










adrMeta; «address of meta found in portfolio 
metaList = {}}; 
for thisSupportedMeta in êopilioPrefs.supportedMetas { «combine renamed 
metas 
«For example, classification and nipmnsubject are the same because 
they're mapped that way in opilioPrefs.supportedMetas 
if !(metaList contains thisSupportedMeta") { 
metaList[0] = thisSupportedMeta"}}; 
if flDebug { «add to log "Built list of supported metas" 
local (logName = "opilioTools.overlayMetas"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".adrPagelnfoTable = adrPagelnfoTable; 
adrltem".url = adrPagelnfoTable".url; 
adrltem".adrPage = adrPage; 
adrltem".p = p; 
adrltem".metaList = metaList; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "Built list of supported metas"}; 
for thisSupportedMeta in metaList { 
thisMeta = "#meta" + thisSupportedMeta; «eg thisMeta now equals 
#metakeywords 
if flDebug { «add to log "Beginning for loop" 
local (logName = "opilioTools.overlayMetas"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".adrPagelnfoTable = adrPagelnfoTable; 
adrltem".url = adrPagelnfoTable".url; 
adrltem".p = p; 
adrltem".metaList = metaList; 
adrltem".thisMeta - thisMeta; 
adrltem".thisSupportedMeta = thisSupportedMeta; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "Beginning for loop"}; 





local(adrParent = parentOf(adrMeta")); «adrParent is the address 
of the table containing thismeta (eg. #metakeywords) 
if flDebug { «add to log "This meta is defined in the portfolio." 
local (logName = "opilioTools.overlayMetas"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".adrPagelnfoTable = adrPagelnfoTable; 
adrltem".p = p; 
adrltem".thisSupportedMeta= thisSupportedMeta; 
adrltem".thisMeta = thisMeta; 
adrltem".adrParent = adrParent; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "This meta is defined in the 
portfolio."}; 
if defined(adrParent".[thisMeta + "h"]) { « if this meta is 
hierarchical (that is, if #metaKeywordsh exists) 
if adrParent".[thisMeta + "h"] == true { 
adrPagelnfoTable".metas.[thisSupportedMeta] 
=adrParent".[thisMeta]; «override pagetable meta by assigning the meta 
entry in the portfolio to the variable containing the meta we got from the 
page. 
if flDebug { «add to log "Overrode meta with hierarchical 
meta. " 
local (logName = "opilioTools.overlayMetas"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".adrPagelnfoTable = adrPagelnfoTable; 
adrltem".p = p; 
adrltem".thisSupportedMeta= thisSupportedMeta; 
adrltem".thisMeta = thisMeta; 
adrltem".adrParent = adrParent; 
adrltem".adrTarg = 
adrPagelnfoTable".metas.[thisSupportedMeta]; 
adrltem".value = adrParent".[thisMeta]; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "Overrode meta with hierarchical 
meta."}} 
else { 
if flDebug { «add to log "Meta is not hierarchical." 
local (logName = "opilioTools.overlayMetas"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)) ; 
adrltem".adrPagelnfoTable = adrPagelnfoTable; 
adrltem".p = p; 
adrltem".thisSupportedMeta= thisSupportedMeta; 
adrltem".thisMeta = thisMeta; 
adrltem".adrParent = adrParent; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "Meta is not hierarchical."}}}; 
if string.parseaddress(adrPage) == string.parseaddress(adrParent) 
{ «within the portfolilo, this meta is defined at the same level as the 
page and thus applies specifically to this page 
adrPagelnfoTable".metas.[thisSupportedMeta] 
=adrParent".[thisMeta]; 
if flDebug { «add to log "Overrode meta with page-level meta." 
local (logName = "opilioTools.overlayMetas"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".adrPagelnfoTable = adrPagelnfoTable; 
adrltem".p = p; 
adrltem".thisSupportedMeta= thisSupportedMeta; 
adrltem".thisMeta = thisMeta; 
adrltem".adrParent = adrParent; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "Overrode meta with page-level 
meta."}} 
else { 
if flDebug { «add to log "Could not find page-level meta." 
local (logName = "opilioTools.overlayMetas"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".adrPagelnfoTable = adrPagelnfoTable; 
adrltem".p = p; 
adrltem".thisBupportedMeta= thisSupportedMeta; 
adrltem".thisMeta = thisMeta; 
adrltem".adrParent = adrParent; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "Could not find page-level 
meta."}}} 
else { 
if flDebug { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioTools.overlayMetas"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true) ) ; 
adrltem".adrPagelnfoTable = adrPagelnfoTable; 
adrltem".p = p; 
adrltem".thisSupportedMeta^ thisSupportedMeta; 
adrltem".thisMeta = thisMeta; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "This meta is not defined in portfol 
at any level."}}}; 
if flDebug { «add to log "Finished overlayMetas." 
local (logName = "opilioTools.overlayMetas"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true) ) ; 
adrltem".adrPagelnfoTable = adrPagelnfoTable; 
adrltem".p = p; 
adrltem".thisSupportedMeta^ thisSupportedMeta; 
adrltem".thisMeta = thisMeta; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "Finished overlayMetas."}; 
return(true)} 
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Listing A.78. redirectCategory 
on redirectCategory (cat,catToUse,useToNotify=true) { 




«among other places 
«Purpose: add an entry in categoryEq.root so that whenever the 
category meta tag of a page being crawled is cat, use catToUse instead. 
«Example : 
«Some page has the entry 
«<META NAME="category" VALUE="Flavors : Chocolat"> 
«You know darn well that Chocolate is missing the terminal e in this 
case. So you redirect Flavors : Chocolat to Flavors : Chocolate. Now you don't 
have a bogus entry in the directory, and everyone is happy. This is 
assuming the page containing the meta tag is on a server you don't 
control; otherwise it's obviously better to fix the misspelled meta tag. 
local { 
catAddr = opilioTools.getCatAdr(cat,"categoryEq")}; 
try { «lock semaphore 
semaphores.lock("categoryEq.root",60*5)> «five seconds 
else { 
bundle { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioTools.redirectCategory"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRol1 : true)); 
adrltem".cat = cat; 
adrltem".catToUse = catToUse; 
adrltem".whatWeWereDoing = "locking semaphore to add redirect 
category"; 
adrltem".whatWentWrong = tryerror}; 
return(opilioTools.errorFormat(tryerror))}; 
try { 
table.surepath(catAddr + ".dummy"); «make sure path exists 
catAddr".redirectTo = catToUse; «set Flavors.Chocolat to value 
Flavors.Chocolate 
«Update redirectlist in categorylndex.root 
local(s = "categorylndex.root"); 
try { «lock semaphore 
semaphores.lock(s,60*5)} «five seconds 
else { 
bundle { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioTools.fatal"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".cat = cat; 
adrltem".catToUse = catToUse; 
adrltem".whatWeWereDoing = "opilioTools.redirectCategory: 
locking semaphore to add redirect list"; 
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adrltem".whatWentWrong = tryerror}; 
return(opilioTools.errorFormat(tryerror))}; 
try { 
local(targCat = opilioTools.getCatAdr(catToUse)); 
if ! defined(targCat".redirectlist) { 
new(listtype,@targCat".redirectlist)}; 
if not (targCat".redirectlist contains cat) { 




bundle { «add to log "adding redirect list" 
local (logName = "opilioTools.redirectCategory"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll:true)); 
adrltem".cat = cat; 
adrltem".catToUse = catToUse; 
adrltem".catAddr = catAddr; 
adrltem".targCat = targCat; 
adrltem".whatWeWereDoing = "adding redirect list"; 




bundle { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioTools.redirectCategory"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".cat = cat; 
adrltem".catToUse = catToUse; 
adrltem".catAddr = catAddr; 
adrltem".whatWeWereDoing = "adding redirect category"; 
adrltem".whatWentWrong = tryerror}; 
return(opilioTools.errorFormat(tryerror))}; 
if not useToNotify { «don't mess with the incoming category-to-be-
approved queue if we don't have to 
return("")}; 
«try «lock semaphore 
«semaphores.lock("categoryQ.root",60*5) «five seconds 
«else 
«bundle «add to log 
«local (logName = "opilioTools.redirectCategory") 
«local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)) 
« 
«adrltem".cat = cat 
«adrltem".catToUse = catToUse 
«adrltem".whatWeWereDoing = "locking semaphore to create 
redirectedCategory entry in categoryQ.root" 
«adrltem".whatWentWrong = tryerror 
«return(opilioTools.errorFormat(tryerror)) 
«try 
«create entries in toNotify table 
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« local(timemod) 
«timemod = timemodified(@categoryQ.toApprove.[cat]) 











«bundle «add to log "updating tonotify table" 
«local (logName = "opilioTools.redirectCategory") 
« local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)) 
«adrltem".cat = cat 
«adrltem".catToUse = catToUse 
«adrltem".catAddr = catAddr 
«adrltem".whatWeWereDoing = "updating tonotify table" 
«adrltem".whatWentWrong = tryerror 
« return(opilioTools.errorFormat(tryerror)) 
«try «add this url to the directory (categorylndex.root) 
«local(catAdr = opilioTools.getCatAdr(catToUse)) 
«if !defined(catAdr") «we're redirecting to a category that doesn't 




«bundle «add to log "adding url to categorylndex.root" 
«local (logName = "opilioTools.redirectCategory") 
«local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)) 
« 
«adrltem".cat = cat 
«adrltem".catToUse = catToUse 
«adrltem".catAddr = catAddr 
«adrltem".whatWeWereDoing = "adding url to categorylndex.root" 




«local(catAdr = opilioTools.getCatAdr(catToUse)) 
«for thiscatadr in gcategoryQ.toApprove.[cat] 




«bundle « add to log "assigning urls" 
«local (logName = "opilioTools.redirectCategory") 
«local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll:true)) 
<( 
«adrltem^.cat = cat 
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« adrltem".catToUse = catToUse 
«adrltem".catAddr = catAddr 
«adrltem".whatWeWereDoing = "assigning urls" 







«bundle «add to log "deleting from toApprove table" 
« local (logName = "opilioTools.redirectCategory") 
« local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)) 
«adrltem".cat = cat 
«adrltem".catToUse = catToUse 
«adrltem".catAddr = catAddr 
«adrltem".whatWeWereDoing = "deleting from toApprove table" 
«adrltem".whatWentWrong = tryerror 
«return(opilioTools.errorFormat(tryerror)) 
return(" " ) } 
Listing A.79. search.server.acceptPage 
on acceptPage (title, url, base64text, siteName, siteUrl, 
metaNameList={>,metaValueList={}, createdDate=nil, lastModDate=nil,p=nil 
{ 
«Store the page in the indexing queue. Formerly indexWMeta. Before 
that, it was mainresponder.rpcHandlers.search.index. 
«Params: 
«title — The title of the page. 
«url — The URL of the page. 
«base64text — The text of the page, baseô4-encoded. 
«siteName — The name of the site the page is in. 
«siteUrl — The URL of the home page of the site the page is in 
«metaNameListe — list of names of meta tags, base64-encoded 
added 5/31/99 by JV 
«metaValueListe — list of values of meta tags, baseô4-encoded 
- added 5/31/99 by JV 
«p — name of the portfolio from which this url was submitted -
added 11/5/99 by JV 
local (clientlp); 
msg ("Search Engine: Received " + url + " for indexing."); 
if defined (client) { 
clientlp = client}; 
if sizeOf(metaValueList) != sizeOf(metaNameList) { «something's gone 
horribly wrong 
bundle { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioTools.searchServeracceptPage"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".mnameList = metaNameList; 
adrltem".mvalList = metaValueList; 
adrltem".whatWeWereDoing = "Decoding base64"}; 
metaValueList = {}; 
metaNameList = {}}; 
«Store the page for later indexing. 
«metaNameList and metaValueList added 6/1/1999 by JV 
«p added 11/5/1999 by JV 
try { 
opilioTools.search.server.storePageForlndexing (title, url, 






«mainResponder.search.server.storePageForlndexing (title, url, 
base64.decode (base64text), siteName, siteUrl, clientlp, 
createdDate:createdDate, lastModDate:lastModDate) 
«why say createdDate:createdDate? 




Listing A.80. search.server.buildHtml 
on buildHtml (adrSearch, adrScreen, adrSearchRequest) { 
«This code is directly from mainresponder.search.server.buildHtml, 
Frontier 6.1 12/1/99 
«Opilio modifications : 
«Add a column for State if requested 
«Build the HTML results screen. 
«Changes : 
«8/20/99; 11:17:09 AM by PBS 
«If a #buildSearchResults script is defined, then call that 
script, allowing a scripter to over-ride the standard search engine 
results display. 
«9/10/99; 9:35:21 PM by PBS 
«The feedback URL gets a .wsf suffix appended if 
pta".wsfSuffixRequired is true. 
«Requested by Seth Dillingham on the Frontier-Server list, to 
facilitate running the search engine behind external servers. 
«9/11/99; 12:52:52 PM by PBS 
«When displaying the title and text of a search result, 
replace < with &lt; so any HTML in the title, for instance, doesn't add 
unwanted HTML to the search results page. 
local (pta); 
bundle { //PBS 8/20/99 : look for #buildSearchResults callback 
try { 
pta = html.getPageTableAddress ()}; 
if pta != nil { //this works only if we're running in the context of 
the website framework 
if defined (pta".responderAttributes.buildSearchResults) { 
local (adrCallback = 
@pta".responderAttributes.buildSearchResults); 
while typeOf (adrCallback") == addressType { //de-reference in 
a loop until it's no longer an address 
adrCallback = adrCallback"}; 
return (adrCallback" (adrSearch, adrScreen, 
adrSearchRequest))}}}; //call the callback script 
local (results); 
local (adrResults = @adrSearch".rawResults); 
on buildOneHitHtml (pagelD, ranking, adrSearch, adrScreen, 
adrSearchRequest) { 
local (adrPagelnfo); 
local (htmlText = ""); 
local (rankPercent); 
local (redirect = "feedback?url="); 
local (linkText, dateString); 
if pta != nil { //PBS 9/10/99: append .wsf suffix if needed. 
«This facilitates running the search engine behind an external 
server like WebTen, IIS, etc. 
«This code was contributed by Seth Dillingham, and edited 
slightly to remove a try statement. 
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if defined (pta".wsfSuffixRequired) and pta".wsfSuffixRequired { 
redirect = "feedback.wsf?url="}}; 
if not (adrSearchRequest".feedback) { 
redirect = ""}; 
adrPagelnfo = @[adrSearch".index].pagelnfo.[pagelD]; 
if not defined (adrPagelnfo") { //safety check, in case the indexed 
page doesn't have an info table 
return ("")}; 
if not defined (adrScreen".hitCounter) { 
adrScreen".hitCounter = 0}; 
adrScreen".hitCounter++; 
«htmlText = htmlText + "\r<table border=0 cellpadding=4 
cellspacing=0 width=90%>" 
if adrScreen".hitCounter % 2 == 1 { 
htmlText = htmlText + "\r<tr bgcolor=\"" + 
adrSearchRequest".altColor + "\">"} 
else { 
htmlText = htmlText + "\r<tr>"}; 
bundle { //determine rank percentage 
ranking = ranking - adrSearch".min; 
case true { 
ranking > 2 615 { 
ranking = 100}; 
ranking > 2609 { 
ranking = 99}; 
ranking > 2599 { 
ranking = ranking - 2600; 
ranking = 90 + ranking}; 
ranking > 2009 { 
ranking = 89}; 
ranking > 1999 { 
ranking = ranking - 2000; 
ranking = 80 + ranking}; 
ranking > 1209 { 
ranking = 79}; 
ranking > 1199 { 
ranking = ranking - 1200; 
ranking = 70 + ranking}; 
ranking > 1000 { 
ranking = ranking - 1000; 
ranking = 70 + ranking}; 
ranking > 609 { 
ranking = 69}; 
ranking > 599 { 
ranking = ranking - 600; 
ranking = 60 + ranking}; 
ranking > 500 and ranking < 1001 { 
ranking = 60}; 
ranking > 500 { 
ranking = ranking - 500; 
ranking = 50 + ranking}; 
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ranking > 109 { 
ranking = 49} ; 
ranking > 99 { 
ranking = ranking - 100; 
ranking = ranking + 40}; 
ranking < 100 { 
if ranking > 39 { 
ranking = 39}}}; 
rankPercent = ranking + "%"}; 
htmlText = htmlText + "\r<td valign=top align=left width=5%><font 
size=-2>" + rankPercent + "</font></td>\r<td valign=top align=right 
width=10%><font size=-2>" + string.nthField (adrPagelnfo".lastModDate, 
1) + "&nbsp;</font></td>"; 
if not defined (adrScreen".linkQuery) { 
adrScreen".linkQuery = string.replaceAll 
(adrSearchRequest".searchString, " ", "+"); 
adrScreen".linkQuery = string.replaceAll (adrScreen".linkQuery, 
" \ " ", "&quot;")}; 
if adrPagelnfo".showText { 
«linkText = string.replaceAll (adrPagelnfo".text, "&lt;") 
linkText = adrPagelnfo".text} 
else { 
local (pageTitle = string.replaceAll (adrPagelnfo".title, 
if redirect == "" { 
linkText = "<a href=\"" + adrPagelnfo".url + "\">" + pageTitle 
+ "</a>"} 
else { 
linkText = "<a href=\"" + redirect + adrPagelnfo".url + "&q=" 
+ adrScreen".linkQuery + "\">" + pageTitle + "</a>"}}; 
******* Opilio code supporting states *********** 
«12/1/99 ; 4:26:44 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«5% 
local(statetext="Snbsp;"); 
if defined(adrPagelnfo".state) { 
stateText = opilioTools.listtostring(adrPagelnfo".state)} ; 
if adrPagelnfo".siteName 1= "" and adrSearchRequest".fIShowSiteNames 
{ 
htmlText = htmlText + "\r<td valign=top align=left 
width=60%><font size=-l>" + linkText+ "</font></td>\r<td valign=top 
align=left width=5%><font size=-2>" + stateText + "</font></td>\r<td 
valign=top align=left width=20%xfont size=-2>" + "<a href=\" " + 
adrPagelnfo".siteUrl + "\">" + adrPagelnfo".siteName + "</a></font></td>"} 
else { 
htmlText = htmlText + "\r<td valign=top align=left 
width=65%><font size=-l>" + linkText+ "</font></td>\r<td valign=top 
align=left width=2 0%xfont size=-2>&nbsp;</fontx/td>\r<td valign=top 
align=right width=25%xfont size=-2>" + stateText + "</f ontx/td>"} ; 
******* end Opilio code supporting states ******* 
return (htmlText)}; // + "\r</tr></table>") 
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adrScreen".hitsThisPage = 0; 
adrScreen".top = (sizeOf (adrResults") + 1) - adrSearchRequest".start; 
adrScreen".bottom = (adrScreen".top + 1) -
adrSearchRequest".maxHitsPerPage; 
adrScreen".totalHits = nil; 
adrScreen".end = (adrSearchRequest".start + 
adrSearchRequest".maxHitsPerPage) - 1; 
adrScreen".totalHits = sizeOf (adrResults"); 
if adrScreen".end > adrScreen".totalHits { 
adrScreen".end = adrScreen".totalHits}; 
if adrScreen".bottom < 1 { 
adrScreen".bottom = 1}; 
for i = adrScreen".top downTo adrScreen".bottom { 
results = results + buildOneHitHtml (nameOf (adrResults" [i]), 
adrResults" [i], adrSearch, adrScreen, adrSearchRequest); 
adrScreen".hitsThisPage++; 
if adrScreen".hitsThisPage == adrScreen".totalHits { 
break}}; 
results = "\r<table border=\"0\" cellpadding=4 cellspacing=0 
width=90%>" + results; 
results = results + "\r</tr></table>"; 
return (results)} 
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Listing A.81. search.server.buildPagelnfo 
on buildPagelnfo (bodyText, title, url, lastModDate, siteName, siteUrl, 
fIShowText, indexName=nil, metaNameList={},metaValueList={},p=nil) { 
«Taken directly from mainresponder.search.server.buildPagelnfo 
«Frontier 6.1, 12/2/99 
«Opilio mods : 
«Added three parameters: metaNameList={},metaValueList={},p=nil 
«Create a table in Index.root with info about this page. 
local (adrPagelnfo - @[mainResponder.search.utilities.getlndexPath 
(indexName)].pageinfo.[url]); 
new (tableType, adrPagelnfo); 
«Set URL, title and last modified date. 
bundle { 
adrPagelnfo".url = string.nthField (url, "@, 1); 
adrPagelnfo".title = title; 
adrPagelnfo".lastModDate = lastModDate}; 
«Set the site name. 
«If the site name is Misc., then site name becomes the empty string, 
bundle { 
if string.lower (siteName) — "misc." { 
siteName = ""}; 
adrPagelnfo".siteName = siteName}; 
«Set the site URL. 
adrPagelnfo".siteUrl = siteUrl; 
«If fIShowText is true, then it's like Scripting News : the actual text 
is used, 
«rather than the title of the page. 
bundle { 
adrPagelnfo".showText = fIShowText; 
adrPagelnfo".text = 
if fIShowText { 
adrPagelnfo".text = bodyText}}; 
«The stored content is a stripped version of the content. 
adrPagelnfo".content = mainResponder.search.utilities.compactText 
(bodyText); 
«The compact title is a stripped version of the title. 
adrPagelnfo".compactTitle = mainResponder.search.utilities.compactText 
(title) ; 
u********** begin Opilio mods ************ 
«Meta tag information is added -JV 6/2/1999 
local(metaName,i=0); 
try { 
for metaName in metaNameList { 
i++; 
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if not defined(adrPagelnfo".[metaName]) { «we don't want to 
overwrite anything 
adrPagelnfo".[metaName] = metaValueList[i]}}} 
else { 
bundle { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilio.fatal"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".metaNameList = metaNameList; 
adrltem".metaValueList = metaValueList; 
adrltem".title = title; 
adrltem".url = url; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "Meta name and value lists have different 
sizes."}}; 
adrPagelnfo".p = p; 
fi ********** end Opilio mods ************ 
return (adrPagelnfo)> 
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Listing A.82. search.server.buildScreenLinks 
on buildScreenLinks (adrSearch, adrScreen, adrSearchRequest) { 
«Copied directly from mainresponder.search.server.buildScreenLinks 
«Frontier 6.1 12/9/1999 
« 
«Opilio mods : 
«changed to use stylesheet headings 
« 
«Build links to more screens. 
«Changes : 
«10/1/99; 1:51:31 PM by PBS 
«Support for searching multiple sites. 
local (htmlText); 
local (i); 
on add (s) { 
htmlText = htmlText + s}; 
adrScreen".totalScreens = ((adrScreen".totalHits - 1) / 
adrSearchRequest".maxHitsPerPage) + 1; 
adrScreen".totalScreens = number (adrScreen".totalScreens); 
local (replacer = ""); 
if adrSearch".ignoredList != {} { 
if sizeOf (adrSearch".ignoredList) == 1 { 
«replacer = replacer + "<font size=l>Ignored common word:" 
replacer = replacer + "<h4>Ignored common word:"} 
else { 
«replacer = replacer + "<font size=l>Ignored common words :" 
replacer = replacer + "<h4>Ignored common words:"}; 
for i = 1 to sizeOf (adrSearch".ignoredList) { 
replacer = replacer + " " + adrSearch".ignoredList [i]; 
if i != sizeOf (adrSearch".ignoredList) { 
replacer = replacer + ";"}}; 
«replacer = replacer + "</font><p>\r" 
replacer = replacer + "</h4><p>\r"}; 
if adrScreen".totalScreens == 1 { 
adrScreen".returnText = searchEngine.replaceAll 
( adrScreen" . returnText, "«replaceNumHits»", replacer, true); 
return (false)}; 
if adrScreen".totalScreens > 1 { 
«replacer = replacer + "<<start>> to «end» of <<totalHits>> total 
matches found.<p>\r" 
replacer = replacer + "<h4>«start>> to «end» of «totalHits» 
total matches found.</h4><p>\r"; 
replacer = searchEngine.replaceAll (replacer, "«start»", 
adrSearchRequest".start, true); 
replacer = searchEngine.replaceAll (replacer, "«end»", 
adrScreen".end, true); 
replacer = searchEngine.replaceAll (replacer, "«totalHits»", 
adrScreen".totalHits, true); 
adrScreen".returnText = searchEngine.replaceAll 
( adrScreen". returnText, "«replaceNumHits» ", replacer, true)}; 
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adrScreen".thisScreen = number (adrSearchRequest".start / 
adrSearchRequest".maxHitsPerPage); 
«add ("<p>\rMore matches...<p>\r<font size=-l>") 
add ("<p>\r<h4>More matches...</h4><p>\r<font size=-l>"); 
local (site); 
if defined (adrSearchRequest".site) and adrSearchRequest".site != "" { 
local (sitesList = adrSearchRequest".site); //PBS 10/1/99: support 
for multiple sites 
if typeOf (sitesList) != listType { 
sitesList = {sitesList}}; 
local (i); 
for i = 1 to sizeOf (sitesList) { 
if i > 1 { 
site = site + "&"}; 
site = site + "site=" + string.replaceAll (sitesList [i], " " 
,"+")}}; 
for i = 0 to adrScreen".totalScreens - 1 { 
if i == adrScreen".thisScreen { 
add (i + 1)} 
else { 
local (q = string.urlEncode (adrSearchRequest".searchString)); 
q = string.replaceAll (q, "%20", " + "); 
local (url = adrSearchRequest".fname + "?"); 
url = url + "m=" + adrSearchRequest".maxHitsPerPage + "&s=" + ((i 
* adrSearchRequest".maxHitsPerPage) + 1); 
url = url + "&q=" + q; 
if site != "" { 
url = url + + site}; 
add ("<a href=\"" + url + + (i + 1) + "</a>")}; 
if i != adrScreen".totalScreens - 1 { 
add (" - ")}}; 
add ("</font>"); 
adrScreen".returnText = adrScreen".returnText + htmlText; 
return (true)} 
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Listing A.83. search.server.doSearch 
on doSearch (adrSearchRequest) { 
«Copied directly from mainResponder.search.server.doSearch 
«Frontier 6.1, 12/1/99 
«The only modification is that we call our own versions of buildHtml 
and buildScreenLinks. 
« adrSearchRequest is the address of a table containing info about this 
request. 
«See mainResponder.search.htmlSearch for an example caller script. 
«This script doesn't make any assumptions about its context. 
« It could be running from within the website framework, 
«or it may be called by an XML-RPC handler, etc. 
«It will return HTML text. 
«Is this machine a search engine server? 
if not config.mainResponder.prefs.fISearchEngine { 




local (pc = file.getPathChar ()); 
on add (s ) { 
screen.returnText = screen.returnText + s}; 
new (tableType, @screen); //create a new screen table 
screen.returnText = 
add ( "«replaceNumHits»" ) ; 
bundle { //create a new search table and get the raw results 










«The minimum relevancy rank for AND hits. 
new (tableType, @search); //create a new search table 
«Make sure there is a search request. 
if string.trimWhiteSpace (adrSearchRequest".searchString) == "" { 
return (mainResponder.search.server.nothingFound (@search))}; 
search.origSearchString = adrSearchRequest".searchString; 
search.searchString = string.urlDecode (string.replaceAll 




search.countKeyWords = string.countFields 
(search.filteredSearchString, ' '); 




new (tableType, @search.rawResults); 
mainResponder.search.server.getResults (@search, adrSearchRequest); 
//do the find 
if sizeOf (search.rawResults) == 0 { 
return (mainResponder.search.server.nothingFound (@search))}}; 
local (adrResults = @search.rawResults); 
«bundle //filter the results 
«Filter the results based on a site name. 
«Also set adrScreen".totalHits to the number of hits. 
«if defined (adrSearchRequest".site) and (adrSearchRequest".site != 
"") and (string.lower (adrSearchRequest".site) != "all") 
«local (lowerSiteName = string.lower (adrSearchRequest".site)) 
«local (i) 
«local (indexName = adrSearchRequest".indexName) 
«local (indexPath = frontier.pathString + "Nirvana Server" + pc + 
"ops" + pc + indexName) 
«local (indexPath = Frontier.getSubFolder ("/ops/") + indexName) 
« 
«for i = sizeOf (search.rawResults) downTo 1 
« local (adrPagelnfo, url, pagelD) 
«pagelD = nameOf (search.rawResults [i]) 
«url = string.nthField (pagelD, 1) 
« 
«adrPagelnfo = @[indexPath].pagelnfo.[pagelD] 
« local (lowerPageSite = string.lower (adrPagelnfo".siteName)) 
« 
«if lowerPageSite != lowerSiteName 
« delete (^search.rawResults [i]) 
« 
«if sizeOf (search.rawResults) < 1 
«return (mainResponder.search.server.nothingFound (@search)) 
«Build the HTML results. 
*********** begin Opilio modification ********** 
local (s = opilioTools.search.server.buildHtml (êsearch, êscreen, 
adrSearchRequest)); 
if s == false { 
return (mainResponder.search.server.nothingFound (@search))}; 
add (s); 
«Build links to more screens. 
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«If the searchRequest asks for screens links, 
«and the type of returned text is HTML, 
«then build links to additional screens, if any. 
opilioTools.search.server.buildScreenLinks (@search, êscreen, 
adrSearchRequest); 
«mainResponder.search.server.buildScreenLinks (@search, êscreen, 
adrSearchRequest) 
l( ********** end Opilio modification ********** 







pta = html.getPageTableAddress (); 
clientlp = pta".client; 
url = pta".url; 
searchArgs = pta".searchArgs; 
url = url + "?" + searchArgs; 
mainResponder.search.server.logSearch (§ search, screen.totalHits, 
clientlp, url)}}; 
return (screen.returnText)} 
Listing A.84. search.server.htmlSearch 
on htmlSearch (adrPageTable, fname, f!ShowSiteNames=true, 
altColor="#F5F5DC", feedback=true, indexName=nil) { 
«This code is directly from mainresponder.search.server.buildHtml, 
Frontier 6.1 12/1/99 
«Opilio modifications : 
«call our doSearch instead of mainresponder's 
«Create a search request, call the search script, and return the 
results. 





«May be null. 
«Otherwise, the membership info address for this user. 
« sitesList 
«The list of sites to search. 
local (searchRequest, argTable); 
new (tableType, @searchRequest); 
new (tableType, @argTable); 
«Parse the search args into a table. 
webserver.parseArgs (adrPageTable".searchArgs, @argTable); 
«Populate the searchRequest table. 
bundle { //get the search string 
searchRequest.searchString - argTable.q}; 
bundle { //get the start parameter 
try { //start 
searchRequest.start = string.urlDecode (argTable.s ) ; 
searchRequest.start = number (searchRequest.start)} 
else { 
searchRequest.start = 1}}; 
bundle { //get max hits per page parameter 
try { //max hits per page 
searchRequest.maxHitsPerPage = string.urlDecode (argTable.m) 
searchRequest.maxHitsPerPage = number 
(searchRequest.maxHitsPerPage)} 
else { 
searchRequest.maxHitsPerPage = 25}}; 
searchRequest.fname = fname; 
searchRequest.fIShowSiteNames = fIShowSiteNames; 
searchRequest.altColor = altColor; 
searchRequest.feedback = feedback; 
bundle { //get the site 
if defined (argTable.site) { 
searchRequest.site = argTable.site}}; 
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bundle { //get the adrMemberlnfo parameter 
searchRequest.adrMemberlnfo = nil; 
try { 
searchRequest.adrMemberlnfo - adrPageTable".adrMemberlnfo}}; 
«Add info to the page table. 
adrPageTable".searchString = searchRequest.searchString; 
if indexName != nil { 
searchRequest.indexName = indexName} 
else { 
searchRequest.indexName = "Index.root"} ; 
((******** begin Opilio modification ************* 
local (s = opilioTools.search.server.doSearch (@searchRequest)); 
K******** end Opilio modification ************** 
return (s)} 
Listing A.85. search.server.index 
on index (title, url, bodyText, siteName, siteUrl, client, fIShowText, 
lastModDate=nil, indexName=nil,metaNameList={>, metaValueList={},p=nil) 
«Taken directly from mainresponder.search.server.index 
«Frontier 6.1, 12/2/99 
«Opilio mods : 
«Added three parameters : metaNameList={},metaValueList={},p=nil 
«Call our own modified versions of buildPagelnfo, indexOnePage, 
loglndexedPage 
«Index one page. 
«Make sure this is a search engine server. 
if not config.mainResponder.prefs.fISearchEngine { 
return (false)}; 
«Make sure Index.root exists and is open. 
mainResponder.search.utilities.assurelndex (indexName); 
local (indexPath = mainResponder.search.utilities.getlndexPath 
(indexName)); 
msg ("Search Engine: Indexing: " + url); 
if lastModDate == nil { 
lastModDate = clock.now ()}; 
«De-index this page. 
mainResponder.search.server.delndexPage (url, indexName:indexName); 
l( ********** begin Opilio mods ************ 
«Build the table of info about this page. 
«mainResponder.search.server.buildPagelnfo (bodyText, title, url, 
lastModDate, siteName, siteUrl, fIShowText, indexName) 
opilioTools.search.server.buildPagelnfo (bodyText, title, url, 
lastModDate, siteName, siteUrl, fIShowText, indexName, 
metaNameList:metaNameList, metaValueList:metaValueList,p:p); 
«Add this page to the index. 
«mainResponder.search.server.indexOnePage (url, title, bodyText, 
@searchEngine.data.stopWords, indexName) 
opilioTools.search.server.indexOnePage (url, title, bodyText, 
@searchEngine.data.stopWords, indexName,metaNameList:metaNameList, 
metaValueList:metaValueList,p:p); 
«Log this index. 
«mainResponder.search.server.loglndexedPage (url, title, siteName, 
siteUrl, client, indexName) 
opilioTools.search.server.loglndexedPage (url, title, siteName, 
siteUrl, client, indexName,metaNameList:metaNameList, 
metaValueList:metaValueList); 




Listing A.86. search.server.indexOnePage 
on indexOnePage (url, title, pageText, adrStopWords=nil, indexName=nil, 
metaNameList={}, metaValueList={},p=nil,flDebug=false) { 
«Taken directly from mainresponder.search.server.indexOnePage 
«Frontier 6.1, 12/2/99 
«Opilio mods: 
«Added three parameters: metaNameList={},metaValueList={},p=nil 
«parse meta table 
«user meta info for relevancy 
«support browsable metas other than "Category" 
«Index one page. 
«Changes : 
«8/20/99; 11:41:41 AM by PBS 
«Index all words that are not in the stop words table. Don't 
ignore numbers. Don't ignore words that are shorter than 3 characters. 
local (lowerTitle = string.lower (title)); 
local (pageName); 
local (lowerAdr = string.lower (url)); 
local (lowerParent); 
local (i, j, numFields); 
local (flMessages = true); 
local (indexPath = mainResponder.search.utilities.getlndexPath 
(indexName)); 
local (adrlndex = @[indexPath].index); 
„********** begin Opilio mods ************ 
local(metaName,metaTable,metacounter=0); 
new (tableType, SmetaTable); 
if sizeOf(metaNameList) == sizeOf(metaValueList) { 
for metaName in metaNameList { 
metacounter++; 
metaTable.[metaName] = metaValueList[metacounter]}}; 
for metaName in {"author","description","keywords"} { «add certain meta 
tags to pageText so they get indexed 
if defined(metaTable.[metaName]) { 
pageText = pageText + " " + 
opilioTools.listToString(metaTable.[metaName])}}; 
if defined(metaTable.category) { «deal with categories 
opilioTools.categorizePage(metaTable.category,url,title)}; 
opilioTools.metaBrowsePage(url); « deal with browsable categories other 
than "Category" 
*********** end Opilio mods for this section, more below ************ 
if flDebug { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilio.search.server.indexOnePage"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".metaTable = metaTable; 
adrltem".categorydefined = defined(metaTable.category); 
adrltem".url = url; 
adrltem".pagetext = pageText; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "Beginning indexOnePage"}; 
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if adrStopWords == nil { 
adrStopWords = êsearchEngine.data.stopWords}; 
on doMessage (s) { 
if flMessages { 
msg (s)}>; 
on getLastField (s) { 
local (ctfields = string.countFields (s, '/')); 
s = string.nthField (s, ctfields) ; 
return (s)}; 
bundle { IIget the page name 
pageName = url; 
pageName = getLastField (pageName)}; 
bundle { //get the name of the parent folder 
lowerParent = string.lower (url); 
lowerParent = string.popSuffix (lowerParent, '/'); 
lowerParent = getLastField (lowerParent)}; 
bundle { //clean the text before indexing 
pageText = searchEngine.cleanText (pageText)}; 
numFields = string.countFields (pageText, ' '); //count potential 
words 
local(ixr = @scratchpad.indexReport); 
if flDebug { 
new(tabletype,@scratchpad.indexReport); 
new(stringtype,@ scratchpad.indexReport.wordsIndexed); 
ixr".numfields = numfields; 
ixr".pagetext = pagetext}; 
for i = 1 to numFields { //loop through every potential word 
local (oneWord = string.nthField (pageText, ' ', i ) ) ; 
if oneWord beginsWith '#' { 
continue}; //it's a directive 
oneWord = string.dropNonAlphas (oneWord); 
oneWord = string.lower (oneWord); 
oneWord = string.popTrailing (oneWord, 's'); //pop off trailing s's 
oneWord = string.trimWhiteSpace (oneWord); 
if oneWord == "" { 
continue}; 
«PBS 8/20/99: commented this out — we now index all words that are 
not in the stop words table. 
«if sizeOf (oneWord) < 3 //we don't index very short words, except 
for "op" and "wp" 
«if oneWord != "op" and oneWord != "wp" and oneWord != "ii" 
«continue 
if not (searchEngine.checkStopWords (oneWord, adrStopWords) ) -{ 
//check if this is on the list of words not to index 
continue}; //don't index 
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if flDebug { 
msg(oneWord); 
ixr".wordslndexed = ixr".wordslndexed + " " + oneWord; 
ixr".url = url}; 
sys.systemTask (); 
«doMessage (oneWord) 
local (firstLetter = string.mid (oneWord, 1, 1)); 
«PBS 8/20/99: a word can start with a number. At this point we have 
letters and numbers only, so this check can be eliminated. 
«if char (firstLetter) < 'a' or char (firstLetter) > 'z' 
«continue 
local (adrLetter = @adrlndex".[firstLetter]); //address of this 
letter's table in the index 
if not defined (adrLetter") { 
new (tableType, adrLetter)}; 
local (adrWord = @adrLetter".[oneWord]); //address of this word in 
the index 
if not defined (adrWord") { 
new (tableType, adrWord)}; 
local (adrPageCount = @adrWord".[url]); //address of the count for 
this page in this word 
if defined (adrPageCount") { 
adrPageCount" = adrPageCount" + 1} //this is a frequency count 
(plus the relevancy ranking, see below) 
else { 
adrPageCount" = 1}; //first occurence of this word in the page 
bundle { //do relevancy ranking 
if lowerAdr contains oneWord { //if the address of the page 
contains the word, add 100 
if adrPageCount" < 100 { 
adrPageCount" = adrPageCount" + 100}}; 
if string.lower (pageName) contains oneWord { //if the name of 
the page contains the word, add 500 
if adrPageCount" < 500 { 
adrPageCount" = adrPageCount" + 500}} ; 
if lowerParent == oneWord { //if the name of the parent table 
equals the word and this is the default page, add 1000 
if pageName contains "default" or pageName contains "index" { 
if adrPageCount" < 1000 { 
adrPageCount" = adrPageCount" + 1000}}}; 
if lowerTitle contains oneWord { //if the title of the page 
contains the word, add 2 000 
if adrPageCount" < 2000 { 
adrPageCount" = adrPageCount" + 2000}}; 
(( ********** begin Opilio mods ************ 
if defined(metaTable".keywords) { «meta ranking added 6/2/1999 by 
JV 
if metaTable".keywords contains oneWord { // if the keywords 
meta tag on the page contains the word, add 1000 
adrPageCount" = adrPageCount" + 1000}}; 
if defined(metaTable".description) { 
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if metaTable".description contains oneWord { // if the 
description meta tag on the page contains the word, add 700 
adrPageCount" = adrPageCount" + 700}} ; 
if defined(metaTable".author) { 
if metaTable".author contains oneWord { // if the author meta 
tag on the page contains the word, add 100 
adrPageCount" = adrPageCount" + 100}}; 
y . „  * * * * * * * * * *  encj Opilio mods ************ 
if flDebug { 
ixr".[url] = adrPageCount"}; 
sys.systemTask (); 
};«doMessage ("Indexing: " + url + ": " + oneWord) 
if flDebug { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilio.search.server.indexOnePage"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".metaTable = metaTable; 
adrltem".categorydefined = defined(metaTable.category); 
adrltem".url = url; 




Listing A.87. search.server.indexStoredPages 
«Index all the pages in the index queue. 
«Changes : 
«9/28/99; 2:12:37 PM by PBS 
«An indexName item may be stored with the page. If it is, then 
use the specified index, otherwise use the default index. 
«Taken directly from mainresponder.search.server.buildPagelnfo 
«Frontier 6.1, 12/2/99 
«Opilio mods: 
«check for metanamelist, metavaluelist, p for each item in the queue 
bundle { //is this a search engine server? If not, don't index any pages, 
if not config.mainResponder.prefs.fISearchEngine { 
return (true)}}; 
local (adrTable = @config.mainResponder.data.searchQueue); 
local (defaultlndex = file.fileFromPath 
(mainResponder.search.utilities.getlndexPath ())); //the name of the 
default index 
local (indexesUsed = {}); //the list of indexes that will need saving 
bundle { //loop through the queue of pages to be indexed 
local (i); 
for i = sizeOf (adrTable") downTo 1 { 
if typeOf (adrTable" [i]) == tableType { 
with adrTable" [i] { 
msg ("Search Engine : Indexing : " + url + "..."); 
local (index = defaultlndex); 
if defined (adrTable" [i].indexName) { //PBS 9/28/99 : get the 
specified index name from the stored page info 
index = adrTable" [i].indexName}; 
K********** begin Opilio mods ************ 
« added metaNameList, metaValueList, p JV 11/5/99 
local { 
mnL - {}; 
mvL = {}; 
portfolio = ""}; 
if defined(adrTable"[i].metaNameList) { 
mnL = metaNameList}; 
if defined(adrTable"[i].metaValueList) { 
mvL = metaValueList}; 
if defined(adrTable"[i].p) { 
portfolio = p} ; 
«mainResponder.search.server.index (title, url, bodyText, 
siteName, siteUrl, client, flShowText, lastModDate, index) 
opilioTools.search.server.index (title, url, bodyText, 
siteName, siteUrl, client, flShowText, lastModDate, index, 
metaNameList:mnL, metaValueList:mvL,p:portfolio); 
bundle { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilio.search.server.indexStoredPages"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".bodyText = bodyText; 
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adrltem".title = title; 
adrltem".url = url; 
adrltem".whatHappened = "Sent one page"}; 
*********** end Opilio mods ************ 
if not (indexesUsed contains string.lower (index)) { //PBS 
9/28/99 : save this index name so we can save the index gdb later 
indexesUsed = indexesUsed + string.lower (index)}; 
sys.systemTask ()}}; 
delete (@adrTable" [i])}}; //delete this page from the queue 
bundle { //save config.root and any indexes that need saving 
«Save config.root. 
msg ("Search Engine : Saving config.root..."); 
fileMenu.saveMyRoot (adrTable); 
if indexesUsed != {} { //at least one index needs saving 
local (i) ; 
for i = 1 to sizeOf (indexesUsed) { //loop through the indexes 
local (indexPath = mainResponder.search.utilities.getlndexPath 
(indexesUsed [i] ) ) ; 
«Save the index. 
msg ("Search Engine : Saving " + indexesUsed [i] + "..."); 
fileMenu.save (indexPath); 
«Close the index. 
msg ("Search Engine : Closing " + indexesUsed [i] + "..."); 
fileMenu.close (indexPath); 
«Re-open the index. 
msg ("Search Engine: Opening " + indexesUsed [i] + "..."); 
fileMenu.open (indexPath, true)}}}; //open it hidden 
msg ("") ; 
return (true) 
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Listing A.88. search.server.loglndexedPage 
on loglndexedPage (url, title, siteName, siteUrl, client=nil, 
indexName=nil, metaNameList={}, metaValueList={}) { 
«This code is directly from mainresponder.search.server.buildHtml, 
Frontier 6.1 12/2/99 
«Opilio modifications : 
«added meta items 
«Log one indexed page. 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase ("Search Engine Indexer", 
flHourlyRoll: true)); 
adrltem".url = url; 
adrltem".title = title; 
adrltem".siteName = siteName; 
adrltem".siteUrl = siteUrl; 
adrltem".client = client; 
adrltem".indexName = indexName; 
«meta support added 6/3/1999 by JV 
adrltem".metaNameList = metaNameList; 
adrltem".metaValueList = metaValueList; 
return (true)> 
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Listing A.89. search.server.storePageForlndexing 
on storePageForlndexing (title, url, bodyText, siteName, siteUrl, 
client=nil, metaNameList={},metaValueList={}, p=nil, 
flShowText=false,createdDate=nil, lastModDate=nil) { 
«From mainresponder.search.server.storePageForlndexing, Frontier 6.1, 
2/25/2000 
«The parameters metaNameList, metaValueList, and p have been added by 
JV 
local (adrStoredPagesTable); 
adrStoredPagesTable = @config.mainResponder.data.searchQueue; 
if not defined(adrStoredPagesTable") { 
new(tableType,@config.mainResponder.data.searchQueue)}; 
local (adrStorage = @adrStoredPagesTable".[url]) ; 
«Because of asynchronous XML-RPC, we may have already stored a newer 
version of this page. Check first. 
if lastModDate != nil { 
if defined (adrStorage".lastModDate) { 
if adrStorage".lastModDate > lastModDate { //the page in the 
queue already is newer 
return (true)}}; //don't do anything, discard this 
local (index = mainResponder.search.utilities.getlndexPath ()); 
if defined ([index].pagelnfo.[url].lastModDate) { 
if [index].pagelnfo.[url].lastModDate > lastModDate { //the page 
in the index is newer 
return (true)}}}; //don't index this page 
new (tableType, adrStorage); 
adrStorage".title = title; 
adrStorage".url = url; 
adrStorage".bodyText = bodyText + " " + title + " " + url + " " + 
siteName + " " + siteURL; 
adrStorage".siteName = siteName; 
adrStorage".siteUrl = siteUrl; 
adrStorage".client = client; 
adrStorage".flShowText = flShowText; 
adrStorage".createdDate = createdDate; //PBS 3/16/99 
adrStorage".lastModDate = lastModDate; //PBS 3/16/99 
adrStorage".metaNameList = list(metaNameList); //JV 
adrStorage".metaValueList = list(metaValueList); //JV 
adrStorage".p = p; //JV 11/5/1999 
«scratchpad.metaNameList2 = metaNameList 
« scratchpad.metaValueList2 = metaValueList 




Listing A.90. stampRoot 
on stampRoot (rootName) { 
«9/23/99 ; 10:56:38 AM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«The basic idea is that we touch root files we use, updating their last 
mod date in a portfolioPrefs.root. Then an agent goes through every once 
in a while and closes roots we don't need, like cache roots and portfolio 
roots that no one is working with. 
«This is not implemented yet. 
«make sure it's open 
opilioTools.assureRoot(rootName); 
«get the path to id 
local (rootPath = opilioTools.getRootPath (rootName)); 
«stamp it 
rootPath".lastUsed = clock.now(); 
return(true)} 
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Listing A.91. stringToList 
on stringToList (s) { 
«10/14/99 ; 3:44:27 PM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«Given a string, we use commas to parse it into a list. 
local { 
theList = {>; 
ct = string.countfields(s,",") ; 
chunk}; 
for i = 1 to ct { 
chunk = string.nthfield(s,", " ,i) ; 
chunk = string.poptrailing(string.popleading(chunk, ' '),' '); «no 
spaces 
chunk = string.poptrailing(chunk,1,'); «no commas 
theList = theList + chunk}; 
return(theList)} 
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Listing A.92. tweakURL 
on tweakURL (url) { 
«10/14/99; 11:14:31 AM by John VanDyk (jvandyk@iastate.edu) 
«Make sure the URL is fit to send to string.urlSplit(). 
«It must have a protocol and a trailing slash at minimum. 
url = string.popleading(string.poptrailing(url, ' '), ' '); «get rid of 
spaces 
local { 
afterprot}; «part of url after protocol 
if url contains "#" { 
url = string.nthField (url, '#', 1)}; «need to kill this so we don't 
think it's a different URL later 
if (url contains "://") { «does the URL contain a protocol? if so, 
strip it 
if (url contains "http://") { 
afterprot = url; 
afterprot = string.delete(afterprot, 1, 7)} 
else { 
bundle { «add to log 
local (logName = "opilioTools.getHeader"); 
local (adrltem = log.addToGuestDatabase (logName, 
flHourlyRoll:true)); 
adrltem".url = url; 
adrltem".whatWentWrong = "tweakURL: Wrong protocol! "+url}; 
« scripterror("tweakURL: Wrong protocol! "+url) 
return(url)>>; 
if not (afterprot contains "/") { « we're dealing with a url with no 
slash, like www.ent.iastate.edu 
url = url + "/"}•, 
return (url)} 
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APPENDIX B. RUBY CODE 
This appendix lists the Ruby code used to extract and analyze hits from Apache log 
files, as well as the list of identified robot user-agent names. 
Listing B.l. icmanalyzer.rb 
Listing B.2. filterrobots.rb 
Listing B.3. List of identified robot user-agent names 
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Listing B.l. icmanalyzer.rb takes a file and applies regular expressions 




output = ~wc -1 #{name}~ 
output.split[0] 
end 
def showoutput(f, filetocount, s) 
puts f + "\t" + getcount(filetocount) + "\t" + s 
end 
ARGV.each do |name| 
f = name 
sh = Shell.new 
#extract zipped files automatically 
if name[-3,3] == ".gz" 
backupname = name + ' backup' 
puts "Backing up #{name} to #{backupname>" 
sh.cp(name, backupname) 
puts "Unzipping #{name}" 
"gunzip #{name}v 




#how many total hits in the logfile? 
#showoutput(f, f, "entire file") 
#how many hits in the icm directory? 
"egrep 'GET /ipm/icm/' #{f} > tmpV 
showoutput(f, "tmp1","icm directory") 
#exclude images 
"egrep -v 'GET [""]+\.gif HTTP/[0-9]\.[0-9]"|GET [A"]+V jpg HTTP/[0-
9]\.[0—9]"' tmpl > tmp2" 
showoutput(f, "tmp2", "images excluded") 
#exclude robots 
"ruby filterrobots.rb —file tmp2" 
showoutput(f, "tmp2f", "robots excluded") 
#generate most frequently used ip addresses 
"ruby IPcount.rb tmp2f > tmpip" 
ipfile = File.open("tmpip") 
5.times do 
line = ipfile.gets 
ip = line.split(/ /)[1] 
ct = line.split(/ /)[0] 
begin 
nm = TCPSocket.gethostbyname(ip)[0] 
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rescue 
nui = " " 
end 
puts £ + "\t" + ct + " " +ip + " " + nm 
end 
ipfile.close 
#find number of home page hits 
"egrep 'GET /ipm/icm/ |GET /ipm/icm/default\.html' tmp2f > 
tmphomepagehits" 
showoutput(f, "tmphomepagehits", "home page hits") 
#find number of non-homepage directory hits 
"egrep 'GET /ipm/icm/[""]+/ |GET /ipm/icm/[""]+/default\.html' tmp2f > 
tmpdirpagehits" 
showoutput(f, "tmpdirpagehits", "non home page dir hits") 
#find number of index hits 
"egrep 'GET /ipm/icm/indices' tmp2f > tmpindicesall" 
showoutput(f, "tmpindicesall", "indices total") 
#find number of external vs internal index hits 
"egrep http://www\.ipm\.iastateX.edu' tmpindicesall > 
tmpindicesinternal" 
showoutput(f, "tmpindicesinternal", "indices internal") 
#find number of hits to articles, excluding indices 
"egrep 'GET[""]+\.html ' tmp2f | egrep -v 'GET 
/ipm/icm/indices|GET[""]+defaultX.html|GET /ipm/icm/legal|GET 
/ipm/icm/subscribe' > tmparticles" 
showoutput(f, "tmparticles", "articles total") 
#find hits from our own search engine 
"egrep '"[""]+"http://searchX.ent\.iastateX.edu' tmparticles > 
tmparticlessearchengine" 
showoutput(f, "tmparticlessearchengine", "articles from search engine") 
#find hits from the image gallery 
"egrep ]+"http://wwwX.entX.iastateX.edu/imagegal' tmparticles > 
tmparticlesimagegal" 
showoutput(f, "tmparticlesimagegal", "articles from image gallery") 
#find hits from indices 
"egrep '"[""]+"http://wwwX.[ei][np][tm]X.iastateX.edu/ipm/icm/indices' 
tmparticles > tmparticlesindices" 
showoutput(f, "tmparticlesindices", "articles from indices") 
#find article hits from home page 
"egrep 
'"[A"]+"http://wwwX.ipmX.iastateX.edu/ipm/icm/"|~"]+"http://wwwX.ipm\.ia 
stateX.edu/ipm/icm/default.html"' tmparticles > tmparticleshomepage" 
showoutput(f, "tmparticleshomepage", "articles from home page") 
#find article hits from non-home page directories 
"egrep 
' " [" " ] + "http://wwwX.ipmX.iastateX.edu/ipm/icm/[A"]+/"|"[A"] + "http://wwwX.i 
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pm\ . iastateX.edu/ipm/icm/[A"]+defaultX.html' tmparticles > 
tmparticlesdirpages" 
showoutput(f, "tmparticlesdirpages", "articles from non home page dir 
hits") 
#find hits from article to article 
"egrep '"[A"]+"http://www.ipm.iastate.edu/ipm/icm/[A ]+html' 
tmparticles | egrep -v 
1 " [ " " ] + "http://wwwX.ipmX.iastateX.edu/ipm/icm/indices|"[""] + "http://wwwX.i 
pm\.iastateX.edu/ipm/icm/[A"]+defaultX.html|"[A"]+"http://wwwX.ipmX.iastat 
eX.edu/ipm/icm/"' > tmparticlearticle" 
showoutput(f, "tmparticlearticle", "articles from articles") 






]+html' tmparticles > tmparticlesremainder" 
showoutput(f, "tmparticlesremainder", "left over") 
end 
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Listing B.2. filterrobots.rb filters out known robots from an Apache log 
file. 
require 'getoptlong' 
opt = GetoptLong.new ( ['—file', GetoptLong::REQUIRED_ARGUMENT] ) 
robotre = "" 
thisline = " " 
10.foreach("canonrobots.txt") do |line| 
line.chomp! 
thisline = Regexp.escape(line) # escape periods 
robotre « thisline.downcase + "|" 
end 
robotre.chop! # remove trailing '|' 
robotpattern = Regexp.compile(robotre, Regexp::IGNORECASE) 
ipre = "" 
10.foreach("bannedips.txt") do |line| 
line.chomp! 
thisline = Regexp.escape(line) # escape periods 
ipre « thisline.downcase + "|" 
end 
ipre « 'DigExt|system32|root\.exe|"HEAD |defaultX.ida|cmd\.exe|x\.ida' 
ippattern = Regexp.compile(ipre, Regexp: :IGNORECASE) 
useragentpattern = Regexp.compile( "'[*"] + "[*"] + "[*"] + "[*"] + ("[*"] + ")') # 
user-agent is in 5th set of quotes 
#nimdapattern = Regexp.compile('DigExt|system32|root\.exe|"HEAD 
|default\.ida|cmd\.exe|x\.ida1) 
opt.each option do |name, arg| 
case name 
when '—file' 
file = File.open(arg) 
newfile = File.new(arg + "f","w") 
putthisline = false 
file.each do |line| 
putthisline = true 
#DigExt is the Explorer offline browsing mode. See 
http://www.geocrawler.eom/archives/3/182/1999/10/0/2809465/ 
if line =~ ippattern 
putthisline = false 
else 




robotrefs = robotpattern.match(refs[ 1]) # is it a known 
if robotrefs 
#puts refs[ 1] 












Listing B.3. User-agent names identified as known robots. 
ADSAComponent CICC-Agent FAST-WebCrawler 3.x 
AITCSRobot CICC-PJ FastCrawler 
AlkalineBOT cleNcIaFiCcIoN.nEt FDSE 
Almaden CMC/0.01 FDSE robot 
Amsterdam collage.cgi FELIX IDE 
Amsterdam 2 002 combine FelixIDE 
anthill ComMOOnity LambdaMOO fido 
AnthillV ComputingSite Robi Firefly 
Antibot conceptbot FirstGov.gov Search 
AnyBrowser contype Fish-Search-Robot 
AnyBrowser Search CoolBot FlickBot 
Engine Cosmos Fluffy the spider 
AOL-IWENG CrawlApplication fouineur 
Appie CrawlerBoy Freecrawl 
Arachnophilia Crescent Internet FunnelWeb 
arale ToolPak HTTP OLE FusionBot 
Araneo Control GAIS Robot 
ArchitextSpider CrocCrawler gammaSpider 
ariadne Crucial Inforation Gatherer 
arks Miner gazz 
Ask Jeeves Cusco gcreep 
ASpider Custo Generic 
ASPseek cyberspyder gestaltIconoclast 
ATN Worldwide Deeplndex GetRight 
Atomz DeMozulator Getterrobo-Plus 
AURESYS/1.0 Deweb GetURL.rexx 
AvantGo Die Blinde Kuh Gigabot 
AVSearch dienstspider Girafabot 
aWapClient digger golem 
BackRub Digimarc CGIReader Googlebot 
BaiDuSpider Digimarc WebReader Googlebot-Image 
BaySpider Dllbot grabber 
BDNcentral Crawler dlwSrobot griffon 
v2.3 [en] DNAbot Gromit 
Big Brother DoCoMo Grub-client 
Bjaaland downloadexpress gulliver 
Bjaaland/0.5 DragonBot guiper 
Black Widow DSurf Guiper Web Bot 
BlackWidow Dual Proxy GulperBot 
BlogBot Duppies Hamàhàkki 
Boitho-robot DWCP hambot 
BorderManager EbiNess Harvest-NG 
borg-bot/0.9 ecollector havlndex 
BrailleBot EIT-Link-Verifier- Hazel's Ferret Web 
BSpider Robot hopper 
Bumblebee elfinbot Hget 
CACTVS Chemistry Emacs hhjhj@yahoo.com 
Spider EMC Spider Bitwise Spider 
calif ESI HKU WWW Robot 
Cd34 ESIRover HLoader 
CEIS/toCrawl/URlDisp ESISmartSpider Hometown Spider Pro 
atcher esther hotwired 
Checkbot Evliya Celebi Htdig 















































































































































































Reifier ssearcher100 webcollage 
RemoteSearch Star Downloader WebCopier 
Resume Robot Steeler WebCopy 
RHCS straight FLASH ! ! WeberaftBoot 
Rico GetterroboPlus WebFetcher 
Road Runner suke WebFilter Robot 
roadrunner suntek Webinator-indexer 
Robbie SuperCleaner weblayers 
robi SYCLIKControl WebLinker 
RoboCrawl LinkChecker WebMechanic 
robofox Szukacz WebMoose 
Robot du CRIM T-H-U-N-D-E-R-S-T-O- webquest 
RobotMidareru N-E webreaper 
robots.txt t a c h b w  webs 
Robots.txt Validator TAGENT WebSearch 
Robozilla Tarantula webspider 
root tarspider WebTrends Link 
Roverbot TclSOAP Analyzer 
RPT-HTTPClient TechBOT webvac 
RuLeS Teleport Pro webwalk 
SafetyNet Robot templeton WebWalker 
Scooter Teradex Mapper WebWatch 
Scrubby TITAN Webwombat 
Search Agent titin Wget 
Search-AU TLSpider whatUseek winona 
searchprocess topiclink whowhere 
SearchSpider TulipChain Willow 
Semanticdiscovery TurnitinBot winona 
Senrigan Tutorial Crawler wired-digital-
SG-Scout UCSD-Crawler newsbot 
Shagseeker UdmSearch wlm 
Shai'Hulud UlowaCrawler WOLP 
sharp-info-agent Ukonline www.galaxy.com 
Sherlock unknown WWWC 
sift URL Spider Pro WWWWanderer 
SimBot urlck Xenu Link Sleuth 
Site Valet Vagabonde Xenu Link Sleuth 
Sitecheck Valkyrie 1.2d 
Sitescooper verticrawl XGET 
SiteTech-Rover Victoria your mama 
skymob vision-search Zao 
SLCrawler VoilaBot Zeus 
Sleek Spider Voyager ZyBorg 
slurp Vspider 
SlySearch VWbot K 
snooper wêpSpider 
solbot W3C Validator 
speedy W3C-checklink 
Speedy Spider w3index 




spiderline web robot PEGASUS 
SpiderMan WebBandit 
SpiderView 1.0 webcatcher 
Sqworm Webclipping 
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APPENDIX C. THREE-DIMENSIONAL MODELS 
The three-dimensional models evaluated in Chapter 3 are available on the 
accompanying ISO-9660 CD-ROM. 
The tiger beetle model can be found in the 3d tiger beetle directory and is a 13.9 
megabyte QuickTime object movie called tigerJbeetle.mov. The grasshopper model 
can be found in the 3d grasshopper directory and is a 16.7 megabyte QuickTime object 
movie called grasshopper.mov. To view the models, make sure a copy of QuickTime 
Player is installed. Then open the object movie file with QuickTime Player. 
QuickTime Player could be downloaded for free from 
<http://www.quicktime.com/> at the time of this writing. 
The source files used to create the object movies are also available on the CD-
ROM in compressed form. To view the source files, expand the source files.zip file 
using any zip compression program. Source files are in TIFF format. 
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APPENDIX D. CHARACTER DIAGRAMS 
This appendix contains reproductions of diagrams used for evaluation of insect 
models in Chapter 3. 
Diagrams used with grasshopper: 
Figure D.l. Generalized insect 
Figure D.2. Generalized insect head 
Figure D.3. Structure of the legs 
Figure D.4. Genitalia 
Figure D.5. Thorax 
Diagrams used with tiger beetle: 
Figure D.6. Seta. 
Figure D.7. Generalized beetle anatomy 
Figure D.8. Beetle head (top and side views) 
Figure D.9. Lunules 
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Figure D.2. Generalized insect head. 
w x y  z ( p o s )  
HpKy 
Md,  mandible  .A,  
Figure D.3. Structure of the legs 
1. STRUCTURE OP THE LEGS 
In describing Tin "Huciure and mechanism of the legs we shall limit 
th- term " W to the Iree part of the ap[*-ndagr having the coxa as its 
tarsal 
spine 
Fiq. 10t—Middle leg of a grasehopper, anterior 
We, since we iieed not be concerned here with the question of the sub-
fo%al origin of the pleuron. The surfaces of the legs are oriented for 
diycriptive purposes when the limb ia extended at right angles to the 
!""dy; tlir prcaxial surface if then anterior, the poHtaxial surface posterior, 
(lie outer surface dorsal, and the inner surface ventral. 
The Leg Segments.—The typical and usual segments of the insect 
(Fig. 1041 are the <%xro (Cr), one (rocAaafer (Tr), the /smwr 
tRefiWm (Tb), the forww (Tor), and the prd@r*iw (ffar). In the Odonata 
*** tmchantcral segments are present (Fig. 109 C, 1 7Y, 2 Tr), but they 
Hot movable on each other. 
Figure D.4. Genitalia. 
THE FEMALE GENITALIA AND ASSOCIATED STRUCTURES 
While aii of the male grasshopper's genital structures are 
generally completely hidden within the ninth sternum except 
during the mating act, the female's ovipositor cannot be con­
cealed! Fig. 54 and 55). 
gat 9ft "Y" 
D V  
V V  
genitalia 
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Figure IS. A lateral view of the pmmuai shield, epistemum. and errvical scicrircs at Hamtrka, 
AS - anterior scutum psr postscotdlum 
rv - cervical sclentt-s Tsl * présentai suture 
(> - cervix PQ presctihim 
ts - episiermtm Ts2 - scutal suture 
Iss • lateral scutellar suture Is3 - sviîiviîar suture 
PS - posterior scutum STU scutdlum 
Ts4 - postscuteilar suture S scutum 
M 




Figure &S9 Details of two common mechanoreceptors. A. Hairlike sen&'li 
Figure D.7. Generalized beetle anatomy. 
lbr ant 
Fig. 22-1. Dorsal view of a ladybird beetle (Adàlia sp.), with left wings extended, ab, abdomen 
ant, antenna; e, compound eye; el, elytron; lbr, labrum; nv pronotum. 
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Figure D.8. Beetle head (top and side views). 
compound 
eye 
Fig. 1. Under surface and heed from 
above of beetle (MirpoW Wtg/fimwa) show­
ing the different parts. (After Smith.) 




Md - mandible 
Lm - labrum 
E - compound eye 
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Figure D.9. Lunules. 
F A M I L Y  I. n r î M i K L I I V K .  
When the markings aw in bands, as in Fig. 8 :  {(-. reparti 
1 — humeral lunule. 
2 — marginal line. 
— middle hand. 
4 — apical lunule. 
When the markings are in dots as in Fig. !) :  
5 (See fig. 23) basal dot. 
•; = humeral dot 
7 pox!humeral dot. 
S :  marginal dot. 
!) = supplementary dot. 
10 = discal dot. 
11 = anteapical dot. 
19 —: Anient dot. 
Me.*. 
< After I.MIK ) 
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APPENDIX E. ENTOMOLOGY ONLINE COURSE 
System requirements for viewing Appendix E: a CD-ROM drive, any 
operating system capable of reading text files from the CD-ROM disk, and a web 
browser compatible with Netscape 4.0 or Internet Explorer 4.0 and higher. 
The accompanying ISO-9660 CD-ROM contains the Entomology 201 online course, 
insert the accompanying CD-ROM into your computer's CD-ROM drive. Open the 
ent201 directory. Open the file named default.html in your web browser. 
